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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a collection of three engineering-based research contributions, aiming to detect

anomalous images, without a priori knowledge of the anomaly class. However, devising

discriminative data representations in such settings is patently problematic. Obviating the

need for explicit prior domain knowledge, this work roots itself in representation learning,

using deep convolutional neural networks, charged with solving pseudo tasks.

To begin, we investigate unsupervised auto-associative sparse dictionary learning to infer a

set of basic elements. Significantly, we show that these elements are not unique to the training

data and can be utilised for the faithful reconstruction of anomalous images. Furthermore,

we highlight that encoded representations do not always improve upon those in raw pixel

space.

Moving away from reconstructive-based approaches, in our second contribution, we propose

a novel deep distance metric learning approach, generating freely available supervisory

signals that exist within visual data. Importantly, we demonstrate that the learnt appearance

features can be effectively combined with generic pretrained image representations.

Finally, premised on the notion that learning to recognise one kind of object assists with

identifying another, we explore supervised inductive transfer learning. Representations

are induced by learning to discriminate between different sub-concepts of the normal data,

using fine-grained semantic labels. By forming a distribution over the sub-concepts of

the normal class, we are able to detect previously unseen samples that deviate from the

overarching concept. Notably, we show that current out-of-distribution detectors which

utilise the maximum softmax probability, as an anomaly score, are incapable of illuminating

the similarity of a novel sample to a universal concept of normality.





IMPACT STATEMENT

Facial morphing is a specific, recent example of image tampering, aimed at circumventing

systems that confirm identity by matching appearance between photographs (e.g. at national

borders). In facial morphing, images of multiple people are combined in a novel image

partially resembling each of them. In 2014, two commercial automated facial verification

systems accepted morphed images as matching the appearance of each of the identities

contributing to the morph. Computer systems, with the capability to detect face-falsification,

could guard this vulnerability. As an approach to building such systems, machine learning

has been proposed to identify the signs of tampering by learning to discriminate between

authentic images and simulated examples of face-falsification. This use of training data is

called supervised learning.

The generalisation ability of a supervised learning algorithm beyond its training can be

impressive but is limited—it can learn to detect the signs present in its training, on images

different from its training; however, it will not be able to detect signs different from its

training. Hence, since photo-manipulation and -synthesis methods are rapidly evolving, a

supervised system will have a limited lifetime of effectiveness.

Instead of supervised learning, we propose an anomaly detection approach which uses only

normal data during training. It learns the range and dimensions of normal variation, so that

suspicious deviations from this can be detected. We hypothesise that anomaly detection can

be as effective at detecting known signs as a supervised approach, but will also be able to

detect signs of improved falsification methods. Consequently, an anomaly detection system

will not have the inevitable obsolescence of a supervised methodology.

The anomaly detection systems proposed within this thesis utilise state-of-the-art algorithms,

known as deep learning, to learn image-based attributes from normal data. Though the



domains tackled within this thesis differ from the facial morphing example given above,

we believe the methodology is transferable to the task of image tampering detection. Fur-

thermore, we assert that anomaly detection has the capacity to detect manipulated image

regions, blending operations (indicating the composition of multiple images), and unusual

face proportion differences between identity document photographs and live photographs

taken at a national border.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Within the machine learning (ML) community, anomaly detection (AD), in the most general

sense, so as to include novelty detection and outlier detection, is a term often used to describe

the task of discovering data items that are historically atypical with respect to expected

behaviour patterns. To contextualise, an anomaly may indicate the presence of breast cancer

in mammograms63, surface metal landmines in hyperspectral images218, or hazardous algal

blooms in satellite imagery of water surface colour260. These examples, to name a few,

immediately highlight the magnitude and exigent nature of the task.

Patently, AD is a worthwhile pursuit, however researchers and practitioners are often en-

cumbered by the serious matter of class imbalance, where the negative anomaly samples

available for training a ML algorithm are far fewer than their positive normal counterparts.

What is more, the issue of the skewed class distributions—which in itself can be handled to

a certain extent†—is compounded by the fact that the generalisation ability of a traditional

binary-class supervised learner is limited to the locality‡ of the training set. Therefore, in

order to help safeguard a data-driven learner from attuning itself to very specific, non-causal

random features that do not generalise to previously unseen data, it is absolutely necessary to

ensure that the negative training examples comprehensively cover the full range of possible
†Issues arising from imbalanced class distributions have been addressed in the data mining and ML liter-

ature 47,130, with solutions such as over- or under-sampling (risk of over-fitting) and cost-sensitive learning 261

(costs are often unknown and/or difficult to quantify) having previously been proposed.
‡Local in the sense that the generalisation ability of a supervised learning algorithm beyond its training can

be impressive but is limited —it can learn to detect signs present in its training, on samples different from its
training; but it will not be able to detect signs different from its training.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

anomalous modes that may be assumed by the data. The implicit assumption here is that

accurate and representative class labels are readily available, which is rarely in accordance

with the real world.

Hence, when plagued with any of these issues, as is often the case, we can instead repose

the supervised binary-class discrimination problem of AD as an unsupervised* unary-class

(1-class)187 recognition problem. Within this setting, we do not assume to have a priori

knowledge of the negative-class, and instead concentrate our efforts on constructing a

model to describe the concept of normality. In this way, one exclusively exploits the

positive examples. Fundamentally, an unsupervised algorithm learns a function, unaided by

supervised feedback signals, that maps from the input to some form of probabilistic output

or non-probabilistic score.

On the surface, unsupervised recognition-based learning seems to remedy the aforementioned

issues, however what should immediately spring to mind is the topic of model evaluation.

More precisely, how does one quantitatively evaluate the performance of a model when there

is either very little negative data or none at all?

Moreover, the effectiveness of many pattern recognition and ML systems are dependent

on hand-crafted visual representations; or, more recently, deep representation learning

(RL), which obviates the need for explicit prior domain knowledge in the derivation of

features. That is, in either case, the formation of representative features to use as input, which

improve our ability to learn a mapping to valid outputs. However, in the case of human

feature-engineering, when only normal data is available, how do we go about developing

discriminative features for what is, au fond, a binary-class classification problem when we

have only seen one of the classes? In contrast, deep RL, using neural network (NN) models,

automatically learns from examples, transforming their inputs into a hierarchy of features.

Nevertheless, most NN formulations necessitate labels for learning.

Whilst a preponderance of deep learning (DL) successes have been in supervised classifi-

cation tasks88,108,135,146,151,248,252,266, there is an ever-expanding corpus of work devoted to

unsupervised RL70,195,198,253,282,283. In order to learn generic data representations unsuper-

vised frameworks focus on the idea of creating pseudo† tasks. The concept of generating

pseudo tasks naturally leads us to question whether it is possible to exploit weak or partial

labelling in a 1-class scenario? Particularly when the positive-class represents a superclass.

*Or semi-supervised.
†A pseudo task is not the primary goal, but simply a means to an end.
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1 . 1 A N O M A LY D E T E C T I O N

One should note that within many of the unsupervised deep RL works the aim is often

to use the unsupervised model to pretrain a supervised model72,73,283, transfer the learnt

representations to a supervised learner170,195, or sample from the implicitly learnt density

function29. Consequently, AD is at the best of times an afterthought application, as such

it is apposite to question the direct transferability of these models to an AD scenario. The

pertinence of this line of questioning manifests the reality that certain acceptable flaws in

supervised classification systems may be wholly unacceptable in certain AD settings.

OVERVIEW

This thesis aims to provide an objective and practical understanding, from an engineering

perspective, of how and when deep RL can be exploited for the purposes of detecting

anomalous images. In brief, this work is a collection of three engineering-based research

contributions, aiming to detect anomalous images, without a priori knowledge of the anomaly

class. Removing the desideratum for explicit prior domain knowledge, we root ourselves

in RL, using deep convolutional neural networks (ConvNets), charged with solving pseudo

tasks.

The remainder of this chapter describes the main concepts (specifically AD, ML, and RL)

related to this work, as well as the motivation for the use of deep RL. To conclude, we outline

the structure of this thesis, and summarise the primary contributions made within this work.

1.1 ANOMALY DETECTION

For the sake of simplicity, we have thus far subsumed the identification of novelties and

outliers under the remit of AD; nevertheless, they are not quite one and the same. In what

follows, we shall try to elucidate their nuances by giving a short history. However, in order

to do so we must first introduce linear regression models.

Given a dataset of n input-output* pairs {(x(i), y(i))}n
i=1, linear regression aims to find

the best data fitting linear function f , such that it maps the inputs x(i) ∈ Rd to their

*In a regression setting, the inputs and outputs are usually referred to as the explanatory and the response
variables, respectively.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

corresponding outputs y(i) ∈ Rl. In this case, a linear model takes the following form:

fW ,b (x) = xW + b, (1.1)

where the intercept W ∈ Rd×l and the slope b ∈ Rl are the true, but unknown, model

parameters governing the behaviour of the system. To estimate the parameter values that

provide the best fit, one can apply the straightforward statistical method of least squares, first

proposed by Legendre 156 , such that the mean squared error (MSE) between the observed

response y(i) and its predicted value:

ŷ(i) = x(i)W + b (1.2)

is minimised*, i.e.

Ŵ , b̂ = arg min
W ,b

1
2n

n∑
i=1

∥∥∥y(i) − ŷ(i)
∥∥∥2

2
. (1.3)

The convention is to divide by 2n, rather than n, as it assists with the derivative computation

later.

Notwithstanding, values of y(i) that are ‘situated away or detached from the main body or

system’65 of observed outputs—which is a rough definition of an outlier (also known as

an extreme observation)16,96,107,168—may violate the assumption of a linear relationship.

Furthermore, since we are minimising the average squared error, outliers can have the

undesired affect of distorting the linear function of best fit by pulling the function in their

direction. That is to say, outliers can disproportionately influence the estimated model

parameters. To suppress the influence of any outlying points on the model, Legendre 156

himself advocated that:

‘If among these errors are some which appear too large to be admissible,

then those observations which produced these errors will be rejected, as coming

from too faulty experiments, and the unknowns will be determined by means of

the other observations, which will then give much smaller errors.’

This seminal work on least squares can be seen as a pretext for the need for modern-day

outlier detection115,313. Having detected the outliers, or at least their presence, one can either
*A function that is minimised or maximised is called the objective function. If minimising, we refer to it as

either a cost, error or loss function.
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1 . 1 A N O M A LY D E T E C T I O N

(a) No. 3/No. 13 by
Rothko, 1949.

(b) No. 37/No. 19
(Slate Blue and Brown
on Plum) by Rothko,
1958.

(c) Untitled by Rothko,
1968.

(d) Newman by Rothko,
1949.

Figure 1.1 Example of a stylistic outlier.

proceed to decontaminate* a dataset by deletion of deviant outlying samples that unduly

perturb the fitted model89,136; or, utilise robust statistics177,229 that subdue the influence of

the outliers, without necessitating their removal.

A pictorial example of a conceptual outlier is shown in Figure 1.1. The figure depicts four

different artworks by the artist Mark Rothko188. Given the set of images, one would most

likely consider Figure 1.1d to be an outlier relative to the other paintings, due to its stylistic

dissimilarity.

Continuing with the least squares example, assume we have a linear regression model where

all outliers have been pre-pruned. Further, let us suppose that we are presented with a

previously unseen data point (x′, y′), such that given x′ we can use the model to predict y′

and measure the squared distance between the predicted value and the true value. Recall,

that we previously described AD as being:

‘The task of discovering data items that are historically atypical with respect

to expected behaviour patterns.’

Therefore, large atypical errors between the predicted value and the true value of the

previously unseen point, as compared to the errors of the historical training points, indicate

incongruity with the model. As such, AD is used in scenarios where we have already built

a model of normality using clean data†, and wish to detect any new samples that are in

*This can be seen as a kind of preprocessing of the dataset.
†Or at least assumed to be free from deviant observations.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

disagreement; whereas, outlier detection is employed when we are concerned with observable

samples that prohibit us from obtaining a function with a reasonably good fit to the data.

Ergo, if outlier detection can be viewed as preprocessing the observed training dataset, then

AD can be viewed as post-processing the previously unobserved testing dataset. Nonetheless,

methods developed for outlier detection can also be used for the purposes of AD.

Moving on, the topic of novelty detection is closely related to that of AD, and in fact they

frequently amount to the same task. Marsland 178 characterised novelty detection175,176,209 as

being ‘concerned with recognising inputs that differ in some way from those that are usually

seen’, which is synonymous with the definition of AD given earlier. However, Chandola

et al. 45 argue that ‘previously unoberserved (emergent, novel) patterns’ are distinct from

anomalies, in that, ‘the novel patterns are typically incorporated into the normal model after

being detected’, whilst anomalies are not. Consequently, novelty is the union of unusualness

and usefulness32,239. Regardless, their difference lies in what one does with the novel

or anomalous points once they have been detected, rather than in what is being detected.

Moreover, solutions for both are used interchangeably; therefore, though they may differ in

terminology, there exists no discernible distinction between their methodologies.

1.2 MACHINE LEARNING

The subject of ML139 centres on the formation of intelligent algorithms that possess the

ability to learn from and make inferences about data. The widely accepted definition of what

constitutes ML, given by Mitchell 186 , is as follows:

‘A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to

some class of tasks T and performance measure P , if its performance at tasks

in T , as measured by P , improves with experience E. In general, to have a

well-defined learning problem, we must identify these three features: the class

of tasks, the measure of performance to be improved, and the source of the

experience.’

The class of tasks are expressed with respect to how the ML algorithm should process the

experience, where the source of the experience is specified by some observable input data,

typically characterised by a miscellany of examples, with each instance described by a set of
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1 . 2 M A C H I N E L E A R N I N G

representations (also termed features). Furthermore, each example may be accompanied by

a target output, if available. Based on the extent to which outputs are available or not, ML

techniques can be used to learn a mapping from input to output, where the target output may,

for example, take the form of a score, probability or label, depending on the learning method

used.

Contingent on the target output information available during system construction, ML

approaches can roughly be divided into the following modalities*: supervised, unsupervised

or semi-supervised. That is to say, the outputs, or lack thereof, govern how the ML algorithm

experiences the inputs. Conceptually:

SUPERVISED LEARNING ALGORITHMS are presented with input-output pairs, where an

input is a representation of a specific example and the output is the desired target given the

associated input†. Ergo, analogising, the algorithm—which can be viewed as a student—is

guided by a teacher that provides feedback in the form of target outputs, with the student

aiming to learn a set of statistical or logical rules129, so as to arrive at the correct output

given an input.

UNSUPERVISED LEARNING ALGORITHMS do not require explicit outputs given inputs, the

learner instead attempts to deduce a function that describes the latent structure of the input

data. As such, there is no feedback guiding the algorithm, with learning wholly unaided.

SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING ALGORITHMS can be considered as somewhat of a halfway

house, so to speak, between supervised and unsupervised learning. In semi-supervised

learning, a number of examples are provided with a supervised target, whilst the remainder

are not.

Seemingly, ML is most pertinent in scenarios where a task is ‘too difficult to solve with

fixed programs written and designed by human beings’92. Therefore, rather than attempting

to write static program instructions, we can instead employ a data-driven ML algorithm.

Consequently, ML is applicable to the difficult task of detecting anomalous data, which

potentially removes the need for application-specific domain expertise.

One of the most common tasks that utilise supervised learning is binary‡ classification,

where we are given two classes to discriminate between. In this setting, an algorithm is

*I have omitted both reinforcement and active learning, since they are beyond the scope of this work.
†The linear regression model given earlier is an example of a supervised algorithm.
‡Any multi-class classification task can be decomposed into a set of binary classification tasks.
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presented with a set of n examples {(x(i), y(i))}n
i=1, where x(i) ∈ Rd is a d-dimensional

representation of the sample i and y(i) ∈ {−1, 1} is its label. Therefore, an algorithm may

proceed, for example, by estimating the conditional probability P (y(i) | x(i)), or in lieu the

joint probability P (x(i), y(i)), so as to infer P (y(i) | x(i))92. Conversely, in unsupervised

learning, i.e. when no targets are given, an algorithm is likely to instead be concerned with

estimating the probability density P (x(i)).

Each paradigm of learning evidently offers a workable solution to the class of tasks presented

by AD. However, while AD is in essence a discriminative binary classification task, the

negative anomaly samples are usually underrepresented or absent, in comparison to the

positive normal samples. Furthermore, the procurement of exemplary, error-free labels is

problematic45. As a result, unsupervised learning may be the only recourse —with the

implicit assumption that the training dataset is primarily comprised of positive instances,

since in principle they occur far more frequently.

The appeal of an unsupervised learning algorithm lies in the fact that, in a probabilistic sense,

it will try to estimate the relative likelihood of observing an x(i) given the entire dataset

{x(i)}n
i=1, with no reference to y(i). Consequently, the algorithm will pursue recognition-

based information, learnt from the training dataset, as opposed to discriminative-based

information garnered through targets. That is to say, we can perform the task of AD by

learning how to discriminate by recognition. Nevertheless, the unsupervised recognition-

based framework is perceptibly much harder, however in the absence of counter-examples

there is an apparent lack of alternatives.

A major challenge with using unsupervised learning algorithms is the measure of performance

to be improved. The performance of a system is typically related to its ability to carry out the

task set. For instance, in supervised binary classification, we can measure the accuracy of

the predictions on a held out validation set. Contrastingly, when using unsupervised learning

algorithms for AD, we typically have to perform a different task, such as density estimation

or clustering on the training set, and instead use performance measures related to those tasks.

The hope being that what we have learnt in the unsupervised task will aid us in the primary

task, that is, the detection of anomalous samples.

We previously stated that ML algorithms have the potential to remove the need for domain

expertise, with reference to the design of fixed program instructions. However, because the

algorithms learn from the observable inputs, which constitute their source of experience, if

the chosen input representations are lacking, then the statistical or logical rules inferred from
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them will be intrinsically flawed. Therefore, regardless of the level of supervision, better

inputs should theoretically yield better decisions or predictions. This is the main reason

why we used the word potential, since one first needs to resolve the input representations

prior to applying a ML algorithm. This often still necessitates domain expertise to extract

representative features, from the raw data, that can be used as the input to the algorithm.

Therefore, even though a ML algorithm can remove the dependency on a programmer for

static program instructions, we may still rely on an expert to gather and extract the best

possible features.

1.3 REPRESENTATION LEARNING

As briefly touched upon earlier, orthodox ML algorithms habitually rely on the labour-

intensive process of hand-crafting feature-representations, typically profiting from prior

domain knowledge and expertise, in order to incorporate data-specific preprocessing, such

as transformations and feature extraction. Ultimately, it is left to the system designer to

integrate their understanding of the underlying factors of variation within the observed data.

Suppose we have trained an unsupervised model on the four paintings in Figure 1.1, using

some hand-crafted feature-representations that describe the style of a painting. Now suppose

we are presented with the previously unseen painting272 shown in Figure 1.2, which we

must classify as real or fake. Stylistically it shares many similarities with the majority of the

training set. Nonetheless, it is a fake*, and just goes to show that detecting such anomalies

can be a very difficult task. In supervised classification, where both classes are observable,

we can look for features that are good discriminants, but in AD we do not know a priori

what these features may be.

A principal reason for the dependency on the hand-engineering of features stems from the

phenomena, often referred to as the curse of dimensionality20, where the learning complexity

increases exponentially in the number of data dimensions. A linear increase in the number of

dimensions requires vast amounts of additional training data. This is to account for all of the

new possible combinations of features. Consequently, in theory, by extracting or selecting

features in a lower-dimensional data space, we necessitate fewer data samples to arrive at

statistically dependable results. However, the extraction of deficient features could weaken

*‘Domenico and Eleanore De Sole, paid Knoedler [a once-celebrated Manhattan gallery] $8.3 million in
2004 for the purported Rothko, “Untitled, 1956.”’ 272.
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Figure 1.2 Untitled by Rothko, 1956?

the predictive power of a system, thereby resulting in a reduced capacity to perform the task

at hand, such as pattern recognition or discriminative classification9.

If we lack a competent feature space, then it seems unwise to pin our hopes on shallow*

linear parametric† classifiers. For instance, in raw pixel space, images of the same object

may look very different, whereas images of different objects may be indistinguishable.

This is exemplified on the CIFAR-10‡ dataset145, where raw pixel representations achieve

an unimpressive 41.13% accuracy when used to classify ten classes of object, ranging

from the inanimate (e.g. airplane, ship and truck) to the animate (e.g. bird, deer and

frog). This is unsurprising, since raw pixel representations are clearly not invariant to the

unimportant variations in the images, such as pose, environment or orientation of the objects,

and only care about the intensities of the pixels. Shallow classification algorithms therefore

require better feature-representations for improved class discriminability. Importantly, these

representations need to resolve the selectivity-invariance dilemma153. Selective with respect

to the features that assist in classification and invariant with respect to the features that do

not.

It should be noted, especially in an AD scenario, that yes we would like to learn invariant

features, but we also want to safeguard against dispensing too much information. For

*In this thesis, we will on occasion refer to orthodox ML classification algorithms as shallow classifiers.
†The linear regression model in Section 1.1 is an example of a parametric model, where the function that

describes the relationship between the inputs and outputs is assumed to be linear. Conversely, a nonparametric
model would make no such assumption, with respect to the functional form of the relationship, and instead allow
the shape of the function to be determined by the data.

‡The Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR).
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example, one can perform principal component analysis132* (PCA) on a dataset, where only

the principal components (transformed features) with the largest variances are retained†.

However, when operating with a single class, we do not know whether this new and reduced

linear feature-representation will be competent for the end goal. Perhaps the anomalies occur

in the least varying directions, which we may have thrown away. Therefore, one must strike

a careful balance between learning invariance and disentangling the factors of variation.

Furthermore, since classification algorithms often rely on the training samples presented,

their generalisation ability is limited to the locality of that set. In other words, they find it

difficult to extrapolate to regions not covered by the training set21,22,23,26,27. For example,

based on the features of the training samples, the nonparametric decision tree algorithm37

divides the input space into regions, however it necessitates a sample in each region, so as to

infer a sensible decision. That is to say, we are relying on the learnt target function being

smooth‡, in raw input space, but due to the curse of dimensionality we cannot depend on this

assumption holding27,28. Consequently, one may seek out a deeper classification algorithm,

such as an ensemble of shallow decision trees36§, whose possible function values can grow

exponentially in the number of features27. This is because each tree in the ensemble is

typically constructed by randomly selecting subsets of the available features and samples.

This allows the ensemble to act differently in distinct regions of the feature space21, i.e. each

decision is distributed among the many trees.

This local generalisation argument extends to other algorithms23, such as support vec-

tor machines34,57,242,244, manifold learners18,35,184,230,271, Gaussian processes221, spectral

clustering289, k-nearest neighbours82, Gaussian mixtures31, and Parzen-window density

estimation203.

Ideally, we would like nonparametric learning algorithms that do not completely rely on the

smoothness assumption and have the capacity to model any given function. The implication

of this desire is simple: we need a way of devising better features, since the problem is not

with the classification algorithms—they plainly lack a good feature space in which to work.

Therefore, instead of hand-crafting them, we should learn them.

*Principal component analysis is a type of unsupervised ML algorithm that learns a set of linearly uncorrelated
compressed features, termed principal components.

†Given a dataset of n samples, where each sample is a d-dimensional feature vector, then the transformed
vectors are d′-dimensional vectors of principal components, with d′ ≤ d.

‡If two inputs x1 and x2 are close, such that x1 ≈ x2, then the smoothness assumption, in general, implies
f(x1) ≈ f(x2), where f is the function to be learnt.

§An ensemble of decision trees is also known as a random forest.
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One could reasonably argue that any system founded upon hand-engineered representations is

limited in its intelligence, since it requires human creativity to derive the explanatory factors

so as to arrive at sensible conclusions. The factors of variation describe the various ways

in which the data can differ, and are therefore paramount to learning good representations.

Bengio et al. 28 assert that in order to truly attain artificial intelligence, we must first learn

to discover and disentangle the fundamental latent characteristics. This requires methods

that possess the ability to process the data in its raw form. Antithetical to designing a feature

extractor, we wish to learn a feature extractor proficient in transforming the raw data into

appropriate representations, for prediction or classification, that are capable of elucidating

the hidden factors of variation within the data153.

Learning high-level abstractions such as normal or anomaly represents a significant challenge,

since each class may correspond to a large and intricate collection of distinct and dissimilar

images. In addition, topologically speaking, the regions in input space where the images

of either class live may conceivably be disconnected. Moreover, if we take a very general

outlook on AD, where an anomaly is simply considered to be an image that is out-of-class,

with respect to the normal class, then the anomaly class may contain an infinite number

of elements, with each element belonging to one of a very large number of visually and

semantically heterogeneous subsets.

If one is to ever hope of truly disentangling the hidden statistical relationships that exist

between the variables of interest, then one must learn how these factors combine to generate

the entities we observe. Generally speaking, we (as human beings) lack the necessary

understanding to account for each and every one of the feasible differences in and across

images. Therefore, to capture these often nonlinear complex behaviours, we need complex

mathematical functions21. What is more, these functions must be able to express the

exponential number of possible variations. Only then could one be as bold as to claim that a

system is intelligent.

Taking inspiration from nature, a part of the mammalian brain associated with sensory

perception, called the neocortex, does not directly preprocess sensory signals such as images,

but rather it allows the signals to propagate through its six-layered arrangement154,166.

Further, the hierarchy of layers learn to encode multiple representations over time, with

earlier layers involved in numerous computations155. Therefore, higher-levels systematically

represent more complex and abstract visual shapes by combining concepts learnt in lower-

levels249, such as oriented edges, contours, and so on. If we are to learn the complex
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functions needed to disentangle the factors of variation within a dataset, then we should

aim for computational models that demonstrate some of the useful properties found in the

neocortex.

Deep* RL are a group of such techniques. Significantly, they remove the dependency on

human feature-engineering, by offering versatile methods for automatically discovering mul-

tiple levels of representation within raw data, that are extremely adept when utilised in tasks

such as image classification. The architectures used are typically highly nonlinear and deep,

which aids in the creation of more abstract, task-specific representations that are insensitive

to large unimportant variations, yet distinctly tuned to the important particularities153. This

enables one to concurrently learn good representations, whilst learning to perform a specific

task using the learnt representations. What is more, combining this with an algorithm such

as a support vector machine (SVM) corresponds to learning a similarity function28.

Just as in the deep architecture of the neocortex, deep artificial NNs encourage the sharing

and reutilisation of features, where the activations in earlier layers are involved in the

computations in later layers. High-level representations are based on the composition of

lower-level representations, conferring a robustness to local variations that occur in input

space. Ergo, high-level representations are to a greater extent invariant, as they may represent

more conceptual linguistic notions, such as object categories.

Moreover, the feature values can vary separately, and can therefore represent many concepts.

These kinds of representations are called distributed 111,182—similar to the composition of

an ensemble of decision trees. An all-important property emanates from the deep circuitry

of an architecture, such that there exists a multitude of different ways that the neurons may

activate given an input. Further, the number of possibilities can increase exponentially with

the depth of the architecture28. In other words, there is not one specific localised neuron that

activates given a particular input, but the information is dispersed across many neurons21.

We will now proceed by introducing basic feedforward (FF) NN models, connecting them

with the notion of linear regression models. As this thesis is focused on computer vision,

in particular static image data, we will expand the basic FF NN model to convolutional

architectures, specifically developed for these purposes. With brevity in mind, we will try to

restrict our descriptions to the core characteristics of the models.

*How deep depends on the number of layers in the artificial NN, and how deep is deep varies within the
literature.
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1.3.1 FEEDFORWARD NEURAL NETWORKS

Succinctly, a FF NN, or multi-layer perceptron (MLP), is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)

with no loops or feedback connections. A FF NN model typically consists of several layers,

where information is only allowed to flow forward. Each layer is comprised of a set of

computational units, which receive input from the layer that precedes it via a set of weighted

connections governing the flow of information.

Typically, one represents a FF NN model as the composition of many different functions; fur-

thermore, due to the DAG structure, the composition of functions forms a chain. Importantly,

we can use such models to define any kind of input to output mapping*. More concretely,

given an input x and its associated output y, a FF NN can be used to approximate some

function f⋆, such that y = fθ(x), where θ are the learnable model parameters that give the

best function approximation.

In most cases, a FF NN model is organised into three main constituents, namely: (i) an input

layer, (ii) a number of hidden layers, and (iii) an output layer, where the number of hidden

layers—sandwiched between the input and output layers—determines the depth of the model.

To synopsise:

INPUT LAYER. The input layer provides information from the external world to the network,

i.e. the input data, with the number of neurons in the input layer equal to the dimensionality

of the data. Note that no computation occurs in the input layer; the information is simply

passed on to the subsequent hidden layer, through a set of FF weighted connections.

HIDDEN LAYER. The units of the hidden layers are unobserved in the training set, that

is to say, their units have no explicit connection to the outside world. A hidden layer

processes the information received from the preceding layer and extracts features—via some

transformation—which are then transferred to a subsequent layer. Note that each hidden

layer unit is FC to every unit in the preceding layer, however units within the same layer do

not share connections, and thus act independently.

OUTPUT LAYER. The final hidden layer in the network sends it features to the output layer.

The output layer is responsible for performing the final computations and transferring the

information back to the external world.
*In short, the universal approximation theorem asserts that a NN, with suitable parameters, has the capacity

to approximate any Borel measurable function 118.
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Recall the linear model introduced earlier in Equation (1.1), which was defined as fW ,b(x) =
xW + b. The relationship between the inputs x and the outputs y were modelled using

a linear function. Clearly, if the relationship is believed to be nonlinear then we would

ideally like a nonlinear function f : x → y. However, in a linear model the inputs are

considered fixed values, therefore linearity only inhibits the parameters. Consequently, rather

than applying the linear model to the inputs x in their current state, we can apply the linear

model to a transformed version of the inputs, i.e. ϕ(x), where ϕ is some nonlinear function.

Intuitively, one can think of ϕ(x) as a new feature-representation that describes x. Using

this new representation, the model output is now:

fW ,b(x) = ϕ(x)W + b. (1.4)

Ergo, the mapping x 7→ y is now nonlinear.

The only outstanding problem is to choose the function ϕ. Fortunately, there are several

options available. One option is to encode any prior knowledge into a hand-crafted function.

However, recall that our original motivation for pursuing deep RL was to automatically learn

feature-representations ϕ(x), whilst learning to perform some task.

Consider a FF NN model with a single hidden layer. In this case, the model is represented

by the chain of functions fθ(x) = f
(2)
θ2

(f (1)
θ1

(x)), where h = f
(1)
θ1

(x) corresponds to the

computed hidden layer units that are transmitted to the output layer, and ŷ = f
(2)
θ2

(h) is the

network output.

If the form of the NN is chosen to be a linear model, then we require f
(1)
θ1

to be a nonlinear

function* in order to model a nonlinear relationship. This is done by applying an affine

transformation to its input, followed by an element-wise† nonlinear function g‡, termed an

activation function, such that h = g(xW1 + b1). Therefore, h is a nonlinear representation

of the input x, and f
(1)
θ1

corresponds to the nonlinear function ϕ we sought in the linear

regression example, where θ1 = {W1, b1} are the model parameters. Bringing everything

together the complete NN model is:

fθ (x) = g (xW1 + b1) W2 + b2. (1.5)

*Otherwise, if we were to make f
(1)
θ1

linear, then the NN would simply be a chain of linear transformations,
which is equivalent to a linear transformation of the input.

†The function need not be element-wise.
‡E.g. the rectified linear unit (ReLU), which is defined as relu(x) = max(0, x).
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Any DL model can be described in these terms, and we can form a chain of arbitrary length.

Each hidden layer thus represents a constituent in the hierarchy, with the composition of the

layers leading to more abstract feature-representations capable of modelling complex data.

Finally, just as in the linear regression example, the model parameters θ = {θ1, θ2} are

estimated by minimising some loss function L that measures the disparity between the model

predictions ŷ(i) and their true values y(i). Thus, for a regression task we may opt to use the

MSE loss function, i.e.

θ̂ = arg min
θ

1
2n

n∑
i=1

∥y(i) − ŷ(i)∥2
2. (1.6)

1.3.2 CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS

In the computer vision community, ConvNets150,231 are widely used in the analysis of

image data, and represent a special class of FF NN. Similar to FF NN, a ConvNet consists

of learnable parameters and artificial neurons. The principal difference is that ConvNets

consider the spatial structure of their inputs, whereas FF NNs treat all pixel values equally,

with the spatial arrangement inferred from the data. Furthermore, due to the FC nature of FF

NNs, they do not scale well (the curse of dimensionality) when applied to large images.

Significantly, ConvNets organise their units into three-dimensional structures, i.e. a volume

(width × height × depth). Note that the depth does not relate to the depth of the overall

architecture, but to the volume of units. Similar to a FF NN, a ConvNet consists of a hierarchy

of layers, except now each hidden layer transforms an input volume of activations.

In brief, a ConvNet typically utilises three types of core layer: convolutional layers, pooling

layers, and fully-connected (FC) layers. Summarising:

CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER. A convolutional layer is comprised of a set of learnable filters,

which are convolved across the width and height of the input volume, extending through the

depth. Each filter outputs a two-dimensional map of activation values, known as a feature

map, with each activation the result of the dot product between the filter and the input at

every spatial position. Therefore, unlike a FC layer, each unit is only locally connected to a

local region of the input volume, with the spatial extent of this connection controlled by the

size of the filter. The output activations can be thought of as responses to certain stimuli that

the filters have learnt to respond to. Finally, these activation maps produce a transformed
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output volume, with a depth equal to the number of filters. The size of the output volume

is controlled not only by the number of filters, but also by the hyperparameters: stride and

zero-padding.

Note that based on the assumption that feature detectors learnt in one spatial location are also

useful in other locations, the weights and biases are shared by all of the units in a particular

feature map.

POOLING LAYER. Pooling layers are used as a spatial dimensionality reduction technique,

and are typically inserted, within the architecture, after a convolutional layer. For example,

max pooling with a filter size of 2 × 2 is convolved across the width and height of the input

volume and outputs the maximum value of every 2 × 2 block of input activations.

FULLY-CONNECTED LAYER. Each unit in a FC layer is connected to every unit in the

previous layer, which is the same as the hidden layers used in classical FF NN architectures.

1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Based on Sections 1.1 to 1.3, it is clear that any AD—or classification—system depends

on the classification algorithm, as well as the feature-representations used as input. Fur-

thermore, within the field of AD, a large number of researchers have previously attempted

to re-engineer traditional 1-class classification algorithms, with the aim of boosting their

performance41,55,59,158,159,206. However, this only compensates for the inherent deficiencies

within the feature-engineering pipeline, in particular when using hand-engineered feature-

representations.

We argue that prior to the determination of the decision function—inferred by a learning

algorithm—we must first resolve the structure of the input feature-representation, as the

performance of the learner is highly dependent on the features presented. Since, irrespective

of the adaptations contrived to improve a learner, its performance can only be as good as the

derived feature space, i.e. its input. This is premised on the principle of garbage in, garbage

out 14.

Consequently, this thesis is a collection of three engineering-based research contribu-

tions5,6,7,8,189, aiming to detect anomalous images, without a priori knowledge of the

anomaly class. However, devising discriminative data representations in such settings
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is patently problematic. Obviating the need for explicit prior domain knowledge, this work

roots itself in RL, using deep ConvNets, charged with solving pseudo tasks. As such, the

first part of this thesis (Chapter 2), reviews current approaches to RL that are applicable to,

or may be revised for, the problem of AD.

One should note that the datasets used in Chapters 3 to 5 differ. A principal reason for this

was a lack of labelled data available for evaluating the AD systems proposed, since the

work was funded partly by Rapiscan Systems Limited the original aim was the detection of

anomalies in X-ray images of cargo containers. However, the data, with respect to anomalies

and/or manifests that detail the contents of normal cargo containers, was not forthcoming.

In particular, our proposed approach in Chapter 5 could not be applied to the X-ray AD

problem, without this information. Therefore, we proceeded to use other benchmarking

datasets employed in computer vision research, restructuring them for the purposes of AD.

Moreover, by the time we acquired images of threats in the X-ray domain, we had already

completed the works presented in Chapters 3 and 5.

We now go on to describe the remainder of this thesis, specifically our approaches to learning

representations, and our core contributions.

LEARNING BY RECONSTRUCTION

Subsequently, in Chapter 3, motivated by previous works131,171,259,263,264,291 that utilise

constrained autoencoder (AE) NNs, we investigate unsupervised auto-associative sparse dic-

tionary learning to infer a set of basic elements. In the same spirit, we task our networks with

reconstructing their inputs. However, contrastingly, we do not make anomaly assessments

based on the MSE between an input sample and its corresponding output (known simply as

the reconstruction error), instead we propose to construct models of normality in either the

full residual or latent vector space.

The use of these alternative spaces, for the purposes of AD, represent the key contributions

of Chapter 3, and are respectively premised on the following works. Firstly, Alain and

Bengio 3 showed that the reconstruction error (RE) of an AE may be low in regions where

the implicit density is not high. By implication, making anomaly assessments based solely

on the RE, where the residuals of each feature are combined to give a single value may be

imprudent, since we effectively disregard which feature dimensions contribute to the RE.

That is, residuals in certain dimensions may be more anomalous than in others. Secondly,
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latent representations induced by AE training have been shown to produce competent feature

vectors; for instance, a shallow architecture is capable of learning first-order low-level

features192. What is more, Sakurada and Yairi 237 demonstrated pictorially that anomalous

samples may activate somewhat differently to normal samples in certain subspaces derived

from the hidden representations.

Significantly, we show that the basic elements learnt, using a sparse dictionary learning

approach, are not unique to the training data and can therefore be utilised for the faithful

reconstruction of anomalous images. Further, through our empirical analysis, we show that

the hidden units of anomalous samples are mostly activated in an abnormal fashion, and

as such we are able to identify a greater number of them, than when using residual-based

information. Nonetheless, we also highlight that the encoded hidden representations do not

always improve upon simple raw pixel intensity (RPI) feature-representations.

LEARNING BY COMPARISON

Moving away from reconstructive-based approaches, in Chapter 4, we propose a novel deep

distance metric learning (DDML) approach, generating freely available supervisory signals

that exist within visual data.

Patently the use of DDML is contingent on access to a similarity matrix or class labels

that represent the neighbourhood correspondences between the training samples, since it

traditionally refers to the problem of learning a germane distance metric from a set of labelled

training data using NNs. However, these labels may be unknown a priori, which would

render DDML unworkable. Therefore, inspired by works in context prediction67,119,195,205,

when the relationships between the training samples are undefined, we propose a novel* way

in which to learn a metric based on a pseudo task that forces a ConvNet to map visually

similar images nearby in output space.

Fundamentally, our key contribution is the utilisation of distillation110 to transfer knowledge.

Knowledge is initially transferred from a large-scale pretrained image-based model that has

learnt to perform a supervised classification pretext task. This knowledge is then transferred

to a smaller model presented with the pseudo task of learning a metric. Concretely, our

pseudo task is based on learning to embed image patches that have similar appearance

*In concurrent work, Hoffer et al. 116 proposed a similar pseudo task for pretraining ConvNets using unlabelled
data.
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features—transferred from a pretrained general-purpose object recognition ConvNet—closer

in feature space, than patches that are visually dissimilar. By performing clustering in the

pretrained appearance feature space, we can generate pseudo labels that exist within the data

based on the cluster assignment of a patch. Importantly, we utilise this information as a

signal for supervised DDML training.

Most notably, we show that the standalone appearance feature-representations learnt per-

forming our DDML pseudo task are not only better suited to our data, but that they also

outperform the pretrained representations, with respect to the identification of anomalous

images. Moreover, we demonstrate that our learnt appearance features can be effectively

combined with the initial generic pretrained image representations, which further improves

our AD capabilities. In closing, and in the same vein as Hoffer et al. 116 , we also highlight

the utility of our pseudo task, as a mechanism for unsupervised pretraining, when limited

labelled training data is available for supervised AD.

LEARNING BY TRANSFER

In Chapter 5, using the premise that learning to recognise one kind of object assists with

identifying another, we explore supervised inductive transfer learning.

Transfer learning, as opposed to traditional ML, permits the domains, tasks and distributions

used in training and testing to be different200. Several authors46,68,88,198,222,248,252,302 have

successfully transferred image representations learnt on dissimilar tasks. Concretely, given a

source domain, a target domain, a source learning task and a target learning task, the aim is

to boost the learning of the target prediction function, in the target domain, by leveraging

knowledge gained solving the source task. This is extremely useful in situations, such as

those posed in AD, where there exists a dearth of labelled data.

Motivated by the foregoing successes68,198,222,302 in transfer learning, we propose to induce

representations by learning to discriminate between different sub-concepts of the normal data,

using fine-grained semantic labels. The idea for this work was inspired by human dimensional

attention208,251, whereby ‘previously learnt categories can reveal which dimensions are more

diagnostic of category membership’43.

Our primary contributions lie first in our proposal to learn representations based on the sub-

concepts of normality; and, second in our transference of the final layer, which corresponds
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to a linear layer of predictions representing the distribution of logits (unnormalised log

probabilities). The distribution of logits capture the semantics of an input relative to the

sub-concepts of the normal data. Importantly, we show that anomalous data give rise to

unusual logit activations, and as such, we can assess how unusual the logit distribution of a

previously unseen sample is, in relation to the distributions observed in the training data.

The idea of detecting deviations from the expected distributions of class scores is similar in

spirit to the related problem of detecting out-of-distribution data. Nevertheless, we show that

current state-of-the-art out-of-distribution detectors109,160 that utilise the maximum softmax

probability, as an anomaly score, are incapable of illuminating the similarity of a novel

sample to a universal concept of normality.

In closing, we summarise the findings and conclusions of this thesis, in Chapter 6, and

suggest possible directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

LEARNING REPRESENTATIONS

Reiterating, within the field of AD, a large number of researchers have previously attempted

to re-engineer traditional 1-class classification algorithms, with the aim of boosting their

performance41,55,59,158,159,206. Nonetheless, this only compensates for the innate weaknesses

within the feature-engineering framework, especially when using human-crafted feature-

representations.

Therefore, we contend that prior to the determination of the decision function—inferred by a

learning algorithm—we must first settle the composition of the input feature-representation,

as the performance of the learner is conditional on the features presented. Clearly, irrespective

of the adaptations contrived to improve a learner, its performance can only be as good as the

derived feature space, i.e. its input. This is premised on the principle of garbage in, garbage

out 14.

One apparent solution is to employ automated RL techniques that are capable of transforming

the data in its raw form, which (ideally) result in more competent and descriptive feature-

representations. The idea is that if the induced space can sufficiently describe the concept of

the normal class, whilst capturing the underlying factors of variation, then we can do away

with complex 1-class classifiers. That is, by learning more abstract feature-representations,

we can remove some of the burden placed on the classification algorithms.

Though, one should note that we are in no way meaning to imply that advancements

to 1-class classification algorithms are futile. An interesting empirical study on outlier

detection algorithms by Campos et al. 42 showed that more recent methods typically offer
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no improvement over the seminal methods of k-nearest neighbours, weighted k-nearest

neighbours, and local outlier factor. Consequently, we favour simple nonparametric 1-class

classifiers, and concentrate our efforts on learning representations. For interested readers, we

provide a short review of unsupervised AD algorithms, which can be found in Appendix A.

In the main, for the detection of anomalous images, we will rely on ML, or more precisely

RL by way of NNs. This chapter reviews current approaches to RL that are applicable to, or

may be revised for, the problem of AD.

2.1 AUTOENCODERS

First proposed in 1985, autoencoders (AEs)231 represent an extremely popular unsupervised

method for learning internal representations by solving a pseudo task58,71,103.

An AE is a feedforward, non-probabilistic, non-recurrent NN composed of two closed form

parametrised functions: (i) an encoder, fθ1 : X → Z , which maps an input x ∈ X to a

hidden representation or code z = f
(1)
θ1

(x) ∈ Z; and, (ii) a decoder, f
(2)
θ2

: Z → X , which

maps z back into a reconstruction x̂ = f
(2)
θ2

(z) ∈ X of the same shape as x. Therefore,

an AE is tasked with the reproduction of its own inputs (the pseudo task), as opposed to

the prediction of some target y ̸= x given the input x. The network parameters are learnt

by minimising the reconstruction error (RE), which measures the dissimilarity between the

network reconstructions and their true values.

To prevent learning the trivial identity function, the hidden layer (assuming a single layered

network) of an AE was originally constrained, such that |Z| < |X |, thereby forcing the

network to encode its inputs into a compressed (and useful*) representation. However, in

practice the representations induced by these compression-decompression AEs were shown

to be inferior to alternative forms of regularisation, which permit the learning of overcomplete

representations, i.e. |Z| > |X |. For example, Bengio et al. 25 gave empirical evidence to

suggest that overcomplete nonlinear AEs trained with stochastic gradient descent (SGD),

early stopping and weight decay can indeed generalise well to unseen data.

*Useful in terms of the ultimate task, rather than the pseudo task of being able to reconstruct the input from
the compressed hidden representation.
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Below we give a few common examples of alternative forms of regularisation that typically

result in the learning of better representations:

• Early stopping211 is a type of regularisation used to avoid overfitting. By monitoring

network performance on a validation set, we can measure its generalisation ability. If

the validation error or loss is no longer decreasing, then we can stop training and use the

weights associated with a previous epoch.

• Weight decay typically refers to the addition of an explicit ℓ2-regularisation term to the loss

function L, which penalises large weight solutions: Lλ = L + λ
2 ∥W ∥2

2. By penalising

large weights, we mitigate against the NN overfitting to noise within the training set.

• Another technique sometimes used is weight tying, where the decoder weight matrix W2

is constrained to be the transpose of the encoder weight matrix W1, i.e. W2 = W ⊤
1 . This

has the effect of preventing a degenerate solution. That is, a solution with small encoder

weights and large decoder weights, which allows for a near-linear solution to be found

even when a nonlinear activation function is used in the hidden layer. In addition, tied

weights reduce the number of learnable parameters, thus reducing the model complexity

and helping to prevent overfitting.

Early stopping, weight decay and weight tying allow an AE to learn overcomplete encodings,

having capitalised on the statistical regularities present in the training set, as opposed to

learning the identity function. Nonetheless, these techniques used in isolation or jointly

have been shown to produce qualitatively uninteresting and indistinct filters that at best look

like local blob detectors283. For this reason, alternative forms of regularisation have been

proposed, which we describe in the following subsections.

2.1.1 SPARSE AUTOENCODERS

One can exploit sparse coding to learn more biologically plausible representations by impos-

ing a generic sparsity prior on an AE197.

Ng 192 utilises this idea to induce sparse representations, such that rather than widely distribut-

ing information across all of the hidden units, only a small number of units activate* given

an input. By imposing a sparsity constraint proportional to the negative Kullback-Leibler

(KL) divergence, i.e. Lλ = L + λ · KL (ρ∥ρ̂)—which measures the difference between the

*In the case of a sigmoid nonlinearity a unit is considered inactive if it is close to zero.
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target sparsity ρ and sigmoidal hidden unit marginals ρ̂—the network is able to avoid the

co-adaptation of the feature detectors114. However, it is unclear as to how one evaluates

the KL divergence in the case of activation functions that can give rise to values ̸∈ [0, 1].
Furthermore, setting λ which controls the weight of the sparsity penalty can be quite difficult.

Makhzani and Frey 169 proposed a k-sparse AE with tied weights and linear activation

functions. Nonlinearity is introduced into the network by retaining only the k largest hidden

unit activities of an example, and setting the rest to zero along with their derivatives. This is

different to the work of Ng 192 who used sparsity exclusively as a regulariser. By selecting

only a subset of the activations, the AE is unable to rely on a large distribution of activations

to reconstruct its input. Moreover, training in this manner achieves exact sparsity per example,

whereas in the sparse AE of Ng 192 it is only guaranteed that the hidden units across the entire

training set will be sparse. However, during k-sparse AE training, one must decay the sparsity

level in order to avoid dead units. If the sparsity level is initially set too low, then the network

may assign certain units to groups of training examples. As training progresses, these units

may be picked again and reinforced, thus preventing learning in other units. Finally, at test

time, αk features are used for classification, with α ≥ 1, due to the observation that a softer

degree of sparsity results in improved performance280.

More recently, Makhzani and Frey 170 introduced a sparse nonsymmetric convolutional

winner-take-all (Conv-WTA) AE, which does not rely on sparsity level scheduling. The

architecture typically consists of stacked convolutional ReLU encoding layers with small

receptive fields; and, a single deconvolutional linear decoder with a large receptive field.

The method learns to do sparse coding by directly enforcing a WTA policy, i.e. spatial and

lifetime sparsity. During training, having computed the feature map activations, in the final

encoding layer, spatial sparsity is applied to each example by keeping only the single largest

(‘winner’) hidden activity within each feature map. The remaining units are set to zero along

with their derivatives. This alone is an excellent regulariser, however it necessitates all hidden

units to contribute to the reconstruction of every image. Having applied spatial sparsity to

a mini-batch of examples, the authors proposed to retain only the k% largest activations

(lifetime sparsity), for each feature map. Whilst this is an extremely aggressive strategy, it is

quite clever as each filter is forced to update with every mini-batch, therefore avoiding any

dead filter issues. Furthermore, this allows one to train more complex networks.
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2.1.2 DENOISING AUTOENCODERS

During training, prior to being presented to the network, each example is stochastically

corrupted using techniques such as additive isotropic Gaussian noise, salt-and-pepper noise

or dropout258 (zero-masking noise). As such, a denoising AE (DAE) is tasked with recovering

the original uncorrupted input282,283. Due to the corruption it is forced to learn an intelligent

mapping, since (in the case of dropout) it must predict the randomly zeroed out variables

(corrupted) from the non-zeroed out variables (uncorrupted). Whilst learning to denoise, a

DAE can be thought of as learning the manifold structure of the input data. That is to say,

corrupted input examples are likely to lie farther away from the manifold of uncorrupted

samples, and by learning to denoise we learn a stochastic operator that maps the corruptions

back to their uncorrupted versions. In other words, a DAE learns to map from low probability

regions to high probability regions.

2.1.3 CONTRACTIVE AUTOENCODERS

Rifai et al. 223 introduced the idea of a contractive cost, which directly encourages the

intermediate representation z to be insensitive to small variations of the input in the vicinity

of the training samples. This is done by minimising the Frobenius norm of the Jacobian

matrix of the nonlinear encoder mapping f , i.e. ∥Jf (x)∥2
F =

∑
ij(∂zj(x)

∂xi
)2. In other words,

with respect to the input values, the sum of squares of all partial derivatives of the intermediate

activations are penalised. This penalty term when combined with a reconstruction loss, i.e.

Lλ = L + λ · ∥Jf (x)∥2
F , forces the representations to capture the variations present within

the training data, whilst contracting the other directions.

2.1.4 VARIATIONAL AUTOENCODERS

Kingma and Welling 138 proposed a deep generative model called a variational AE (VAE),

based on the structure of a regular AE. The key difference, however, is that the model makes

strong assumptions with respect to the distribution of the latent variables. A variational

approach is used for latent RL, such that the loss function is composed of a reconstruction

term and a KL divergence term. The KL divergence term forces the network to learn latent

representations that follow a Gaussian distribution, which in turn allows one to generate new

samples.
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2.1.5 AUTOENCODER VARIANTS

In a classical AE scheme, the input signal is propagated down through every layer. The

decoder layers therefore cannot autonomously decide upon which details they choose to

represent, since they receive their information from the highest layer in the network, i.e.

the input. Differently, a ladder network219,220,278 jointly learns how to reconstruct each

intermediate representation, through the use of lateral connections, as well as the original

input. Consequently, these connections circumvent the need for all of the details present in

input signal to be represented in each layer of the network. This confers to each layer a level

of independence, with respect to the need to represent the totality of the input, which results

in the intermediate layers learning more abstract features. Note, at each point in the encoding

pathway, the activations are corrupted, using additive Gaussian noise, therefore each layer in

the decoder pathway is tasked with denoising its input. This prevents each nested DAE from

learning the trivial identity function. However, one must set the individual λ penalty weights

for each of the ℓ2 reconstruction losses (paired layers).

Inspired by ladder networks, Zhao et al. 310 proposed a ConvNet-DeconvNet* pairing, for

encoding and reconstructing data, termed a stacked what-where AE (SWWAE). The what

corresponds to the output of a max pooling operation that follows a convolutional ReLU

layer, and the where represents the position of the maximal activation of a specific pooling

region. The what variable is sent to the subsequent layer in the network, and the where is

transmitted to its corresponding reverse max pooling layer, in the decoding pathway, through

a lateral connection. The reverse max pooling is referred to as unpooling and uses the where

to correctly place its received what, before feeding into the next layer. Knowing where

to place the maximally activated features is important, since if standard upsampling were

used—which simply copies the what to all possible positions in an upsampled region—the

result is an obfuscated reconstruction. Similar to ladder networks, minus the denoising

criterion, the paired convolutional and deconvolutional intermediate layers are constrained to

match each other, by way of ℓ2 reconstruction penalty terms. This ensures that the where

map of the ith encoder matches the what from the ith decoder. Again, one must a priori

decide on the individual λ penalty weights.

Zhang et al. 308 proposed a split-brain AE, which is the composition of concatenated cross-

channel encoders, trained using the raw data as its own supervisory signal. The architecture

has a single split, resulting in two disjoint concatenated subnetworks. One subnetwork is

*Deconvolutional NN (DeconvNet).
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tasked with predicting a subset of the Lab input channels from the other, e.g. predict L

(greyscale channel) from ab (colour channels), with the other subnetwork given the opposite

prediction task. The outputs of both subnetworks are combined to form a reconstruction,

thus inducing a forced abstraction, with the added benefit of extracting features from the full

input tensor. This is in contrast to previously suggested cross-channel encoders148,309, which

consist of a single network that, for example, predict ab from L, and therefore cannot extract

features from the full Lab input. Nonetheless, this method is only applicable when inputs

consist of multiple channels.

2.2 EXEMPLAR NETWORKS

Dosovitskiy et al. 70 address the problem of a lack of training input-output samples. An exem-

plar ConvNet is trained to discriminate between a set of surrogate classes, which assists in

the learning of generic representations. Each surrogate class is created by randomly sampling

a seed patch, from an unlabelled set of images, and applying multiple transformations, with

each transformation producing a new version of the patch. The transformed set is then defined

as a surrogate class, with each surrogate class created in this way. The transformations can

be viewed as a kind of data augmentation technique, where the transformations define the

invariant properties that one wishes the network to learn. After defining the surrogate classes,

a ConvNet can then be trained to learn non-class specific representations that are robust to the

applied transformations. Therefore, unsupervised features are learnt using a discriminative

objective, by modelling P (y|x, where x is a transformed image patch from surrogate class

y. However, it should be noted that one cannot naively apply any kind of transformation,

since in some cases this alters the identity of the image content. Furthermore, when the final

classification layer is fully-connected the number of learnable parameters grows linearly

with the number of surrogate classes, which in certain domains may be prohibitive.

2.3 CONTEXT PREDICTION

Context prediction exploits freely available labels contained within visual data. The labels are

utilised as naturally occurring reward signals with the intention of learning general-purpose

feature-representations.
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Doersch et al. 67 proposed a self-supervised method that exploits the spatial co-location

of image patches, as a free source of supervised labels from an unlabelled dataset. For

each unlabelled image, two patches are extracted from an overlaid 3 × 3 grid. The first

patch is always extracted from the central region, and the second patch is randomly sampled

from one of the remaining eight spatial locations. The task is to predict which of the eight

spatial locations the second patch was sampled from. The architecture employed is a twin

siamese ConvNet, with shared weights, that initially processes the two patches separately

before fusing their features for classification. By using within-image context prediction as a

pretext task, the ConvNet learns to embed visually similar image patches—across all image

patches—close together in feature space.

Noroozi and Favaro 195 proposed a more complex model and task, termed a context-free

ConvNet, that learns unsupervised representations by solving jigsaw puzzles. For each

unlabelled image, a 3×3 labelled grid is randomly overlaid and a patch is cropped from each

of the nine regions. To create a jigsaw puzzle, the patches are randomly shuffled, using one

of a possible k predefined permutations. The context-free network consists of nine siamese

networks, with shared weights, whose individual outputs are concatenated to create a joint

representation, which is then forward propagated through two fully-connected layers. The

network is termed context-free because the image patches flow through separate network

streams, with the context of each patch only being revealed once their outputs have been

concatenated. The network must predict which of the k permutations was applied to the set

of patches. Note that in order to solve the puzzles, the network must learn to concurrently

identify individual object parts and how they combine to form a whole object.

Pathak et al. 205 proposed an AE framework tasked with context-based pixel prediction. The

authors utilise random region dropout, where an entire region within an image is zeroed

out. Concretely, the encoder is charged with learning a latent representation of the corrupted

image, and the decoder is tasked with predicting the missing region pixels based on the

representation. The authors use a channel-wise fully-connected layer between the encoder

and decoder, which enables the decoder units to make inferences about the whole image

content. The network is trained using a joint loss that combines an ℓ2 reconstruction error

loss and an adversarial (Section 2.4) loss. The adversarial loss helps to compensate for the

ℓ2 reconstruction error loss’s preference for blurry and diffused reconstructions.

Huang et al. 119 presented a procedure for learning binary hash code features. The first stage

alternates between unsupervised clustering253 and training a ConvNet to classify a set of
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clusters initialised using hand-engineered representations. The process produces a set of

semantically meaningful and representative visual concept clusters that are more consistent

than clustered images induced by k-means using the initial representations. The second stage

learns K-bit binary codes, from the visual concept clusters, using a triplet loss constraint, by

affixing a hashing function layer to the pretrained ConvNet.

Hoffer et al. 116 proposed a spatial contrasting criterion based on the premise that two non-

identical regions, in an image, are more probable to be semantically comparable, than two

regions sampled from different images. Learning is performed by comparison, utilising a

ConvNet that computes distances between samples in order to learn proficient representations.

Succinctly, two patches are randomly extracted, which serve as an anchor and a positive

example, respectively, i.e. they stem from the same source, whilst a negative example

patch is extracted from a different image. The ConvNet model is tasked with maximising

the conditional probability of two patches from the same image, whilst minimising the

conditional probability of two patches from different images.

2.4 GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS

Generative adversarial networks91 (GANs) utilise Turing learning157, where two NN

models—a generator and a discriminator—are inferred by competing against each other in a

zero-sum game. The system works in an unsupervised manner, with the generative network

acting as an adversary that learns to map from a latent space (prior noise distribution) to

samples that look like they were sampled from the true underlying data distribution, whilst

the discriminative network must learn to differentiate between synthesised samples and real

samples. The discriminator and generator take the form of a ConvNet and a DeconvNet,

respectively. Both networks are trained simultaneously, such that the generator learns to

better fool the discriminator, which in turn forces the ConvNet to learn more robust and

discriminative representations. The learnt generator can be useful in cases where we have

limited training data, and would like to augment the training set with realistic looking

samples.
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2.4.1 CONDITIONAL GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS

Mirza and Osindero 185 proposed an extension to the general GAN framework by condition-

ing the GAN on supplementary information, e.g. class labels y. The generator is presented

with both the prior input noise and y, whereas the discriminator is fed both the original

input and y. By using a conditional probabilistic generative model, the system can learn

a one-to-many mapping, which addresses the issue of unconditioned models having no

constraints on the number of modes of the generated data.

2.4.2 CATEGORICAL GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS

Similarly, Springenberg 257 proposed a natural generalisation of the GAN to the case of

multi-class classification. Rather than the discriminator predicting whether a sample x is

real or fake, the discriminator instead predicts one of k classes. Predictions should have

high certainty for samples from the true data distribution and low certainty for synthesised

samples. The generator must therefore learn to synthesise samples with high confidence of

belonging to one of the k classes.

Nevertheless, GANs have been known to be difficult to train when scaling up to deep

convolutional architectures. Several heuristic solutions have been proposed215,238 such as:

• Feature matching: the generator is tasked with generating samples that match the statistics

of real data.

• Mini-batch discrimination: the discriminator uses the examples in the mini-batch as side

information when classifying examples as real or fake.

• Virtual batch normalisation: utilises a predefined batch to normalise the statistics of

training batches, thus removing the issue of examples in a batch being extremely dependent

on the other inputs within the same batch.

• One-sided label smoothing: replaces hard values of 0 and 1 labels, with softer versions,

e.g. 0.9 and 0.1.

• Historical averaging: addition of a penalty term that punishes weights which are distant

from their historical mean values.
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Notably, Wasserstein GANs10,97 have also been proposed. An issue identified with GANs is

that when the true data distribution and the learnt data distribution are distant, it can be quite

difficult to estimate the distance between the two. Wasserstein distance is instead used to

approximate the effort required to modify one distribution such that it matches another, and

appears to work well in practice.

2.5 DEEP DISTANCE METRIC LEARNING

Deep distance metric learning (DDML) is the problem of learning a germane distance metric

from a set of labelled training data using NNs. The general goal is to learn an end-to-end

parametrised function fθ, that maps data samples from a high-dimensional input space to

a low-dimensional output space, based on a predefined neighbourhood correspondence

between the samples in input space. In input space, these correspondences may conceivably

stem from an a priori understanding of or familiarity with the training dataset encoded in the

form of labels.

Significantly, these class-independent models can generalise to classes unobserved during

training.

2.5.1 PAIRWISE CONSTRAINTS

In the framework of pairwise learning, individual samples are ordered pairs of the following

form: (x(j), x(k), yjk), where yjk = 1 for similar pairs and yjk = 0 for dissimilar pairs.

Several loss functions have been proposed for pairwise learning, which we go on to describe

below.

COSINE LOSS

With signature verification in mind, Bromley et al. 39 proposed a Siamese architecture

comprised of two NNs, constrained to share weights. Each network receives a separate input

and outputs a feature vector. The cosine similarity between the outputs is computed, with the

network tasked with learning representations that result in small angles for similar samples

and large angles for dissimilar samples.
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CONTRASTIVE LOSS

The idea of using pairwise constraints was further developed53,100 and extended to instead

minimise a contrastive loss. Nonetheless, the aim remained the same, in that, the model

should learn a nonlinear function that maps from inputs to a target lower dimensional

embedding space, such that the distance between two samples estimates their semantic

distance in input space. The contrastive loss is controlled by a margin parameter m, where

the output of each NN can be thought of as masses that either attract or repel each other

using springs. The margin determines the radius around the output of each NN, such that

dissimilar pairs only contribute to the loss if they are mapped to within a distance m of each

other.

DOUBLE-MARGIN LOSS

Lin et al. 161 proposed a two-step deep image hashing scheme to learn compact binary

representations for fast image retrieval. The network is pretrained using regularised restricted

Boltzmann machines (RBMs), in a greedy layer-wise fashion, such that half of the bits are

active for any given hash, with each bit value equiprobable across all hashes. The complete

RBM is then used to initialise a Siamese network, however, in their approach every layer in

the network is associated with a contrastive loss. Interestingly, it was found that indefinitely

contracting positive pairs hurt image retrieval performance, since the margin parameter of

the contrastive loss only acts on non-matching pairs, in the sense that it ensures that two

non-matching pairs have a distance of at least m, but says nothing about the distance between

similar pairs. To prevent this, a double-margin loss was proposed, such that matched pairs no

longer contribute to the loss once they are within a distance m′ of one another. In practice,

the authors found that setting m′ = m sufficed.

Sadeghi et al. 236 proposed a quadruplet Siamese network for the purpose of answering visual

analogy questions. For example, given three input images I1, I2 and I3, a fourth image I4

must be chosen, such that I1 is to I2 as I3 is to I4. To answer such questions, the problem

is formulated as learning a function that maps the pair (I1, I2) to a vector x12, such that

x12 ≈ x34 for matching image analogies. The double-contrastive loss was found to be

useful, and helped to prevent overfitting on the positive analogy pairs.
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On a related note, Cao et al. 44 suggested a quartet-net learning method for learning more

discriminative features, which utilises both a double-margin contrastive loss and mimic

learning13 regularisation by knowledge distillation110. The double-margin however is

dynamically tuned, such that over time the margin for positive pairs is decreased and the

margin for negative pairs is increased.

HISTOGRAM LOSS

For learning deep feature embeddings, a more recent approach277 is the estimation of batch-

wise one-dimensional probability distributions (histograms) of matching pair similarities and

non-matching pair similarities in the embedding space. Succinctly, the histogram loss is the

probability that a random negative pair, in the batch, has a higher similarity score compared

to a random positive pair. This is computed by taking the integral of the product between

the negative distribution and the cumulative density function of the positive distribution.

Whilst the number of histogram bins must be chosen a priori, the results appear to be similar

regardless of choice. This was supported by a sensitivity analysis that revealed the results to

be mostly unaffected when the parameter was varied.

2.5.2 TRIPLET CONSTRAINTS

Wang et al. 285 extended pairwise constraints to the case of triplet constraints, where a

triplet consists of three samples: an anchor, a positive and a negative. The anchor and the

positive share the same categorical label, whereas the negative does not. Note: the use of

triplets was originally proposed by Chechik et al. 48 , with the aim of learning a parametric

similarity function using hand-crafted features. The learnt function should output a higher

similarity score for a positive and an anchor, than for an anchor and a negative. Contrastingly,

Wang et al. 285 employed a DL-based approach, combining the idea of learning a similarity

ranking model from triplets, whilst concurrently learning features directly from the raw input.

Furthermore, some works117,255 have shown the triplet loss to be superior to the contrastive

loss.

To improve the convergence rate of triplet learning, Song et al. 255 proposed a method that

exploits entire batches of training samples by computing all possible pairwise distances, and

then lifting them to a dense matrix of pairwise distances. The batches are constructed using
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importance sampling, such that a few random positive pairs are initially sampled and their

hard negative neighbours are then added.

Also with speed in mind, Sohn 254 later proposed the structured N -pair loss, which is a

generalisation of the triplet loss to the case of (N + 1)-tuplets. The batch construction is

slightly different to the one proposed by Song et al. 255—though importance sampling is still

employed—in that, for every batch, N matching pairs are first sampled from N different

classes, such that for each anchor there are N − 1 negatives. Unlike the triplet loss, N − 1
negative comparisons are made for each anchor in a batch, thus speeding up convergence

and better utilising all of the available information present within a batch. The network is

thus tasked with identifying the positive example from the N − 1 negative examples, which

is done by minimising a softmax-like cross-entropy loss.

2.6 INDUCTIVE TRANSFER LEARNING

Since 2013, there has been much work done on the study of learnt ConvNet representations,

specifically in the context of supervised inductive transfer learning. Transfer learning, as

opposed to traditional ML, permits the domains, tasks and distributions used in training

and testing to be different200. Based on the assumption that learning to identify one type

of object can assist in learning to identify another, several authors46,68,88,198,222,248,252,302

have transferred image representations learnt on dissimilar tasks. Concretely, given a source

domain, a target domain, a source learning task and a target learning task, the aim is to boost

the learning of the target prediction function, in the target domain, by leveraging knowledge

gained solving the source task. This is extremely useful in situations where there exists a

dearth of labelled data in the target domain.

Donahue et al. 68 proposed a deep convolutional activation feature for generic visual recogni-

tion, coined DeCAF, based on a deep architecture trained on ImageNet (ILSVRC-2012)233.

This seminal work was one of the first to successfully highlight the utility of pretrained

ConvNets as generic feature extractors. Adding to this, Razavian et al. 222 also used pre-

trained ConvNet features248 for diverse tasks such as image classification, fine-grained

classification, scene recognition, attribute detection and image retrieval. Impressively, the

transferred representations invariably outperformed state-of-the-art hand-engineered visual

feature-representations on all tasks and datasets tested.
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Oquab et al. 198 added to the growing evidence that ConvNets could be used to learn trans-

ferable mid-level image representations that are useful in contrasting visual recognition

tasks, such as object and action recognition. The authors developed a framework capable of

handling disparities between the distribution of labels and images in the source and target

datasets; for example, differences in viewing angles, object types and background clutter.

To tackle these issues, additional adaptation layers were added to a pretrained ConvNet and

trained on multi-scale overlapping patches extracted from the target dataset. There was a

marked improvement in image classification performance on all tested target datasets when

utilising a ConvNet pretrained on ILSVRC-2012233, as opposed to a ConvNet trained from

scratch solely on the target datasets. Notably, despite the network never having been trained

to perform the task of localisation, there exists strong evidence to suggest that the network

had learnt the size and locations of the target objects within the images.

In 2014, Simonyan and Zisserman 252 improved the performance of pretrained ConvNet,

trained on ImageNet (ILSVRC-2014)233, by utilising smaller 3 × 3 convolutional filters,

which in turn allowed them to train deeper architectures. Since, for example, a stack of

three convolutional layers with 3 × 3 receptive fields has an effective receptive field size

of 7 × 7, but uses 81% fewer parameters. Moreover, the network can incorporate more

nonlinearities using a stack of convolutional layers. Unlike previous works, the authors were

able to achieve state-of-the-art performance when using the pretrained ConvNet features for

action classification on PASCAL VOC 201277, without the use of the bounding boxes or

task-specific heuristics.

Filling a research gap, Chatfield et al. 46 comprehensively compared several ConvNet archi-

tectures with previous state-of-the-art hand-designed representations, such as the improved

Fisher vector (IFV)207 encoding. Motivated by the observation that vision-based systems

rely heavily on their implementation details, the authors tested the utility of data augmenta-

tion and the use of colour information, commonly used in DL, when constructing the IFV

features. Certain proposals improved the performance of IFV; however, they found that the

ConvNet representations invariably outperformed the hand-engineered representations by

a large margin. Interestingly, a stacked combination of IFV and ConvNet features made

very little difference to the overall performance when compared to the standalone ConvNet

representations. Moreover, the ConvNet features were approximately 42 times more compact

and 50 times faster to compute.
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A very interesting paper by Zeiler and Fergus 302 , proposed the repurposing of Decon-

vNets303, so as to visualise what each layer of a ConvNet learns. This was done by projecting

the hidden layer activations back into pixel space. Their study revealed the hierarchical

disposition of the various learnt hidden layer representations. Traversing the network layers,

the authors showed via their projections that early layers respond to edges and corners;

intermediate layers capture more complex invariances, such as textures; and later layers are

more class-specific, responding to object parts, until finally whole objects. Furthermore, an

occlusion analysis was performed to delineate which regions of an image were salient for

classification. By doing so, the authors were able to show that ConvNets implicitly learn a

level of correspondence between particular object parts. Significantly, this demonstrated that

the learnt representations were neither random nor indecipherable, and as such conferred a

degree of validity to the use of pretrained networks as generic feature extractors.

Along the same line, Girshick et al. 88 proposed a simpler, yet complementary nonparametric

approach for visualising what ConvNets learn. The authors analysed the individual hidden

unit responses on a held-out set of data—in essence, this is tantamount to letting each unit

act as an independent object detector. By visualising the images that were most responsive

to each unit in the final pooling layer, the authors were able to illuminate the invariances

computed by a unit; for instance, certain units fired for dog faces, red blobs or text.

2.7 SUMMARY

This chapter describes current approaches to deep RL that are applicable to image-based AD.

In particular, we have focused on methodologies that can be used without knowledge of the

anomaly class.

Whilst there has been much work done on the improvement of 1-class AD algorithms, very

little has been done to address the general problem of feature-engineering. It is apparent that

without good feature-representations, we cannot hope to rely on shallow linear classifiers,

which is a chief reason behind the focus on the re-engineering of classification algorithms.

For this reason, this thesis centres on combining simple nonparametric 1-class classifiers and

RL. The argument for this is simple: with a suitable feature space, there is no longer a need

for hand-engineered classifiers or features, as the induced representation space should have

disentangled the nonlinear factors of variation.
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Our approach is demonstrated in the following chapters. Nonetheless, below we briefly link

the RL themes reviewed in this chapter that provided inspiration for the work that follows.

Inspired by the successes of AE NNs138,169,170,192,219,223,282,283 (Section 2.1), as unsuper-

vised feature learners, in Chapter 3, we investigate a sparse dictionary learning approach170.

Prior research in this area strongly supports the utility of AEs as an approach to AD prob-

lems131,171,259,263,264,291, where anomaly assessments are based on the RE. Nevertheless,

the RE of an AE may be low in regions where the implicit density is not high3. Moreover,

RE-based approaches typically ignore the hidden representations, despite pictorial evidence

suggesting that anomalous samples may activate somewhat differently to normal samples

in certain subspaces derived from the space of hidden representations237. Therefore, we

propose to construct models of normality in either the full residual or latent vector space.

Moving away from reconstructive-based approaches, in Chapter 4, we propose a novel

DDML approach—inspired by Section 2.5—which generates freely available supervisory

signals that exist within visual data. Moreover, our motivation stems from the compelling

results found in the context prediction literature67,119,195,205—Section 2.3. Concretely, when

the relationships between the training samples are undefined, we propose a novel way in

which to learn a metric based on a pseudo task that forces a ConvNet to map visually

similar images nearby in output space. In essence, our key contribution is the utilisation of

distillation110 to transfer knowledge and generate pseudo labels for an unlabelled dataset.

Chapter 5 represents our final core chapter and is motivated by the foregoing successes

in transfer learning68,198,222,302, as touched upon in Section 2.6. We propose to induce

representations by learning to discriminate between different sub-concepts of the normal data,

using fine-grained semantic labels. The idea for this work was inspired by human dimensional

attention208,251, whereby ‘previously learnt categories can reveal which dimensions are

more diagnostic of category membership’43. Our primary contributions lie first in our

proposal to learn representations based on the sub-concepts of normality; and, second in our

transference of the final layer, which corresponds to a linear layer of predictions representing

the distribution of logits. The distribution of logits capture the semantics of an input relative

to the sub-concepts of the normal data, and as such, we hypothesise that abnormal give rise

to historically atypical logit activations.
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CHAPTER 3

LEARNING BY RECONSTRUCTION

Anomalous data are loosely defined as data items that are atypical relative to a normal class.

The specific scenario however can influence which aspects of the data are considered in

making an evaluation of atypicality. Consider, for example, a thermal imaging system used

in a mass transportation-screening context. We may wish to detect people with abnormal

temperature patterns for disease control, abnormal temperature patterns across the body

which indicate concealed threats, or any kind of abnormality. Here we are concerned with

this third type of neutral AD.

The most general mode of detecting anomalous data would make no assumptions regarding

them other than their atypicality. For such a system, choosing features that best support

detection is problematic. In this chapter, which is based on work published as Andrews

et al. 6 , we focus on unsupervised representation learning by reconstruction.

3.1 OVERVIEW

Images constitute a rich reference of the physical world by depicting visual perception. An

image can be used to display, for example objects, people or scenery. Images can therefore

be used for their evidential value, since they portray what is. Nevertheless, images often

live in high-dimensional spaces represented by matrices of pixel intensity values. In such

spaces, factors of variation stemming from illumination, view point, colour and content

characteristics are densely intertwined. Therefore, we often need to extricate useful features
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from images that better describe what is, relative to what is not. In AD settings where we

have no a priori knowledge of either the structure of the training dataset of normal samples,

i.e. intra-class labels, or the unknown anomaly class, i.e. inter-class labels, we cannot

possibly derive task specific discriminative feature-representations.

Whilst great strides have been made in supervised representation learning, it still remains

unclear as to whether representations learnt in an unsupervised fashion have the same

representational power. Irrespective of the answer, unsupervised representation learning has

its place, particularly in domains such as AD where there is so often limited label information,

and as such unsupervised learning may be the only recourse.

Within the field of unsupervised feature learning, there are two (not so) distinct routes one

may follow: the first lies in probabilistic graphical models, e.g. generative RBMs, and the

second in computational models, namely deterministic AE NNs. This chapter focuses on the

NN approach, as AEs have been shown to be easier to train. Moreover, the learnt features

are often similar in their representational power as those induced by RBMs297.

Unsupervised AE are well known in the 1-class learning literature, as well as in supervised

DL, though for different reasons. In the earlier attempts at training deep architectures, AEs

were used as part of a greedy pretraining procedure113,283, where each hidden layer of a NN

was tasked with reconstructing its input. The hidden layers were then stacked and fine-tuned

for the target supervised task; however, nowadays this is no longer done, due to advances

in the field such as improved weight initialisation techniques90, ReLU190 (and its variants)

activation functions, and batch normalisation122*. Contrastingly, in 1-class learning and

AD, the AE is still widely used today, due to a lack of better alternatives, where anomaly

assessments are typically based on the reconstruction error (RE)131,171,259,263,264,291. That

is, the MSE between the input to the network and the reconstruction produced at the output

layer of the network. Therefore, at test time, the scalar MSE represents the novelty degree of

a previously unseen sample.

The justification for using AEs—as end-to-end anomaly detectors—is that an AE trained

solely on normal positive samples should, in principle, find it difficult to reconstruct in-

put signals of anomalous negative samples; and, hence yield unusually high REs for all

*Batch normalisation was introduced in 2015, and is now widely used within the architectures of deep NNs.
In essence, it standardises a batch of input samples, i.e. zero-mean and unit-variance, which results in faster
network convergence and acts as a type of regulariser. After standardisation, batch normalisation can scale and
shift the inputs with learnable parameters β and γ, which allows it to learn a distribution other than the standard
Normal.
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such configurations. This is premised on the expectation that the latent characteristics of

anomalous samples deviate from the generative distribution of normal samples. That is,

anomalous samples give rise to unusual encodings, which when decoded result in poor

reconstructions194.

However, there is a patent flaw with this line of reasoning. Consider, for example, a negative

class composed of images that share a subset of the fundamental features observed in the

training set. Clearly, in this scenario, a well trained AE should be relatively untroubled

when reconstructing such images. Therefore, without more qualification, a low RE may

not provide enough evidence to suggest that a sample is normal. Furthermore, based on

the assertion of Nicolau et al. 194 , a low RE would imply that the encoding was within the

bounds of normality, but this may not be entirely true.

Therefore, motivated by the aforementioned works131,171,259,263,264,291 that utilise constrained

AE NNs, we investigate unsupervised auto-associative sparse dictionary learning to infer

a set of basic elements. In the same spirit, we task our networks with reconstructing their

inputs. However, contrastingly, we do not make anomaly assessments based on the RE,

instead we propose to construct models of normality in either the full residual or latent vector

space.

The use of these alternative spaces, for the purposes of AD, represent the key contributions

of this chapter, and are respectively premised on the following works. Firstly, Alain and

Bengio 3 showed that the RE of an AE may be low in regions where the implicit density is

not high. By implication, making anomaly assessments based solely on the RE, where the

residuals of each feature are combined to give a single value may be imprudent, since we

effectively disregard which feature dimensions contribute to the RE. That is, residuals in

certain dimensions may be more anomalous than in others. Secondly, latent representations

induced by AE training have been shown to produce competent feature vectors; for instance,

a shallow architecture is capable of learning first-order low-level features192. What is

more, Sakurada and Yairi 237 demonstrated pictorially that anomalous samples may activate

somewhat differently to normal samples in certain subspaces derived from the hidden

representations.

Inspired by these informative works3,237, we form the following hypotheses
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• Using only the RE is underutilising it for the task of AD, in particular when images are

aligned and the the objects of interest are centred, i.e. there is an inherent structure to the

images. The full vector of residuals can give improved performance in such scenarios.

• The hidden layer representations of an AE are effective neutral features for AD, based on

the findings of Sakurada and Yairi 237 , where anomalous samples activated differently to

normal samples in certain subspaces.

• Some anomalies may have abnormal hidden representations, but normal REs. This is

based on the findings of Alain and Bengio 3 , in that the RE may be low in regions where

the implicit density is not high.

• Overcomplete hidden representations offer an improvement over raw pixel intensity (RPI)

representations when used as input to a supervised classifier138,169,170,192,219,223,282,283,

however this is not indicative of performance when using a 1-class classifier. This is

based on the fact that a supervised learner has the advantage of being able to optimise

the contributions of each feature dimension and/or training sample when constructing

its decision boundary, whereas a 1-class classifier is unable to a priori quantify the

informativeness of each dimension or training sample.

To test our hypotheses, we formed several test problems using three different tiny image

datasets: (i) a dataset of low-resolution X-ray images of freight containers that may be empty

or cargo containing; (ii) the MNIST152 database of handwritten digits; and, (iii) the more

challenging Fashion-MNIST296 dataset depicting single items of apparel. For each of the

datasets, we constructed a range of test problems with combinations of tight and diverse,

normal and anomaly classes.

3.2 RELATED WORK

The vast majority of works that utilise AEs—for the unsupervised detection of anomalies—

make use of the RE64,69,131,171,180,259,263,264,273,291. Approaches of this ilk interpret high REs

as being associated with samples that are more likely to stem from a dissimilar generating

distribution to that of the observed training data.

Reconstruction error based approaches have been employed in several domains and applied

to a variety of data types. For instance, the RE of video frames was shown to be an

effective measure of temporal regularity using a convolutional compression-decompression

scheme105. Non-convolutional, fully-connected structures have also been used in a similar
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manner, learning latent encodings of multivariate geochemical data, with anomalous samples

identified as those with large, unusual errors297.

In outlier detection, Xia et al. 295 studied the problem of identifying pollutants within the

training dataset, using a two-stage iterative procedure. At each training epoch, a discrimina-

tive labelling approach is used which designates samples with the lowest RE as probable

positives. The AE parameters are then updated, through backpropagation, to better recon-

struct the presumed positives, with the network deemed to have converged when the labels

no longer change.

Differently, Dau et al. 60 use the RE from a replicator AE NN. The network squeezes data

through a bottleneck hidden layer, which uses a staircase activation function that quantises

the hidden units into N discrete values. This effectively assigns each sample a cluster label,

which assists in the interpretation of candidate outliers. Subsequently, Chen et al. 50 proposed

an AE variant, termed RandNet, for outlier detection, which was shown to better highlight

outliers than the replicator network. The method randomly drops connections between the

various network layers to create an ensemble of networks, with each trained on a random

subsample of the data. Once training terminates, an outlier score vector is constructed, such

that each component is equal to the RE of a given sample using each constituent of the

ensemble. The individual scores are standardised, with the median value over all components

taken as the final score. Note that this work50 was published after our work.

Again, subsequent to our work, Principi et al. 212 used an adversarial training strategy for

acoustic novelty detection. A discriminator network was trained to distinguish between

the true training samples and reconstructions produced by an AE. The results showed a

statistically significant performance increase when using the RE as a measure of novelty, as

compared to the errors produced by conventional AE training.

The approaches to AD by Chen et al. 50 and Principi et al. 212 are undoubtedly interesting,

and do improve upon orthodox AE training; however, they still utilise the RE as an anomaly

score, and as aforementioned: the RE may be low in regions where the implicit density is

not high3.

Our review thus far has focused on approaches that utilise the RE as a measure of novelty,

however Sakurada and Yairi 237 demonstrated pictorially that anomalous samples may activate

somewhat differently to normal samples in certain subspaces. Nevertheless, the authors did
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not make use of the hidden representation for detection—instead relying on the conventional

RE—it was one of the first works to shed light on deviant latent activations.

Concurrent235,298, as well as subsequent194,234,247,274, researchers have since capitalised on

the utility of the hidden representation for AD. For instance, Nicolau et al. 194 performed

density estimation on the learnt bottleneck representations of an AE. Motivated by the

hypothesis that if anomalies are poorly reconstructed by an AE, then this is in part due to

the anomalous data occupying unusual positions in the hidden layer. Similar to the work

of Sabokrou et al. 235 , the authors proposed to model the hidden representations using a

multivariate Gaussian distribution. Their results, however, when compared to the RE were

inconclusive.

Others have instead proposed the use of nonparametric models, such as 1-class support

vector machines (1-class SVMs), for modelling the concept of normality. For example, Tran

and Hogg 274 applied a sparse convolutional AE170 to the problem of detecting anomalies in

video data—represented by optical flow foreground patches—with the learnt representations

then fed into a nonlinear 1-class SVM. In the same domain, Xu et al. 298 employed a triplet

of stacked DAEs to learn appearance from still video patches, motion from optical flow

patches, and a joint representation of both appearance and motion. The learnt hidden

representations from each DAE were then used as input to separate nonlinear 1-class SVMs.

The novelty scores were then linearly combined using an unsupervised late fusion scheme

that learns an appropriate weight vector. Somewhat similarly, Seeböck et al. 247 used a pair

of convolutional AEs to learn normal retinal image representations at two different scales.

The learnt representations were then concatenated and fed into a fully-connected DAE, with

the new feature set then used to train a 1-class SVM.

In what could be described as a hybrid approach, Sabokrou et al. 234 devised a cascaded

classifier, based on sparse codes and REs. The authors assert that if the hidden representation

of a previously unseen sample is insufficiently sparse, with respect to the sparsity level

constraint used during training, then this is a good indicator that the sample was generated by

a different mechanism. Any such test sample then becomes a candidate for further inspection

and is cascaded. The degree of novelty is then determined by the RE of a sample when it is

forward propagated through a separate compression-decompression AE.

Next, we move on to a example that supports our hypotheses and thus motivates this work.
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3.3 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

An interesting point comes into play when one considers a denoising AE (DAE) from the

perspective of a dynamical system.

In mathematics, a point x is called a fixed point of a function r ⇐⇒ r (x) = x. Ergo,

minimisation of the RE during DAE training encourages the training samples to become

fixed points of the reconstruction function r. Coupled with a denoising criterion, the training

samples are actually encouraged to be attractive fixed points, such that if x is a fixed point of

r, then for any value xϵ in the domain close enough to x, the iterated function sequence

xϵ, r (xϵ) , r (r (xϵ)) , . . .

converges to x. Therefore, a DAE, by design, can be viewed as a dynamical system, where

learning to denoise corrupted samples necessitates large basins of attraction—sinks—in the

neighbourhood of each training sample250.

Two-dimensional data points x(i) ∈ Rd (see Figure 3.1) were generated on the circumference

of a unit circle, as follows:

x(i) = [cos(a(i)), sin(a(i))],

where a(i) ∈ [0, 2π] was randomly sampled for each x(i). A DAE was trained with zero-

mean Gaussian corruption noise (standard deviation σ = 0.01) applied to the input and

dropout masking noise applied to the hidden layer (dropout rate p = 0.5, where p is the

probability of zeroing out a variable). The encoder is

fθ (x) = relu (W x + b)

and the decoder is

gθ′ (z) = W ′z + b′.

The parameter set {θ = (W , b) , θ′ = (W ′, b′)} was optimised using Adam137 to minimise

the MSE, using a fixed training set of 8000 samples. We used 1000 hidden units and trained

for a maximum of 300 epochs, with a validation-based early stopping form of regularisation.
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Figure 3.1 2D data generated on the circumference of a unit circle.

The validation set consisted of an additional 2000 samples—generated in the same manner

as the training samples.

Figure 3.2a displays a filled greyscale contour plot, describing the relationship between the

x1− and x2−factors and the RE (response) values represented by isolines. Darker regions

correspond to lower REs and lighter regions to higher REs. From visual inspection of the

contour plot, we could reasonably claim that the DAE has captured the structure of the

data-generating distribution, since the REs are close to zero near the training data points, as

desired, and increased elsewhere. However, it would be premature to make such an assertion,

since if we magnify the plot at the origin, as in Figure 3.2b, then it becomes immediately

apparent that there exists a region in the plane where the REs begin to decrease. That is,

in a very small region around the origin, the DAE is able to reconstruct well any sample

generated, as if they stemmed from the same distribution as the training points.

This is a curious, and most unwanted, occurrence; however, if we view the learnt recon-

struction score function r (x) − x, as a vector field, by assigning each point in the plane a

vector, then we can model the magnitude and direction of the score function, as it traverses

the space. Thus, the score function corresponds to the force of the local displacement of x

having applied the reconstruction r (x).

Figure 3.3a shows the vector field pointing in the direction of the training samples, which

correspond to points of high density. The vector field is close to zero near the training points,

however if we look at Figure 3.3b then we also see that it close to zero near the origin.

The one glaring difference being that the vector field does not point towards the origin, but
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(a) Contour plot of the REs ∥r (x) − x∥2
2 (b) Contour plot of the REs ∥r (x) − x∥2

2, zoomed in,
showing a small region near the origin with low REs

Figure 3.2 DAE contour plots of squared REs.

away from it. This can be explained by considering the divergence (or flux density), which

quantifies the amount of flux leaving and entering each point in the plane. Clearly, the points

in the region near the origin are sources (negative flux) and the training points are sinks

(positive flux). Summarising in the words of Alain and Bengio 3 :

‘Other places where reconstruction error may be low, but where the implicit

density is not high, are sources of the vector field . . . because at these points the

vectors r (x) − x must change sign: on one side of the median they point to one

of the high-density regions while on the other side they point to the other.’

From this it is evident that building a model of normality based on full residual vectors does

not suffer to the same extent from this problem, in that, the errors in each dimension of

samples drawn near the origin would give rise to anomalous scores when using a 1-class

classifier, since in this scheme we consider where and what the errors are, as opposed to the

RE which only summarises the whats. Regardless, it is pellucid that we cannot hope to rely

on a measure of image fidelity (pixel-wise RE) that utilises low-level information incapable

of distinguishing between local minima and maxima.
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(a) Vector field r (x)−x, showing training points acting
as sinks

(b) Vector field r (x) − x, zoomed in, showing a small
region near the origin acting as a source

Figure 3.3 DAE vector field plots of residual vectors.

Now, if we take a different perspective, i.e. a sparse dictionary learning approach to training

AEs*, which attempts to learn sparse representations of the input data. Then, it is apparent

that if an out-of-class sample can be reconstructed using the learnt dictionary of atoms (basic

elements), then it will yield a low RE. Therefore, when using the RE to quantify the degree

of abnormality of a sample, we are effectively stating that if a sample cannot be reconstructed

satisfactorily using a linear combination of the atoms, then it is abnormal. However, it should

be clear that these learnt atoms may not be unique to the dataset. In fact, many objects can be

constructed as linear combinations of atoms from dissimilar objects. To analogise, the atoms

are akin to Lego pieces, and with a sufficient assortment of blocks, one could reconstruct a

variety of structures.

Necessarily, we should redefine what it means to be anomalous in the context of an AE, due

to the evident deficiencies with the RE measure. This is where the idea of using the hidden

representations to estimate the likelihood of a sample given its encoding, as opposed to its

likelihood given its reconstruction. Thus, the use of the hidden representation is premised

on the idea that anomalous samples activate differently to what is expected when viewed

in this latent space. That is, the unusual arrangement of the Lego pieces can instead be

used to detect visual anomalies. Note that this is true when one fits a 1-class classifier to

the hidden representations learnt (using the DAE) on the two-dimensional example given

*The encoder represents a highly nonlinear encoding operation that sets about inferring basic elements,
known as dictionary atoms, whereas the linear decoding stage reconstructs the inputs by linearly combining the
learnt atoms.
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earlier (Figure 3.1). Therefore, as conjectured, some anomalies may have abnormal hidden

representations but normal residuals.

We now move on to describing the unsupervised RL framework that will be used within this

chapter.

3.4 UNSUPERVISED REPRESENTATION LEARNING FRAMEWORK

In this work, we are concerned with the unsupervised learning of representations from an

observable dataset {x(i)}n
i=1 of unlabelled samples, where x(i) ∈ X . We wish to learn a

function f : X → Z , which projects any given sample x ∈ X to a latent representation z ∈
Z . Having learnt this projection, our aim is to infer a 1-class classifier, i.e. M : Z → R, such

that M(f(x̃)) = M(z̃) quantifies the degree of normality for any previously unobserved

test sample x̃ ∈ X .

Next we go on to describe each framework component in more detail.

3.4.1 REPRESENTATION LEARNING

The only assumptions made regarding the data were as follows: (i) the training set consists

entirely of positive normal samples, i.e. ∀x(i), y(i) = +1; and, (ii) an anomalous negative

sample is defined as an instance that is out-of-class with respect to the observed normal class.

UNSUPERVISED LEARNING BY RECONSTRUCTION

An unsupervised sparse AE algorithm was employed for the purpose of learning salient

sparse representations from an unlabelled training dataset, specifically we used a Conv-WTA

AE170.

Formally, a Conv-WTA AE is a nonsymmetric NN that consists of two sub-networks: a

nonlinear encoder fθ, and a linear decoder gθ′ . The encoder fθ = f
(n)
θn

◦ f
(n−1)
θn−1

◦ · · · ◦ f
(1)
θ1

is composed of several nonlinear convolutional ReLU layers with small receptive fields, and

the decoder is a single linear deconvolutional layer with a large receptive field.
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Inspired by two-step sparse dictionary learning, a Conv-WTA AE attempts to learn sparse

representations of the input data. The encoder represents a highly nonlinear encoding

operation that sets about inferring basic elements, known as dictionary atoms, whereas the

linear decoding stage reconstructs the inputs by linearly combining the learnt atoms.

By utilising smaller convolutional filters in the encoder, it is possible to build deeper archi-

tectures, as the number of parameters can be reduced. This is opposed to a single layer with

a large field of view. Clearly, a stack of small filters has an effective receptive field of much

larger size. To rephrase, this is equivalent to constraining a large receptive field to have a

decomposition over a stack of smaller filters. Moreover, the network can incorporate more

nonlinearities, i.e. between each convolutional layer.

In the Conv-WTA AE framework, the input to each convolutional layer is zero-padded, so

that each feature map has the same spatial size (width w and height h) as the network inputs

x(i) ∈ Rw×h×c. That is,

f
(j)
θj

: Rw×h×c → Rw×h×c′
, ∀j = 1, . . . , n (3.1)

and

gθ′ : Rw×h×c′ → Rw×h×c. (3.2)

The network is trained under a spatial sparsity (which we explain below) constraint to

minimise the MSE between an input x and its corresponding reconstruction r(x), i.e.

ℓ(x̂, x) = 1
2∥r(x) − x∥2

2. (3.3)

The gradient of the loss function per sample is:

∂ℓ(r(x), x)
∂θ

= 1
2∥r(x) − x∥2

2 (3.4)

= 1
2∥gθ′(z) − x∥2

2 (3.5)

= (gθ′(z) − x) ∂

∂θ
(gθ′(z) − x). (3.6)
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Note θ′ = {W ′, b′} and gθ′(z) = W ′z + b′:

∂

∂θ
(gθ′(z) − x) =


∂

∂W ′ (W
′z + b′ − x) = z

∂

∂b′ (W
′z + b′ − x) = 1.

(3.7)

During the feedforward phase, an input is forward propagated through the encoder and the

final feature maps are computed. Prior to propagating the feature maps to the decoder, a

spatial sparsity constraint is applied to the final encoding layer features z = f
(n)
θ (x). For

each feature map, this operation sets all the hidden unit activities to zero, bar the maximally

activated unit in each map, i.e.

z(x, y, z) =


z(x, y, z), if z(x, y, z) = max

x′,y′
(z(x′, y′, z))

0, otherwise.
(3.8)

Therefore, each feature map has a single nonzero unit, which the decoder relies on to linearly

reconstruct the input. Ergo, spatial sparsity enforces exact sparsity*, regulated by the number

of feature maps in the final encoder layer. Note that only the nonzero hidden units have their

errors backpropagated during training.

3.4.2 FEATURE EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATION

Having trained a Conv-WTA AE, under the spatial sparsity constraint, we can use the encoder

function fθ to transform the inputs x(i) ∈ Rw×h×c into new nonlinear sparse representations

z(i) = fθ(x(i)) ∈ Rw×h×c′
.

MAX POOLING EXTRACTION

The learnt encoder fθ : Rw×h×c → Rw×h×c′
produces high-dimensional sparse representa-

tions, where the dimensionality of a forward propagated input is w · h · c′, with (typically)

*This is not entirely true, since the maximal value of a feature map may not be unique. Moreover, the
maximal value could feasibly take on the value of zero. Therefore, for any given sample, the sparsity level of its
hidden representation may conceivably be greater than or less than the number of feature maps. However, this
appears to be quite rare in practice.
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c′ > c. However, having such high-dimensional representations may be prohibitive for

certain 1-class classification algorithms, in particular when the number of training samples

ℓ ≪ w · h · c′. As such, max pooling can be applied to the feature representations z(i), which

nonlinearly reduces their dimensionality.

Max pooling is applied to the representations using max filters. This partitions the input

volume into a set of (non-)overlapping squares, and outputs the maximal value of each subre-

gion. That is, max pooling acts separately on each depth slice of the input—downsampling

spatially – with the depth dimension remaining constant. The idea behind pooling is that

the precise location of an activation is not as important as its approximate location relative

to the other activations. The max pooling operation yields a reduced representation of

dimensionality (nin+2p−k
s ) + 1, where nin is the number of input units, k is the max filter

size, p is the amount of padding, and s is the max filter stride.

Note that prior to the max pooling operation spatial sparsity is turned off, since a softer

sparsity constraint (via the ReLU activations) tends to produce better representations (in

terms of discriminative ability)56,170,303. Finally, the pooled features are flattened into vectors

and scaled to unit length.

CLASSIFICATION

Given the max pooled ((nin+2p−k
s ) + 1)-dimensional unit length representations of the

transformed unlabelled training samples, a 1-class classification algorithm can be applied

to infer a model Mθ of normality, where θ are the free parameters of M . The algorithm we

will use throughout the experimental section of this chapter is the isolation forest. Below we

describe its algorithmic characteristics.

Isolation forests164,165 represent a fairly recent approach for detecting anomalous data. The

method constructs a set of random binary decision trees to form a forest of random isolation

trees.

During training, assume we are given a dataset {x1, . . . , xℓ} ∈ X of ℓ normal samples,

where x = (x(1), . . . , x(d)) and x(i) ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , d are its elementary continuous-valued

attributes. Each binary tree randomly splits the data at each node, with atypical samples

tending to be found in shallower leaves of the tree, whereas typical data in deeper leaves.

Ergo, an isolation forest is constructed under the working assumption that anomalies are
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rare and dissimilar, since samples that are more readily separated from the main body, by

randomly chosen criteria, give rise to higher anomaly scores.

This construction is different to standard supervised decision tree learning, where each tree

is built by selecting the attribute that best splits a labelled set of training samples. The

isolation forest uses no target labels, and chooses each attribute and split completely at

random. This is similar in spirit to the nonparametric supervised extremely randomised trees

(ETs)* algorithm proposed by Geurts et al. 85 .

A node s in a tree T is either a leaf node with no children, or an internal node with

precisely two children (sL, sR), where each child is connected to its parent by an edge. For

growing a tree, at each node s, a random non-constant attribute i, and a random split value

a
s(i)
c ∈ [min(as(i)), max(as(i))] are selected, where as(i) is a vector of attribute values for

the data currently at node s. The boolean test xs(i) < a
s(i)
c , at node s, determines whether

a training samples goes to sL or sR. Top-down binary recursion continues until no further

splits are possible, i.e. until all samples have been partitioned into their own leaf, or all

attribute values are constant.

Summarising, an isolation forest is an ensemble of M isolation trees F = {T1, . . . , TM },

with each tree T constructed using a random subset X ′ ⊆ X of the training data, selected

without replacement, such that N ′ = |X ′| ≤ |X | = N . The free parameters (M, N ′) control

the isolation forest.

The output of an anomaly detector is used to provide a method in which to measure the extent

to which an unseen test sample is regarded as an anomaly. The output should, therefore,

be in the form of a ranked list, which can be attained by computing the depth of each test

sample. The depth dT (x) of a sample x is equal to the number of edges it must traverse

from the root node in a tree to a leaf node. In the case of an isolation forest, we take the

average depth of a sample x over all trees in the ensemble:

f (x) = 1
M

M∑
j=1

dTj (x). (3.9)

*In ETs, several candidate features are selected randomly and a random cut-point is generated for each
feature. The returned split is chosen by maximising a normalised version of the Shannon information gain—that
is, based on this measure the returned cut-point best splits the data.
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Unless stated otherwise, within this work each isolation tree is constructed using the full

training set, i.e. N ′ = N .

EVALUATION METRIC

For each 1-class classifier trained on the max pooled representations, we compute the area

under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) attained on the fixed test sets. The

ROC is computed by varying the discrimination threshold and accumulating the true positive

rates (TPR) and false positive rates (FPR). Consequently, the AUROC ∈ [0, 1] is equal to

the probability that the detector will give a randomly selected normal sample a higher depth

value than a randomly selected anomaly sample.

The beauty of ROC curves lies in their capacity to display the ability of a classifier to rank

positive data relative to the negative data. Furthermore, irrespective of the class distribution

in the data to be ranked, ROC curves do not change. That is, they are insensitive to the

distributions. This is very useful property in AD, since skewed distributions often plague the

domain.

As previously mentioned, skewed distributions occur frequently in AD tasks, where the

positive data is far more frequent. Ergo, when judging classification algorithms we should

use measures that are insensitive to the distributions. Moreover, if the distributions fluctuate

inordinately, without shifting the traits of the classes, then we want a measure that is invariant

to this. For this reason, the use of Precision-Recall (PR)210 curves—common in information

retrieval—are not used, since PR curves can change depending on the current distribution.

Some researchers suggest that PR curves are better than ROC curves when evaluating binary

classifiers on imbalanced datasets. However, in our AD work, we prefer ROC curves, because

the testing dataset distributions that we use are not necessarily representative of what may be

encountered in the wild.

One should also note that we do not report, for instance, FPR at p% TPR, which can be

understood as the probability that an anomalous sample is mistakenly classified as normal

when the TPR is p%. A metric such as this may be useful when used in the context of a real

world application, however we utilise toy problems throughout this thesis.
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See Appendix B for a more detailed description on the ROC and AUROC, as well as their

appropriacy for evaluating AD performance.

3.5 DATASETS

In this work, three datasets were used to evaluate the capabilities of AEs in detecting

anomalous out-of-class images: (i) a dataset of low-resolution X-ray images of freight

containers that may be empty or cargo containing; (ii) the MNIST152 database of handwritten

digits; and, (iii) the Fashion-MNIST296 dataset which depicts single items of clothing. In

the case of MNIST and Fashion-MNIST, the datasets consist of multiple classes and are not

ordinarily used for AD, as a consequence they necessitated restructuring.

3.5.1 X-RAY TRANSMISSION IMAGES OF FREIGHT CONTAINERS

This dataset consists of X-ray transmission images of freight containers obtained from a

Rapiscan Eagle R60 rail car scanner. The scanner images individual rail cars moving at

speeds of up to 60 kmh−1 with a resolution of 5.6 mm pixel−1. The dataset consists of

2560 images of freight containers containing cargo (non-empty) and 2560 images of freight

containers containing no cargo (empty). All images vary due to small differences in freight

containers and their furniture, while cargo images also vary in the cargo. We downsampled

the images, for ease of experiment, to 9 × 32 pixels—see Figure 3.4.

3.5.2 MNIST

The MNIST* 151 database, first introduced in 1998, is widely used in vision sciences and

is a labelled subset of the larger NIST† dataset. The dataset is comprised of ten classes of

handwritten digits 0 − 9 and is often used de facto for the training and testing of visual

recognition systems.

Each MNIST image is centred in a 28 × 28 pixel bounding box, and is therefore represented

by 784 pixels, with each pixel value an integer between 0 (black) and 255 (white) indicating

*The Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST).
†The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
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(a) Empty containers

(b) Non-empty containers

Figure 3.4 Random sample from the downsampled X-ray transmission image dataset of freight containers.

its intensity. There are 60 000 training samples and 10 000 test samples. Figure 3.5a displays

a random sample from the dataset.

3.5.3 FASHION-MNIST

In 2017, Xiao et al. 296 introduced Fashion-MNIST as a more challenging direct drop-in

substitute for MNIST.

Each Fashion-MNIST image is centred in a 28 × 28 pixel bounding box, with each pixel

value an integer between 0 (black) and 255 (white). The class labels are t-shirt/top, trouser,

pullover, dress, coat, sandal, shirt, sneaker, bag, and ankle boot, which stem from the

silhouette code of a product. The dataset has 60 000 training samples and 10 000 test

samples. Figure 3.5b shows a random sample from the dataset.
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(a) MNIST (b) Fashion-MNIST

Figure 3.5 Random sample from the tiny image datasets: MNIST and Fashion-MNIST.

3.5.4 TEST PROBLEMS

For each of the datasets, we constructed a range of artificial test problems with combinations

of tight and diverse, normal and anomaly classes, such that when the normal class is tight,

the anomaly class is diverse, and vice versa. By tight we simply mean that the class in

question is embodied by a single visual concept, and by diverse we mean that the class under

consideration is composed of multiple visual concepts.

For a tight normal class, one of the classes was considered normal and all other classes were

considered abnormal. Whereas for a diverse normal class, all classes were combined (bar

one) and considered normal, with the remaining class considered abnormal. The normal

samples were labelled positive and the anomaly samples were labelled negative. Only the

normal samples present in the training set were used for training. The contrived AD test

problems are detailed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, including the dataset splits into disjoint training

and testing sets. Note that in the case of diverse normal classes, for MNIST and Fashion-

MNIST, we use a subsample of the available images, such that the training set cardinalities

are roughly commensurate (~6000) with the tight normal class settings.

No data augmentation was used in any of the experiments.
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Table 3.1 The derived benchmark test problems, with tight normal classes and diverse anomaly classes. C = {0, . . . , 9}
represents the set of possible labels from the original multi-class dataset and y ∈ C is a specific label.

Test problem Normal Anomaly Train Test (normal + anomaly)

X-rayempty Empty Non-empty 2048 1024 (512 + 512)

mnisty=0 y = 0 C \ y 5923 10000 (980 + 9020)
mnisty=1 y = 1 C \ y 6742 10000 (1135 + 8865)
mnisty=2 y = 2 C \ y 5958 10000 (1032 + 8968)
mnisty=3 y = 3 C \ y 6131 10000 (1010 + 8990)
mnisty=4 y = 4 C \ y 5842 10000 (982 + 9018)
mnisty=5 y = 5 C \ y 5421 10000 (892 + 9108)
mnisty=6 y = 6 C \ y 5918 10000 (958 + 9042)
mnisty=7 y = 7 C \ y 6265 10000 (1028 + 8972)
mnisty=8 y = 8 C \ y 5851 10000 (974 + 9026)
mnisty=9 y = 9 C \ y 5949 10000 (1009 + 8991)

fashiony=0 y = 0 C \ y 6000 10000 (1000 + 9000)
fashiony=1 y = 1 C \ y 6000 10000 (1000 + 9000)
fashiony=2 y = 2 C \ y 6000 10000 (1000 + 9000)
fashiony=3 y = 3 C \ y 6000 10000 (1000 + 9000)
fashiony=4 y = 4 C \ y 6000 10000 (1000 + 9000)
fashiony=5 y = 5 C \ y 6000 10000 (1000 + 9000)
fashiony=6 y = 6 C \ y 6000 10000 (1000 + 9000)
fashiony=7 y = 7 C \ y 6000 10000 (1000 + 9000)
fashiony=8 y = 8 C \ y 6000 10000 (1000 + 9000)
fashiony=9 y = 9 C \ y 6000 10000 (1000 + 9000)

Note that these contrived test problems are used as proxies for simulating real world AD

scenarios, i.e. when either the normal class or anomaly class are tight or diverse. Nonetheless,

the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets are clearly not very characteristic of critical tasks,

such as the detection of breast cancer63, metal surface landmines218, or hazardous algal

blooms260. However, the datasets for these critical domains are often not publicly available;

moreover, AD systems developed in such settings are often highly optimised to the specific

dataset or problem, and are often not transferable. For these reasons, we have followed along

the lines of previous research15,214,311 that work toward more generalised solutions to AD,

utilising prototypical computer vision benchmark datasets, e.g. MNIST. Furthermore, this

trend appears to have continued4,61,183,241,304 even after our work.
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Table 3.2 The derived benchmark test problems, with diverse normal classes and tight anomaly classes. C = {0, . . . , 9}
represents the set of possible labels from the original multi-class dataset and y ∈ C is a specific label.

Test problem Normal Anomaly Train Test (normal + anomaly)

X-raynon-empty y = 1 C \ y 2048 1024 (512 + 512)

mnisty ̸=0 C \ y y = 0 6000 10000 (9020 + 980)
mnisty ̸=1 C \ y y = 1 6000 10000 (8865 + 1135)
mnisty ̸=2 C \ y y = 2 6000 10000 (8968 + 1032)
mnisty ̸=3 C \ y y = 3 6000 10000 (8990 + 1010)
mnisty ̸=4 C \ y y = 4 6000 10000 (9018 + 982)
mnisty ̸=5 C \ y y = 5 6000 10000 (9108 + 892)
mnisty ̸=6 C \ y y = 6 6000 10000 (9042 + 958)
mnisty ̸=7 C \ y y = 7 6000 10000 (8972 + 1028)
mnisty ̸=8 C \ y y = 8 6000 10000 (9026 + 974)
mnisty ̸=9 C \ y y = 9 6000 10000 (8991 + 1009)

fashiony ̸=0 C \ y y = 0 6000 10000 (9000 + 1000)
fashiony ̸=1 C \ y y = 1 6000 10000 (9000 + 1000)
fashiony ̸=2 C \ y y = 2 6000 10000 (9000 + 1000)
fashiony ̸=3 C \ y y = 3 6000 10000 (9000 + 1000)
fashiony ̸=4 C \ y y = 4 6000 10000 (9000 + 1000)
fashiony ̸=5 C \ y y = 5 6000 10000 (9000 + 1000)
fashiony ̸=6 C \ y y = 6 6000 10000 (9000 + 1000)
fashiony ̸=7 C \ y y = 7 6000 10000 (9000 + 1000)
fashiony ̸=8 C \ y y = 8 6000 10000 (9000 + 1000)
fashiony ̸=9 C \ y y = 9 6000 10000 (9000 + 1000)

3.6 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we detail our experiments and present our findings using the previously

defined AD test problems. In particular, we wish to test the validity of our hypotheses, which

we introduced at the end of Section 3.1.

3.6.1 CONVNET ARCHITECTURES AND PARAMETERS

Next, we outline the ConvNet architectures employed, as well as their training parameters

and implementation details.

ARCHITECTURES

The full network architectures used for the various test problems are detailed in Tables 3.3

and 3.4. In each network, every convolutional layer is following by a batch normalisation
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Table 3.3 Conv-WTA AE architecture for learning to reconstruct downsampled X-ray transmission images of freight con-
tainers. conv denotes a convolutional layer; wta a winner-take-all spatial sparsity constraint, deconv a deconvolutional layer;
and, linear a linear function. Each convolutional layer is followed by batch normalisation and a ReLU nonlinearity, and the
deconvolutional layer is followed by a linear activation.

Type Size-in Size-out Kernel Stride Pad. Params.

conv1 9 × 32 × 1 9 × 32 × 32 3 × 3 × 32 1 × 1 0.4K
conv2 9 × 32 × 32 9 × 32 × 32 3 × 3 × 32 1 × 1 9K
conv3 9 × 32 × 32 9 × 32 × 32 3 × 3 × 32 1 × 1 9K
wta 9 × 32 × 32 9 × 32 × 32 – – –
deconv1 9 × 32 × 32 9 × 32 × 1 7 × 7 × 1 1 × 1 2K
linear – –

Total 21K

Figure 3.6 The concept of a Conv-WTA AE in schematic form.

layer122 and then a nonlinear ReLU layer146. The decoder is simply a single deconvolutional

layer with a linear activation function. Figure 3.6 shows the concept of a Conv-WTA AE in

schematic form.

TRAINING

The Conv-WTA AEs were trained by minimising the MSE, using mini-batch gradient descent

with momentum. For each training iteration, a batch of 128 samples was gathered from the

training set. Momentum was kept constant at 9 × 10−1. The learning rate was initially set to

1 × 10−1 and was reduced by a factor of 10 whenever the validation loss stopped decreasing,
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Table 3.4 Conv-WTA AE architecture for learning to reconstruct MNIST and Fashion-MNIST based test problems. conv
denotes a convolutional layer; wta a winner-take-all spatial sparsity constraint, deconv a deconvolutional layer; and, linear a
linear function. Each convolutional layer is followed by batch normalisation and a ReLU nonlinearity, and the deconvolutional
layer is followed by a linear activation.

Type Size-in Size-out Kernel Stride Pad. Params.

conv1 28 × 28 × 1 28 × 28 × 32 3 × 3 × 32 1 × 1 0.4K
conv2 28 × 28 × 32 28 × 28 × 32 3 × 3 × 32 1 × 1 9K
conv3 28 × 28 × 32 28 × 28 × 32 3 × 3 × 32 1 × 1 9K
wta 28 × 28 × 32 28 × 28 × 32 – – –
deconv1 28 × 28 × 32 28 × 28 × 1 7 × 7 × 1 1 × 1 2K
linear – –

Total 21K

with a patience* of 30 epochs and a minimum learning rate of 1 × 10−4. The networks were

regularised using the WTA spatial sparsity constraint and a form of early stopping. With

respect to early stopping, the MSE on the validation set is recorded at each epoch, and is

used as a proxy for the generalisation ability of the network. After training, the network

weights associated with the epoch that exhibited the lowest MSE on the validation set were

retained. The networks were trained for a maximum of 1000 epochs.

The weights of each convolutional and deconvolutional layer were initialised using the

Glorot† normal initialiser90. The method randomly samples from a truncated Gaussian

distribution with zero-mean and standard deviation
√

2(nin + nout), where nin is the number

of input units to the layer and nout is the number of output units of the layer. All biases were

initialised to zero.

Note: for each test problem, we take the training set of normal samples and divide it into a

training and validation set using an 80/20 split.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

All experiments were carried out using the Keras framework by Chollet et al. 51—an open

source, high-level NN library written in Python—that runs on top of Tensorflow1.

*Patience refers to the number of epochs we wait before reducing the learning rate when the validation loss is
no longer decreasing.

†Also known as Xavier.
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3.6.2 VISUALISATION

The dictionary atoms (deconvolutional filters) learnt by the Conv-WTA AEs trained on tight

normal classes and diverse normal classes are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, respectively.

During Conv-WTA AE training, we force the atoms to contribute to the reconstruction

of each training sample. Therefore, it should be clear that these learnt atoms may not be

unique to the training dataset. In other words, many objects can be constructed as linear

combinations of basic elements derived from semantically dissimilar objects. For instance,

the elements learnt when the normal class is either MNIST digit 6 or 9—Figures 3.7h

and 3.7k, respectively—bear a striking resemblance to one another.

3.6.3 OPEN QUESTIONS

With respect to the types of image representation that can be derived from an AE, there are

two options: hidden encodings of image attributes, or residual error-based features. However,

which is better suited for the reliable detection of anomalies?

The encoder of a Conv-WTA AE consists of several layers of convolution, batch normalisa-

tion and nonlinearity. The hidden encoder layers produce nonlinear representations of the

input; however, an important question which has yet to be answered is: which encoding layer

best serves the purposes of AD, i.e. at what point in the network should one extract features?

Typically features are extracted from the final hidden layer, i.e. the nonlinear encoding

layer that precedes the decoder. Nevertheless, there is no guarantee that this is the best

representation for recognition-based AD. Clearly, there is the expectation that this represents

the most discriminative feature representation. Deeper layers have the capacity to represent

more abstract concepts having combined what was learnt in the preceding layers, which tends

to be true when we feed learnt AE representations into supervised classifiers, as shown in the

unsupervised pretraining literature56,170. However, in an unsupervised AD scenario, when

transferring representations learnt performing a pseudo task, i.e. representations induced by

learning to reconstruct images, we do not have the luxury of anomalous negative samples

to validate the efficacy of the learnt feature-representations as we traverse the layers of the

network.

Another important question relates to the dimensionality of the hidden representation that we

use to construct a model of normality. With respect to a Conv-WTA AE: what max filter size
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and stride should be used? Overcomplete* sparse representations are typically favoured when

transferring features to supervised classification algorithms, achieving excellent results due

to an increased separation of the observable classes. However, for AD, the addition of extra

dimensions only assists detection when they add useful information313; whereas, supervised

learners can ignore feature dimensions that do not aid classification. Nonetheless, usefulness

in a supervised setting does not necessarily translate to usefulness in an unsupervised AD

scenario. Perhaps, in high-dimensional spaces, it is not that a significant number of the

features are irrelevant, but it is more so that we cannot a priori quantify the discriminative

relevance of a feature when the negative class is unobservable.

On the flip side, there is always a worry with compressed† representations that we have

thrown away information that has the potential to be useful for detecting anomalies. This can

be seen from previous works that employed PCA for dimensionality reduction, such that only

the components that explained the majority of the variance were kept. Though, contrastingly

other works159 suggested utilisation of the least varying components, arguing that this is

where anomalies are most likely to reveal themselves. Both paradigms are seductive in their

argument, though the reality is that we do not know in which components the anomalies are

likely to deviate. Furthermore, by presupposing that anomalies occur in either the least or

most varying dimensions, we are effectively saying that we would like to detect a certain

type of abnormality.

3.6.4 REPRESENTATIONS

We propose to use the Conv-WTA AE to compute several feature type variants for use in

AD. For all extracted representations, we will use as a baseline for comparison the raw

pixel intensity (RPI) image vector representation. The representations to be compared are as

*The number of dimensions is greater than the original dimensionality of the input.
†The number of dimensions is less than the original dimensionality of the input.
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follows:

Raw pixel intensity (RPI) : x (3.10)

Hidden representation (HR) : f
(j)
θ (x) (3.11)

Reconstruction error (RE) : ∥r(x) − x∥2
2 (3.12)

Residual (R) : r(x) − x (3.13)

Absolute residual (AR) : |r(x) − x| (3.14)

Squared residual (SR) : (r(x) − x)2 (3.15)

Normalised residual (NR) : (r(x) − x) − m̄

s̄
(3.16)

Absolute normalised residual (ANR) :
∣∣∣∣(r(x) − x) − m̄

s̄

∣∣∣∣ (3.17)

In Equations (3.16) and (3.17), m̄ and s̄ are respectively the mean and standard deviation

residual vectors between inputs and outputs across the training set. All of the features set out

above are vectors, except for the scalar RE feature.

In our analysis, when computing hidden representations (HRs) f
(j)
θ (x), we vary the max

pooling parameters (k, s) and the depth j at which the features are extracted, where k and s

denote the max filter size and stride, respectively. For all HRs, we extract features after the

nonlinear ReLU activation function has been applied, with spatial sparsity turned off. In all

cases, we use overcomplete HRs.

3.6.5 SUPERVISED ANOMALY DETECTION

Prior to presenting our results for unsupervised AD, we first assess how well the hidden

feature-representations proposed promote supervised AD. This will roughly determine an

upper bound for AD performance. In other words, it will tell us whether the feature-

representations induced by the Conv-WTA AEs—trained on normal data—are sufficiently

discriminative for the task of differentiating between examples of normal and anomaly

samples. Furthermore, we will show that performance in the supervised setting is not directly

transferable to the unsupervised setting of AD.
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For supervised AD, we trained a standard ℓ2 C-SVM classifier with a linear kernel*. The

soft-margin regularisation parameter was set to a default value of C = 1. We used an equal

number of samples from the normal superclass and its corresponding anomaly superclass

for training. That is, if the normal training data that an AE used for learning consists of

N samples, then we subsample N/2 from the normal set (used for AE training) and N/2
anomaly samples from the original dataset (mutually exclusive from those found in the test

dataset).

We report the mean AUROC performance on the fixed test sets of images, over ten trials,

using randomly sampled training sets. The AUROC represents the probability that a classifier

will give a random selected positive sample a higher probability than a randomly selected

negative sample. We favour this measure in AD scenarios, since it is insensitive to the class

distributions present within the test set. In particular, we work with toy problems and as such

the test distributions are not necessarily a true representation of reality.

Furthermore, as a sanity check we also compared the learnt representations to the original

raw pixel intensity (RPI) representations, i.e. the images in their raw form flattened into

vectors.

TIGHT NORMAL CLASS

Table 3.5 displays the results from the binary SVMs, in terms of AUROC, when the normal

class is tight and the anomaly class is diverse, i.e. the test problems outlined in Table 3.1. A

few notes of importance are detailed below.

At every layer and scale, in Table 3.5, i.e. relu1, relu2 and relu3, and (3, 2), (5, 3) and (6, 4),

respectively, the HRs outperform the the RPI representations, except for X-rayempty test

problem.

*In binary classification, supervised SVMs 57 are a commonly used type of large-margin discriminative
learning model. An SVM projects the samples from input space to a potentially higher dimensional feature
space. The algorithm finds a maximum-margin separating hyperplane, with the nearest sample of either class
equidistant to the hyperplane. The separating hyperplane is determined by a subset of the training samples that
lie closest to it, specifically the support vectors, which are the only samples assigned a nonzero weight. Hence,
the support vectors are the sole regulators of the optimal hyperplane.

Concretely, the samples are projected using an appropriate kernel function, by taking advantage of the kernel
trick, allowing one to perform calculations in a higher dimensional feature space whilst remaining in the original
input space of the samples. Kernels quantify the distance between any two given samples, therefore we can
compute the similarity between an unseen test sample and the support vectors. The value of the decision function
at a sample determines which side of the separating hyperplane it falls on.
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Table 3.5 Tight normal class vs. diverse anomaly class AUROC results using a supervised binary SVM trained on AE hidden
representations. RPI denotes raw pixel intensity features; reluN denotes features extracted from encoding layer N after the
ReLU nonlinearity; (k,s) denotes a max pooling filter size of k × k with stride s.

Hidden representations (HRs)

relu1 relu2 relu3

Dataset RPI (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4) (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4) (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4)

X-rayempty 0.9988 0.998 0.998 0.9975 0.9989 0.9986 0.9982 0.9992 0.9989 0.9989

mnisty=0 0.996 0.9996 0.9997 0.9997 0.9996 0.9997 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9999
mnisty=1 0.9962 0.9998 0.9999 0.9999 0.9998 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999
mnisty=2 0.9737 0.9979 0.9983 0.9985 0.9987 0.999 0.999 0.9994 0.9996 0.9993
mnisty=3 0.9793 0.999 0.9992 0.9992 0.9994 0.9994 0.9991 0.9999 0.9998 0.9998
mnisty=4 0.9902 0.9996 0.9998 0.9996 0.9998 0.9998 0.9997 0.9998 0.9998 0.9997
mnisty=5 0.9692 0.9992 0.9993 0.9994 0.9996 0.9997 0.9996 0.9997 0.9998 0.9997
mnisty=6 0.992 0.9995 0.9995 0.9994 0.9995 0.9995 0.9995 0.9997 0.9998 0.9998
mnisty=7 0.9886 0.9982 0.9985 0.9984 0.9987 0.9987 0.9989 0.9995 0.9995 0.9994
mnisty=8 0.9568 0.9981 0.9982 0.9983 0.9983 0.9986 0.9986 0.9992 0.9994 0.9994
mnisty=9 0.9733 0.9955 0.9964 0.9959 0.996 0.9961 0.9958 0.9981 0.9983 0.9981

Mean 0.9815 0.9986 0.9989 0.9988 0.9989 0.9990 0.9990 0.9995 0.9996 0.9995

fashiony=0 0.9634 0.9842 0.9836 0.9829 0.9845 0.9843 0.983 0.9865 0.9861 0.9858
fashiony=1 0.996 0.9992 0.9995 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9995
fashiony=2 0.939 0.9777 0.9771 0.9756 0.979 0.9781 0.9768 0.9819 0.9814 0.9802
fashiony=3 0.9718 0.9906 0.9902 0.9894 0.992 0.9913 0.9904 0.9928 0.9923 0.9917
fashiony=4 0.954 0.9799 0.9785 0.9748 0.98 0.9773 0.9758 0.9826 0.9815 0.9792
fashiony=5 0.9918 0.9989 0.9989 0.9987 0.999 0.9989 0.9989 0.9993 0.9992 0.9991
fashiony=6 0.8976 0.9484 0.9469 0.9402 0.9489 0.9481 0.9411 0.9522 0.9487 0.9436
fashiony=7 0.9919 0.9981 0.998 0.9978 0.998 0.9979 0.9977 0.9983 0.9982 0.998
fashiony=8 0.985 0.9959 0.9958 0.9954 0.9965 0.9964 0.996 0.9974 0.998 0.9973
fashiony=9 0.9951 0.9987 0.9986 0.9985 0.9988 0.9985 0.9983 0.9988 0.9986 0.9985

Mean 0.9686 0.9872 0.9867 0.9853 0.9876 0.987 0.9857 0.9889 0.9884 0.9873

For the X-rayempty test problem, the HRs perform better when a less aggressive max pooling

scheme is used, i.e. when the max pooling parameters are (3, 2). Furthermore, in the final

encoding layer relu3, the HRs outperform the RPI representations regardless of the amount

of max pooling (downsampling) applied.

For the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST test problems, better representations are also found in

the final encoding layer, corresponding to the relu3 HR, with the binary SVMs also favouring

representations of a higher dimensionality, i.e. max pooling parameters (3, 2).

Additionally, for each test problem, we see that overall performance tends to increase as we

traverse the network, that is, as we go deeper (RPI 7→ relu1 7→ relu2 7→ relu3). This is in

accordance with what is typically observed in deep NNs170,283, and as such we can conclude

that the networks have learnt more than a simple retention of the inputs.
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Table 3.6 Diverse normal class vs. tight anomaly class AUROC results using a supervised binary SVM trained on AE hidden
representations. RPI denotes raw pixel intensity features; reluN denotes features extracted from encoding layer N after the
ReLU nonlinearity; (k,s) denotes a max pooling filter size of k × k with stride s.

Hidden representations (HRs)

relu1 relu2 relu3

Dataset RPI (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4) (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4) (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4)

X-raynon-empty 0.9988 0.9979 0.9977 0.9976 0.9988 0.9983 0.9987 0.9983 0.9979 0.9973

mnisty ̸=0 0.996 0.9996 0.9998 0.9998 0.9997 0.9998 0.9999 0.9998 0.9999 0.9999
mnisty ̸=1 0.9962 0.9998 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 1. 0.9999
mnisty ̸=2 0.9736 0.9975 0.998 0.9981 0.9986 0.9989 0.9988 0.9994 0.9994 0.9993
mnisty ̸=3 0.9793 0.9991 0.9994 0.9992 0.9992 0.9995 0.9994 0.9997 0.9998 0.9997
mnisty ̸=4 0.9902 0.9995 0.9998 0.9997 0.9997 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998
mnisty ̸=5 0.9692 0.9993 0.9995 0.9994 0.9996 0.9997 0.9995 0.9997 0.9998 0.9997
mnisty ̸=6 0.992 0.9993 0.9994 0.9992 0.9995 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996
mnisty ̸=7 0.9886 0.9981 0.9986 0.9984 0.9988 0.9988 0.9985 0.9997 0.9996 0.9997
mnisty ̸=8 0.9568 0.998 0.9979 0.9976 0.9987 0.9989 0.9985 0.9992 0.9991 0.9988
mnisty ̸=9 0.9733 0.9958 0.9961 0.9961 0.9972 0.9974 0.9974 0.9978 0.9982 0.9978

Mean 0.9815 0.9986 0.9988 0.9987 0.9991 0.9992 0.9991 0.9995 0.9995 0.9994

fashiony ̸=0 0.9633 0.9835 0.9834 0.9825 0.9841 0.9839 0.9836 0.9853 0.9852 0.9855
fashiony ̸=1 0.996 0.9994 0.9995 0.9995 0.9996 0.9997 0.9997 0.9995 0.9995 0.9995
fashiony ̸=2 0.9384 0.9776 0.9769 0.9757 0.9801 0.978 0.9765 0.9831 0.9817 0.9816
fashiony ̸=3 0.9717 0.991 0.9908 0.9893 0.9911 0.9906 0.99 0.9927 0.9916 0.9911
fashiony ̸=4 0.9541 0.9799 0.9776 0.9741 0.9816 0.9798 0.9774 0.9828 0.9816 0.9802
fashiony ̸=5 0.9918 0.999 0.9989 0.9988 0.9992 0.999 0.9989 0.9992 0.9991 0.999
fashiony ̸=6 0.8978 0.9495 0.9482 0.943 0.9542 0.9508 0.9471 0.9569 0.9531 0.9489
fashiony ̸=7 0.9919 0.9979 0.9978 0.9978 0.9979 0.998 0.9979 0.9983 0.9984 0.9983
fashiony ̸=8 0.9852 0.9966 0.997 0.9967 0.9964 0.9961 0.996 0.998 0.9983 0.9984
fashiony ̸=9 0.9951 0.9986 0.9986 0.9986 0.9986 0.9985 0.9983 0.9987 0.9983 0.9983

Mean 0.9685 0.9873 0.9869 0.9856 0.9883 0.9874 0.9865 0.9895 0.9887 0.9881

DIVERSE NORMAL CLASS

Next, Table 3.6 displays the results from the binary SVMs, in terms of AUROC, when the

normal class is diverse and the anomaly class is tight, i.e. the test problems outlined in

Table 3.2. Similar observations as above can be made when we consider AE representations

learnt on the diverse normal test problems. However, interestingly for the X-raynon-empty test

problem, there is a very slight degradation in the best AUROC result (0.9988) when compared

to the results achieved on the X-rayempty test problem (0.9992) in Table 3.5. Moreover, in

the X-raynon-empty test problem (Table 3.6), note that the AUROC of the best performing

HR (relu2 with max pooling parameters (3, 2)) is equal to the result attained using RPI

features. This is most likely due to when learning to reconstruct homogeneous empty freight

containers an AE learns dictionary atoms that focus on the container, whereas when learning

to reconstruct non-empty freight containers an AE must learn atoms that can reconstruct

both the content of the container and the container itself.
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SUMMARY

As a final note, for all test problems, when the binary SVMs are presented with transformed

nonlinear HRs (relu1, relu2 or relu3) and labels of both normal and anomaly classes, it

has increased performance over using RPI features. Consequently, the Conv-WTA AEs

have clearly captured the characteristics of the normal class of images, such that the feature

activations of the normal and anomaly samples have become more separable. This shows that

anomalies do indeed activate differently to the normal class of images, with the overcomplete

HRs adding beneficial information, and thus aiding discrimination. Nonetheless, this only

holds true in the case of a supervised classifier, as we will soon show.

3.6.6 UNSUPERVISED ANOMALY DETECTION

Next we present our results using an unsupervised anomaly detector, in place of the super-

vised binary SVM, namely an isolation forest. We assess the performance of the various

feature-representations—highlighted in Equations (3.10) to (3.17)—when used to train an

isolation forest. For this, each isolation forest was trained using 1000 trees (weak learners),

where each tree was trained using the full set of samples taken from the training set of

normals. For each test problem, as before, performance is evaluated on disjoint test sets.

The novelty score of a sample is its average path length across the trees in the isolation

forest ensemble. Shorter path lengths correspond to deviant behaviour with respect to the

activations observed within the training set.

We report the mean AUROC performance on the fixed test sets, over ten trials, which

corresponds to ten different isolation forests.

RECONSTRUCTION-BASED REPRESENTATIONS

Recall that we previously hypothesised that:

‘Using only the RE is underutilising it for the task of AD, in particular when

images are aligned and the the objects of interest are centred, i.e. there is an

inherent structure to the images. The full vector of residuals can give improved

performance in such scenarios.’
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Tables 3.7 and 3.8 display the results, in terms of AUROC, from the 1-class isolation forests

for the test problems outlined in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, using reconstruction-based

feature-representations—Equations (3.12) to (3.17). Note that the RE—Equation (3.12)—is

a scalar value, so the AUROC performance is computed using those values, rather than

feeding the scalar errors into an isolation forest.

Tables 3.7 and 3.8 indicate that the reconstruction error-based vector representations—

Equations (3.13) to (3.17)—are more effective, on average, for the task of detecting anoma-

lous images when compared to the scalar RE—Equation (3.12). This is true for all reconstruc-

tion error-based vector representations; moreover, the difference in performance between

the scalar representation and the residual vector representations is statistically significant

according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test* (when taking into account the full set of results).

However, the reconstruction error-based representation vectors are less effective when the

normal class consists of a diverse set of visual concepts (Table 3.8), as opposed to when the

normal class is tight (Table 3.7). That is, the more heterogeneous a normal class of images

is, the harder it is to detect anomalous images using residual-based vector representations.

For the test problems investigated, the images are aligned with each object of interest centred.

In such scenarios, using a full feature vector of errors—Equations (3.13) to (3.17)—offers an

improvement in terms of detection. The residual vectors are capable of highlighting samples

whose errors are deviant in unexpected dimensions, i.e. what and where, whereas the RE—

Equation (3.12)—can only demarcate samples whose overall error is high—ignoring where

they occur, focusing only on what. This is because the RE is only a summary of the whats.

Though, it goes with out saying that in a different setting, where the objects of interest are

not centred (i.e. randomly placed), the RE may provide a better measure. That is, if we do

not have enough training samples to account for all possible combinations of residual errors.

HIDDEN LAYER-BASED REPRESENTATIONS

Now, recall our previous hypothesis related to the hidden layer representations:

‘The hidden layer representations of an AE are effective neutral features for

AD, based on the findings of Sakurada and Yairi 237 , where anomalous samples

activated differently to normal samples in certain subspaces.’
*The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a nonparametric statistical hypothesis test, which measures whether two

paired sets of samples have different mean ranks.
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Table 3.7 Tight normal class vs. diverse anomaly class AUROC results using a 1-class isolation forest trained on
reconstruction-based representations of normal samples only. Refer to Equations (3.10) to (3.17) for details regarding the
representations used.

Reconstruction errors

Dataset RE R AR SR NR ANR

X-rayempty 0.9926 0.9968 0.9954 0.9896 0.9781 0.9831

mnisty=0 0.7256 0.9027 0.9178 0.9138 0.9028 0.9157
mnisty=1 0.9804 0.9906 0.9901 0.9892 0.9906 0.9902
mnisty=2 0.7484 0.8568 0.8742 0.8751 0.8568 0.8796
mnisty=3 0.8551 0.9059 0.9180 0.9223 0.9059 0.9160
mnisty=4 0.8566 0.9057 0.9095 0.9085 0.9054 0.9093
mnisty=5 0.8875 0.9184 0.9263 0.9314 0.9184 0.9245
mnisty=6 0.8356 0.9203 0.9357 0.9419 0.9202 0.9337
mnisty=7 0.8371 0.9207 0.9212 0.9217 0.9211 0.9230
mnisty=8 0.7617 0.8667 0.8803 0.8806 0.8667 0.8803
mnisty=9 0.8911 0.9241 0.9360 0.9394 0.9240 0.9337

Mean 0.8379 0.9112 0.9209 0.9224 0.9112 0.9206

fashiony=0 0.8049 0.8897 0.8764 0.8536 0.8897 0.8809
fashiony=1 0.9471 0.9808 0.9803 0.9800 0.9808 0.9811
fashiony=2 0.8468 0.8634 0.8698 0.8710 0.8634 0.8560
fashiony=3 0.7931 0.9101 0.9070 0.9048 0.9102 0.9106
fashiony=4 0.8084 0.8686 0.8671 0.8623 0.8686 0.8657
fashiony=5 0.9168 0.9359 0.9353 0.9379 0.9359 0.9352
fashiony=6 0.7500 0.8012 0.7812 0.7694 0.8012 0.7844
fashiony=7 0.9606 0.9816 0.9814 0.9801 0.9816 0.9810
fashiony=8 0.6998 0.7814 0.7245 0.7056 0.7814 0.7412
fashiony=9 0.8166 0.9603 0.9475 0.9470 0.9604 0.9565

Mean 0.8344 0.8973 0.8871 0.8812 0.8973 0.8893

Tables 3.9 and 3.10 display the results, in terms of AUROC, from the 1-class isolation forests

for the test problems outlined in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, using hidden layer-based

feature-representations—Equation (3.11). Note that we also include results from training

1-class isolation forests using RPI representations—Equation (3.10), so as to offer a baseline.

We encapsulate our empirical findings below.

From Tables 3.9 and 3.10, we see that the HRs no longer outperforms the the RPI repre-

sentations at every layer and scale, i.e. relu1, relu2 and relu3, and (3, 2), (5, 3) and (6, 4),

respectively, as was the case for the supervised binary SVMs (Section 3.6.5). In particular,

for the test problems, mnisty=1 and fashiony=7 (Table 3.1), as well as mnisty ̸=0, mnisty ̸=8

and mnisty ̸=9 (Table 3.2), the RPI representations have the best AUROC scores.

With respect to the HRs, we see that AD performance across the test problems is contingent

on the dimensionality of the representation chosen, i.e. the max pooling parameters used

for downsampling. Furthermore, the results exhibit a much larger difference in mean scores
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Table 3.8 Diverse normal class vs. tight anomaly class AUROC results using a 1-class isolation forest trained on
reconstruction-based representations of normal samples only. Refer to Equations (3.10) to (3.17) for details regarding the
representations used.

Reconstruction errors

Dataset RE R AR SR NR ANR

X-raynon-empty 0.9923 0.9891 0.9906 0.9906 0.9529 0.9708

mnisty ̸=0 0.7874 0.8001 0.7940 0.7744 0.7999 0.7934
mnisty ̸=1 0.3511 0.5004 0.5652 0.6269 0.5004 0.5381
mnisty ̸=2 0.6569 0.7397 0.7361 0.7072 0.7396 0.7485
mnisty ̸=3 0.6999 0.6893 0.6995 0.6868 0.6896 0.6885
mnisty ̸=4 0.6051 0.5333 0.5774 0.6093 0.5330 0.5538
mnisty ̸=5 0.6036 0.6576 0.6607 0.6298 0.6576 0.6648
mnisty ̸=6 0.5784 0.6902 0.6534 0.6506 0.6902 0.6851
mnisty ̸=7 0.4614 0.5562 0.5891 0.5985 0.5557 0.5928
mnisty ̸=8 0.7642 0.6297 0.6068 0.6599 0.6298 0.6050
mnisty ̸=9 0.3869 0.3389 0.3277 0.3500 0.3390 0.3368

Mean 0.5895 0.6135 0.6210 0.6293 0.6135 0.6207

fashiony ̸=0 0.537 0.5977 0.6161 0.5735 0.5978 0.6092
fashiony ̸=1 0.7371 0.7209 0.6747 0.6928 0.7209 0.6735
fashiony ̸=2 0.5868 0.6702 0.6775 0.6213 0.6702 0.6859
fashiony ̸=3 0.5106 0.4454 0.4322 0.4872 0.4454 0.4434
fashiony ̸=4 0.6696 0.6767 0.7040 0.6706 0.6767 0.6839
fashiony ̸=5 0.4989 0.5455 0.3938 0.473 0.5455 0.469
fashiony ̸=6 0.4945 0.5585 0.6092 0.5456 0.5584 0.5912
fashiony ̸=7 0.4633 0.4010 0.3146 0.372 0.4017 0.3437
fashiony ̸=8 0.7509 0.8601 0.8186 0.8175 0.8598 0.8399
fashiony ̸=9 0.6161 0.7049 0.6873 0.668 0.7049 0.6996

Mean 0.5865 0.6181 0.5928 0.5922 0.6181 0.6039

than those observed in the supervised setting (Section 3.6.5), which were fairly consistent

irrespective of the amount of downsampling.

For the MNIST test problems, the 1-class classifier AUROC scores are higher when we use

the first encoding layer (relu1), and performance suffers as we use deeper representations,

e.g. relu3. Whilst the additional nonlinearities aided the binary SVM, the reverse appears

to be true for the isolation forest, with the anomaly classes harder to isolate from normal

instances when using deeper features. This occurs in both scenarios, i.e. when the normal

class is tight or diverse (Tables 3.9 and 3.10).

For the Fashion-MNIST test problems, when the normal class is tight the average scores

over the test problems are more consistent than those from MNIST. Further, in the majority

of the test problems the best performance still stems from the first encoding layer (relu1),

though the best performing representation, with respect to the average, is from the final

encoding layer (relu3). However, when the Fashion-MNIST normal class is diverse, the
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average performance across the layers and scales fluctuate (Table 3.10), which is comparable

to the observed variations in the diverse MNIST test problems (Table 3.10).

Similar to the supervised results on the X-rayempty test problem, the HRs perform better when

a less aggressive max pooling scheme is used, whereas the opposite occurs in X-raynon-empty

test problem, i.e. the isolation forest has better performance when trained on representations

of lower dimensionality. In addition, AUROC performance is lower when the non-empty

cargo containers are the normal class. This highlights that AD performance is dependent

on what we define as our normal class, i.e. when the normal class is heterogeneous it is

more difficult to differentiate between those samples and anomalous samples, though to what

degree invariably depends on the similarity of the two classes (the Lego analogy springs to

mind again).

Interestingly, in the majority of cases in Tables 3.9 and 3.10, excluding the X-raynon-empty test

problem, the best representations (ignoring mean performance) are those of the lowest tested

dimensionality, i.e. using max pooling parameters (6, 4). Therefore, the higher dimensional

overcomplete representations are not always useful for the purposes of AD, and in fact when

only the normal class is observable (labelled), it can make it harder to differentiate between

the normal and anomaly test samples.

In all cases, when the normal class is tight (Table 3.9) we achieve higher AUROC performance

than when the normal class is diverse (Table 3.10). Though, for Fashion-MNIST, the hidden

representations tend to perform better, compared to the RPI representation, when the normal

class is diverse.

In addition to the above points, the empirical results using the isolation forest, summarised

in Figure 3.9, show that the RPI representations outperform (on average) the scalar REs, and

that the HRs typically has an increased performance (on average) over the RPI representation.

Note: Figure 3.9 depicts the mean ± standard deviation AUROC performance over all

amalgamated test problems (detailed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2) using 1-class isolation forests

trained solely on normal samples. Based on the figure, it is clear that the discriminative

power of the HR is dependent on the max pooling parameters, as well as the point in the

network it was extracted. Without a priori knowledge of the anomaly class, selecting the

parameters of the pooling operation and the depth of the feature extraction remains an open

question. In particular, since the performance of the features when used by an unsupervised

1-class classifier and a supervised binary classifier appear to be uncorrelated. The importance

of choosing the dimensionality of the HR used for constructing a model of normality is rarely
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Table 3.9 Tight normal class vs. diverse anomaly class AUROC results using a 1-class isolation forest trained on AE hidden
representation-based features of normal samples only. RPI denotes raw pixel intensity features; reluN denotes features
extracted from encoding layer N after the ReLU nonlinearity; (k,s) denotes a max pooling filter size of k × k with stride s.

Hidden representations (HRs)

relu1 relu2 relu3

Dataset RPI (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4) (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4) (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4)

X-rayempty 0.9979 0.9978 0.9977 0.9972 0.9979 0.9976 0.9972 0.9980 0.9980 0.9978

mnisty=0 0.9820 0.9856 0.9809 0.9816 0.9752 0.9724 0.9750 0.8690 0.8871 0.9187
mnisty=1 0.9973 0.9967 0.9957 0.9951 0.9938 0.9927 0.9939 0.9823 0.9797 0.9846
mnisty=2 0.7958 0.9170 0.8981 0.8902 0.8983 0.8926 0.8868 0.7620 0.8163 0.8337
mnisty=3 0.8492 0.9086 0.9060 0.9059 0.9051 0.9114 0.9170 0.7807 0.7955 0.8411
mnisty=4 0.8993 0.9259 0.9176 0.9017 0.9294 0.9333 0.9285 0.8715 0.8883 0.9036
mnisty=5 0.8054 0.8736 0.8618 0.8753 0.8394 0.8658 0.8810 0.7224 0.7794 0.8147
mnisty=6 0.9210 0.9585 0.9555 0.9611 0.9602 0.9660 0.9591 0.9302 0.9169 0.9341
mnisty=7 0.9349 0.9398 0.9320 0.9403 0.9396 0.9323 0.9444 0.8997 0.8968 0.9138
mnisty=8 0.7615 0.9322 0.9321 0.9271 0.9145 0.9187 0.9093 0.7637 0.8133 0.8425
mnisty=9 0.9073 0.9501 0.9506 0.9567 0.9437 0.9466 0.9499 0.9174 0.9192 0.9307

Mean 0.8854 0.9388 0.9330 0.9335 0.9299 0.9332 0.9345 0.8499 0.8693 0.8918

fashiony=0 0.9215 0.9087 0.9109 0.9128 0.9259 0.9233 0.9246 0.9316 0.9264 0.9314
fashiony=1 0.9848 0.9857 0.9889 0.9909 0.9849 0.9876 0.9893 0.9829 0.9832 0.9832
fashiony=2 0.8854 0.8936 0.8951 0.8955 0.8886 0.8879 0.8881 0.8787 0.8787 0.8917
fashiony=3 0.9456 0.9356 0.933 0.9343 0.9372 0.9365 0.9321 0.9253 0.9318 0.937
fashiony=4 0.9184 0.9218 0.9261 0.9274 0.9164 0.9204 0.9215 0.8995 0.9151 0.9262
fashiony=5 0.9308 0.8942 0.9103 0.9181 0.8934 0.9098 0.9167 0.9336 0.9343 0.9412
fashiony=6 0.8176 0.8014 0.8049 0.8111 0.7987 0.8069 0.8076 0.806 0.813 0.8303
fashiony=7 0.9860 0.9857 0.9844 0.9839 0.9857 0.9847 0.9842 0.9836 0.9822 0.9828
fashiony=8 0.9076 0.9365 0.9276 0.9339 0.9263 0.9175 0.9309 0.898 0.8987 0.9331
fashiony=9 0.9799 0.987 0.9867 0.9893 0.9863 0.9856 0.989 0.9739 0.968 0.978

Mean 0.9278 0.9250 0.9268 0.9297 0.9243 0.9260 0.9284 0.9213 0.9231 0.9335

mentioned in the literature. Furthermore, it is typically assumed that the deepest hidden layer

gives the best performance, however our observed results contradict this assumption (when

operating unsupervised).

For statistical validity, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare the relative

AUROC performance between every pair of feature-representations tested within this work,

i.e. Equations (3.10) to (3.17). Figure 3.10 depicts the results: each square in the diagram

represents the h-value of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (hypothesis test measuring whether

two paired sets of samples have different mean ranks), where black (0) represents a failure

to reject and white (1) a rejection of the null hypothesis, at the 0.05 significance level. It

statistically shows that the RE representation performs the worst of all feature-representations

tested. With respect to the residual vector based representations, in the majority of cases,

they are statistically outperformed by HR features. Lastly, no HR statistically outperforms

the RPI representations. In summary, whilst we have confirmed our hypotheses, in that, the
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Table 3.10 Diverse normal class vs. tight anomaly class AUROC results using a 1-class isolation forest trained on AE hidden
representation-based features of normal samples only. RPI denotes raw pixel intensity features; reluN denotes features
extracted from encoding layer N after the ReLU nonlinearity; (k,s) denotes a max pooling filter size of k × k with stride s.

Hidden representations (HRs)

relu1 relu2 relu3

Dataset RPI (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4) (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4) (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4)

X-raynon-empty 0.9863 0.9283 0.8890 0.9297 0.9663 0.9700 0.9785 0.9915 0.9810 0.9930

mnisty ̸=0 0.8779 0.7691 0.6807 0.6673 0.7508 0.7065 0.7137 0.7909 0.7802 0.8095
mnisty ̸=1 0.1097 0.9109 0.9577 0.9581 0.8695 0.9319 0.9324 0.3650 0.6420 0.6743
mnisty ̸=2 0.8068 0.8118 0.8004 0.8267 0.8232 0.8252 0.8373 0.8035 0.7849 0.7868
mnisty ̸=3 0.6841 0.6220 0.5659 0.6084 0.6164 0.5657 0.6133 0.6418 0.6376 0.6164
mnisty ̸=4 0.5128 0.6244 0.6249 0.6405 0.5901 0.5967 0.6201 0.5001 0.4981 0.5223
mnisty ̸=5 0.6412 0.7136 0.6769 0.6989 0.6984 0.6578 0.6764 0.7114 0.6871 0.7264
mnisty ̸=6 0.7266 0.7377 0.7595 0.7637 0.6895 0.7288 0.6966 0.7001 0.7332 0.7076
mnisty ̸=7 0.5270 0.7457 0.7843 0.7250 0.7312 0.7380 0.7211 0.5738 0.5710 0.6225
mnisty ̸=8 0.6232 0.3612 0.3020 0.3086 0.3732 0.3128 0.3395 0.5235 0.4828 0.4853
mnisty ̸=9 0.3986 0.3475 0.3416 0.3050 0.3321 0.3010 0.2754 0.3356 0.3091 0.3326

Mean 0.5908 0.6644 0.6494 0.6502 0.6474 0.6364 0.6426 0.5946 0.6126 0.6284

fashiony ̸=0 0.7003 0.7022 0.742 0.7662 0.7328 0.751 0.7585 0.7485 0.7367 0.7548
fashiony ̸=1 0.6518 0.739 0.7315 0.7563 0.6758 0.7199 0.7405 0.623 0.685 0.7818
fashiony ̸=2 0.7278 0.634 0.6302 0.6222 0.6365 0.6216 0.5977 0.7722 0.7666 0.765
fashiony ̸=3 0.5167 0.5474 0.5688 0.6258 0.4959 0.5083 0.5469 0.508 0.4997 0.537
fashiony ̸=4 0.6249 0.404 0.3809 0.3882 0.455 0.4323 0.4249 0.6318 0.6317 0.6386
fashiony ̸=5 0.6948 0.8606 0.8263 0.8448 0.8687 0.8603 0.8768 0.5522 0.5468 0.5788
fashiony ̸=6 0.5907 0.5684 0.5635 0.5431 0.5818 0.5669 0.538 0.6725 0.6632 0.6388
fashiony ̸=7 0.5174 0.6757 0.7043 0.7073 0.6181 0.6427 0.6896 0.3745 0.4295 0.4705
fashiony ̸=8 0.947 0.9508 0.9484 0.9582 0.9381 0.9424 0.9371 0.9224 0.9163 0.9251
fashiony ̸=9 0.8574 0.8707 0.872 0.8773 0.8507 0.8375 0.8492 0.8098 0.807 0.8214

Mean 0.6829 0.6953 0.6968 0.7089 0.6853 0.6883 0.6959 0.6615 0.6683 0.6912

RE may not be the best utilisation of an AE for AD, we have also found an extreme difficulty

in extracting representations for use by a 1-class classifier that outperform the RPI.

As a final point, the datasets used for deriving our test problems are not very complex in

nature, nor difficult. This is evidenced by the supervised binary SVM results when classifying

the RPI representations (Tables 3.5 and 3.6). However, despite the relative simplicity of the

datasets, it is apparent that AEs struggle to learn discriminative feature-representations that

can be effectively used by a 1-class classifier. Therefore, whilst our test problems may not

be entirely realistic, it is clear that an AE framework could labour with more difficult AD

problems, in particular when the anomalies resemble the true underlying data distribution of

normal samples, i.e. when faced with a true adversary attempting to avert a detection system.
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(a) X-rayempty

(b) mnisty=0 (c) mnisty=1

(d) mnisty=2 (e) mnisty=3

(f) mnisty=4 (g) mnisty=5

Figure 3.7 Dictionary atoms (deconvolutional filters) learnt by Conv-WTA AEs trained on tight normal classes.
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(h) mnisty=6 (i) mnisty=7

(j) mnisty=8 (k) mnisty=9

(l) fashiony=0 (m) fashiony=1

(n) fashiony=2 (o) fashiony=3

(p) fashiony=4 (q) fashiony=5

Figure 3.7 Dictionary atoms (deconvolutional filters) learnt by Conv-WTA AEs trained on tight normal classes.
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(r) fashiony=6 (s) fashiony=7

(t) fashiony=8 (u) fashiony=9

Figure 3.7 Dictionary atoms (deconvolutional filters) learnt by Conv-WTA AEs trained on tight normal classes.
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(a) X-raynon-empty

(b) mnisty ̸=0 (c) mnisty ̸=1

(d) mnisty ̸=2 (e) mnisty ̸=3

(f) mnisty ̸=4 (g) mnisty ̸=5

Figure 3.8 Dictionary atoms (deconvolutional filters) learnt by Conv-WTA AEs trained on diverse normal classes.
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(h) mnisty ̸=6 (i) mnisty ̸=7

(j) mnisty ̸=8 (k) mnisty ̸=9

(l) fashiony ̸=0 (m) fashiony ̸=1

(n) fashiony ̸=2 (o) fashiony ̸=3

(p) fashiony ̸=4 (q) fashiony ̸=5

Figure 3.8 Dictionary atoms (deconvolutional filters) learnt by Conv-WTA AEs trained on diverse normal classes.
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(r) fashiony ̸=6 (s) fashiony ̸=7

(t) fashiony ̸=8 (u) fashiony ̸=9

Figure 3.8 Dictionary atoms (deconvolutional filters) learnt by Conv-WTA AEs trained on diverse normal classes.

Figure 3.9 Mean ± standard deviation AUROC performance over all amalgamated test problems (detailed in Tables 3.1
and 3.2) using 1-class isolation forests trained solely on normal samples. Bars indicate the standard deviation and filled circles
indicate the mean. x-axis ticks denote the specific feature-representations tested in this work, i.e. Equations (3.10) to (3.17).
Note: reluN(k, s) denotes HR features extracted from encoding layer N , after the ReLU nonlinearity, downsampled with a
max pooling filter size of k × k and stride s. Dashed horizontal lines are used for the RPI, RE and best performing HR, in
order to highlight their mean performance.
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Figure 3.10 Relative AUROC performance between the various representations tested, i.e. Equations (3.10) to (3.17), using
1-class isolation forests for AD. Each square in the diagram represents the h-value of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (hypothesis
test measuring whether two paired sets of samples have different mean ranks), where black (0) represents a failure to reject
and white (1) a rejection of the null hypothesis, at the 0.05 significance level.
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3.7 DISCUSSION

Given a signal x and its reconstruction r (x), the most prevalent measure for quantifying

the similarity between the two signals is the element-wise MSE. The widespread use of this

error as a measure of similarity for unsupervised NNs lies in the fact that it provides a simple,

parameter-free cost function, in the absence of known target outputs. Moreover, it provides

an excellent distance function, due to its inherent qualities such as convexity, symmetry and

differentiability287.

An important question is as to whether MSE, in practice, gives a suitable measure of similarity

between two images? This is pertinent since there often appears to be discord between MSE

and human perception of image similarity87,202,286,287,293. Notably, Wang and Bovik 287

showed that MSE values relative to an anchor image of several perturbed* images are almost

commensurate, despite the fact that the perturbations result in markedly different outputs,

with respect to quality of visual appearance. Compounding matters, when these deformations

are compared to tiny geometrical spatially translated distortions, the MSE may give rise to

larger values, despite there being no apparent perceptual difference in image fidelity.

With respect to the traditional use of AE REs, the MSE is not only used to optimise the

quality of the network reconstructions, but also as a test to measure the quality of previously

unseen samples. However, conceivably a system optimised using MSE is only as good as the

MSE criterion.

Learning to reconstruct images is simply a pseudo task for the purposes of transferring what

was learnt performing the source task to the target task of AD. Furthermore, recall that in

1-class AD scenarios, we wish to perform discrimination by recognition. However, the task of

reconstruction is ‘non-compliant with the idea of discriminative objective’116. Consequently,

this is precisely why research into unsupervised RL is important; we must find better ways

to induce unsupervised representations that distil discriminative and transferable information.

For example, a more recent work212 to ours (mentioned in Section 3.2), used an adversarial

training strategy. A discriminator network was trained to distinguish between the true training

samples and reconstructions produced by an AE. The results showed a statistically significant

performance increase when using the RE as a measure of novelty, as compared to the errors

produced by conventional AE training. That is to say, by incorporating a discriminative loss

*Mean contrast stretch, luminance shift, Gaussian noise contamination, impulsive noise contamination, JPEG
compression, blurring, or spatial scaling (zooming out).
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for training, the performance of the RL pipeline was improved. Nevertheless, this example

still utilises the RE, and therefore inherits its fundamental flaws.

For the above reasons, we move away from reconstructive methods in Chapters 4 and 5.

We believe discriminative context prediction67,119,195,205 and supervised inductive trans-

fer learning68,198,222,302 to be better approaches for instigating more informative feature-

representations. Moreover, with respect to context prediction, one can generate freely

available supervisory signals that exist within visual data; and, with respect to transfer

learning, one can exploit useful discriminative information learnt on related supervised

classification tasks.

3.8 CONCLUSION

Inspired by the successes of AE NNs138,169,170,192,219,223,282,283—Section 2.1, as unsuper-

vised feature learners, we investigated a sparse dictionary learning approach170. Prior

research in this area strongly supports the utility of AEs as an approach to AD prob-

lems131,171,259,263,264,291, where anomaly assessments are based on the RE. Nevertheless,

the RE of an AE may be low in regions where the implicit density is not high3. Moreover,

RE-based approaches typically ignore the hidden representations, despite pictorial evidence

suggesting that anomalous samples may activate somewhat differently to normal samples

in certain subspaces derived from the space of hidden representations237. Therefore, we

proposed to construct models of normality in either the full residual or latent vector space.

In our empirical study, we conducted several experiments on a range of AD test problems.

Our experiments compared a selection of different feature vectors derived from a variant of a

convolutional sparse AE NN. The empirical results appear to support our hypothesis that there

is indeed a better way to use residual errors, than simply computing the magnitude, having

tested multiple types of residual vector. Furthermore, the results suggest that the hidden layer

representation, as a stand-alone feature vector, is more than capable of characterising the

fundamental attributes of normality. Its competence is shown through it having the highest

average AUROC amongst the stand-alone feature vectors. However, its robustness is highly

dependent on its dimensionality, as well as where it was extracted from within the encoder

subnetwork, whereas when we possess supervised labels these choices are not as important.

Nevertheless, these choices cannot be made a priori without knowledge of the negative
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anomaly class. Moreover, whilst it provides on average the best feature-representation, it

does not always outperform the RPI representation on these simple test problems.

The utility of the HR is best illustrated in situations where an AE does not struggle to

reconstruct anomalous images, and so gives rise to low residuals. In these situations it is

because the AE has learnt the necessary dictionary atoms from the normal data that are also

useful when reconstructing certain anomalies, despite never having been trained on them.

However, the units of the HR are activated in an abnormal fashion, and as such we are able to

identify a greater number of anomalous images, as opposed to using the RE or residual-based

vectors for detection.
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CHAPTER 4

LEARNING BY COMPARISON

Deep distance metric learning (DDML) is the problem of learning a germane distance metric

from a set of labelled training data using NNs. The general goal is to learn an end-to-end

parametrised function fθ that maps data samples from a high-dimensional input space to

a low-dimensional output space, based on a predefined neighbourhood correspondence

between the samples in input space. In input space, these correspondences may conceivably

stem from an a priori understanding of, or familiarity with, the training dataset, encoded

in the form of labels. The appeal of DDML lies in having learnt a mapping, we do not

require prior knowledge of the neighbourhood relationships that exist between the training

data and previously unseen data samples. Therefore, in the learnt compact space where

distances correspond to similarity, we can perform tasks such as recognition, verification

and clustering, with the NN embeddings used as feature-representations.

The previous chapter of this thesis focused on learning by reconstruction, where the aim

was to learn the data structure in the space of inputs. This chapter, however, aims to learn

a projection from a high-dimensional space to a low-dimensional space that preserves a

set of predefined correspondences, and is based on work published as Andrews et al. 5 and

Andrews et al. 8 .
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4.1 OVERVIEW

Our interest in learning a metric space for AD stems from the systematic evaluation performed

by Campos et al. 42 , where it was found that the distance-based methods of k-nearest

neighbour (k-NN), weighted k-NN and local outlier factor (LOF) are by and large still the

state of the art.

The k-NN classification algorithm is one of the most straightforward and widely used

techniques in ML. In the context of pattern recognition, given an unlabelled sample, the

k-NN decision rule classifies a sample based on the majority vote of its neighbours. That is,

a sample is categorised based on the mode class of its k nearest neighbours. Typically, when

using k-NN, Euclidean distance is employed as a measure of similarity between two points.

However, issues such as the curse of dimensionality may arise when computing distances

in high-dimensional space. Moreover, even if we had enough samples to account for every

possible combination of feature values, storing such a dataset would require a large amount

of memory. Not to mention the increased computation time when searching for nearest

neighbours in a large high-dimensional dataset.

Although we just mentioned the curse of dimensionality, it is not always a problem in outlier

detection, since if a point deviates in every dimension from what is expected, then it becomes

more conspicuous with increasing dimensionality. That is, as long as each dimension is

informative for the task 313, then increasing the dimensionality should improve performance.

Nevertheless, k-NN relies on distance, therefore it is preferable that we attune a metric

to specific domains, tasks and problems. For instance, we cannot expect that a distance

function used for classifying face images, as either falsified or non-falsified, to be optimal

for classifying the source capture device of each face image, even if the feature sets used

in both tasks are the same288. Therefore, it goes without saying that the performance of

most learning algorithms, supervised and unsupervised, are dependent on the metric over

the input space. The metric needs to convey how the samples relate to one another. Ergo,

if we are able to directly learn an appropriate metric from the data, then we can ameliorate

the performance of k-NN—and potentially other algorithms that depend on distance—as

evidenced by Hadsell et al. 100 . This problem is known as distance metric learning.

Deep NNs have been successfully applied to several supervised problems, consistently

achieving state of the art performance, particularly in vision-based tasks. Fundamental to
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their use is the presupposition that, for instance, visual object recognition tasks are of a

hierarchical nature. This assumption lends itself to the functional composition of NNs. More-

over, this composition of hierarchical functions has been shown to produce discriminative

feature-representations even at intermediate layers of the networks. The discriminability

of these intermediate representations can be seen as a by-product of performing supervised

classification at the terminal layer of a NN. Therefore, the metrics in these interposed spaces

are implicitly enforced by the learning process rather than explicitly.

As the intermediate layers indirectly organise themselves when performing supervised

classification, they can be transferred to, or utilised in, other related tasks. This is useful

in situations where one would like to generalise to new classes not represented in the

training data. However, the intermediate layer representations are typically still of a high-

dimensionality; further, they offer no assurances with respect to their generalisability.

Metric learning is attractive in such scenarios, as it is capable of learning a metric space in

place of a semantic label space. This allows one to use simple nearest neighbour searches in

the learnt space for pattern recognition, verification and clustering. Moreover, these metric

spaces can be learnt using the same architectures as standard supervised NN models, by

simply replacing the classification layer with an embedding layer. Therefore, in the space

of input constraints, using a NN we can instead explicitly learn to nonlinearly map from

input space to a low-dimensional output space. In this manner, we can simultaneously

learn feature extractors, resulting in embeddings that obey a set of neighbourhood con-

straints. This methodology is particularly useful when we are faced with extreme multi-class

classification54 problems and/or unknown classes at training time.

The problem of extreme multi-class classification is a pertinent example of a difficulty that

can arise with classification algorithms when the number of classes k is very large. The

complication relates to the computational complexity of ML algorithms, such that most have

running times of O(k), i.e. training and/or inference can grow linearly with the number

of classes255. Compounding this issue can be a lack of training data samples in certain

categories, which increases the likelihood of overfitting. In the context of deep supervised

NNs, fully-connected (FC) classification layers also suffer from the very same problem, with

the number of learnable parameters growing linearly with the number of classes.

Possessing the capacity to compare and measure visual similarity between examples is

integral to the identification and detection of anomalous images. With this in mind, we can

use DDML to transform a training set of normal samples, such that embeddings of similar
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samples are within close proximity of each other, and dissimilar samples have large distances

in output space. Our expectation is that anomalies will lie further away, when projected,

from the manifolds where normal samples live. This chapter is, therefore, founded upon the

idea that AD can be reduced to simple nearest neighbour classification, in an induced metric

space, based on neighbourhood relations that exist within the training set of normal samples.

Furthermore, to our knowledge, we are the first to propose an unsupervised DDML approach

to visual AD.

Patently the use of DDML is contingent on access to a similarity matrix or class labels

that represent the neighbourhood correspondences between the training samples, since it

traditionally refers to the problem of learning a germane distance metric from a set of labelled

training data using NNs. However, these labels may be unknown a priori, which would

render DDML unworkable. Therefore, inspired by works in context prediction67,119,195,205

—Section 2.3, when the relationships between the training samples are undefined, we propose

a novel* way in which to learn a metric based on a pseudo task that forces a ConvNet to map

visually similar images nearby in output space†.

Fundamentally, our key contribution is the utilisation of distillation110 to transfer knowledge.

Knowledge is initially transferred from a large-scale pretrained image-based model that has

learnt to perform a supervised classification pretext task. This knowledge is then transferred

to a smaller model presented with the pseudo task of learning a metric. Concretely, our

pseudo task is based on learning to embed image patches that have similar appearance

features—transferred from a pretrained general-purpose object recognition ConvNet—closer

in feature space, than patches that are visually dissimilar. By performing clustering in the

pretrained appearance feature space, we can generate pseudo labels that exist within the data

based on the cluster assignment of a patch. Importantly, we utilise this information as a

signal for supervised DDML training.

In summary, this chapter is concerned with learning a distance metric over the input space,

such that points that are said to be similar are given small distances and dissimilar points are

given large distances. For example, if the relationships convey similarity in visual appearance,

*In concurrent work, Hoffer et al. 116 proposed a similar pseudo task for pretraining ConvNets using unlabelled
data.

†Note: in our original formulation 5,8, the pseudo task was based on learning to embed spatially near patches
from the same seed image closer in feature space, than a patch that is either spatially distant or originates from
a different seed. However, in this chapter, we use an unsupervised feature extraction and clustering approach.
Though, we will describe both, as well as our reasoning.
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then we would hope that the induced metric recognises the intrinsic features for determining

visual appearance.

Before going into any technical details, with respect to our proposed method for learning

representations, it is first useful to highlight our intended example application.

4.2 MOTIVATION

Non-intrusive inspection systems are increasingly used to scan intermodal freight shipping

containers, at national ports, to ensure cargo conformity with customs regulations. Initially,

each container is risk assessed based on shipping information such as origin, destination and

manifest75,276. If the risk is deemed sufficiently high the container is imaged, typically by

non-intrusive X-ray radiography. Finally, on the basis of the X-ray image, a human operator

must make a decision, as to whether a container then necessitates physical inspection.

These processes aim to minimise the number of false searches, whilst maximising the

number of true searches, thus facilitating the detection of suspicious cargoes with negligible

interference to the flow of commerce. However, due to the large number of containers

being transported yearly, the number of X-ray transmission images to be visually inspected

remains high. Moreover, the heterogeneity within and between the X-ray images provides an

appreciable visual challenge to human operators, exacerbated by overlapping, translucent

cargo17,49,307.

Existing approaches to automated security image analysis focus on the supervised detection

of particular classes of threat123,124,125,126,312. However, this mode of inspection is ineffectual

when dealing with mature classes of threat, for which adversaries have refined effective

concealment techniques76. Furthermore, these methods may be unable to detect potential

threats that have never been seen before in stream-of-commerce (SoC) data. To detect these

concealed or unseen types of threat, customs officers often observe anomalies of shape,

texture, weight, feel or response to perturbation. Inspired by the practice of customs officers,

we propose to develop algorithms that can discover visual anomalies, in X-ray images, that

are historically atypical with respect to expected patterns.
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4.3 RELATED WORK

At present, there is a scarcity of work directly related to automated AD in cargo security

imagery224. Most have focused wholly on supervised learning for the purpose of automated

contents verification or automated threat detection.

4.3.1 AUTOMATED CONTENTS VERIFICATION

Automated contents verification makes an assessment as to whether the contents of a cargo

container are in agreement with its paired shipping manifest. Research in this area typically

spans empty cargo verification199,226 and manifest verification275,307.

Empty cargo verification is by and large addressed as a supervised binary classification

problem. Orphan et al. 199 approach this task by first segmenting an image into different

regions and then employing an unnamed rule-based algorithm for object detection to cate-

gorise images as either empty or non-empty. More recent scholarship, by Rogers et al. 226 ,

utilise fixed geometric representations191, image moments and spatial coordinates of sampled

windows for classification.

Manifest verification expands empty cargo verification to a multi-class classification setting,

with the aim of determining to which of a set of harmonised commodity description and

coding system (HS) codes* a new cargo container belongs. Tuszynski et al. 275 construct

HS code models based on simple intensity histograms of the images, which are then used to

compute the Manhattan distance between a new observation and each model. A significant

limitation of their system lies in its inability to locate small incongruous objects within

otherwise properly declared cargo. Zhang et al. 307 address the lack of texture-based repre-

sentations, used by Tuszynski et al. 275 , by employing a Leung-Malik filter bank to build a

visual bag-of-words codebook to classify cargo images into 1-of-22 categories.

4.3.2 AUTOMATED THREAT DETECTION

With reference to automated threat detection124,127, researchers have undertaken the detection

of small metallic threats (SMTs) by utilising automatically learnt ConvNet representations,

*Each HS code specifies a broad class of cargo type.
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trained on an augmented dataset, with genuine threat items projected into SoC images. In

other works123,125,126, methods have been presented for classifying image sub-windows as

either car* or non-car, comparing intensity histograms, fixed geometric representations,

pyramid histogram of visual words33 representations and ConvNet representations.

4.3.3 ANOMALY DETECTION

Some works have studied the problem of AD. For instance, Zheng and Elmaghraby 312

attempt to detect anomalous regions within images of vehicles by computing the window-

wise correlation between a new test image of a vehicle to historical windows of the same

vehicle. However, the anomalous regions flagged seldom correspond to actual threats. In the

past, we have used AD techniques, based on representations derived from a sparse AE6, as

well as transfer learnt ConvNet representations7, to perform empty container verification on

downsampled images of containers; achieving 99.2% on this task, which is comparable to

the supervised learning result reported by Rogers et al. 226 .

4.4 UNSUPERVISED REPRESENTATION LEARNING FRAMEWORK

This work is primarily concerned with DDML. Learning is performed on a labelled dataset,

with the learnt feature extractor then used to project samples to a low-dimensional feature

space.

As aforementioned, in DDML, the general goal is to learn a parametrised function fθ :
X → X ′, typically with |X ′| ≪ |X | †, based on an a priori specified neighbourhood

correspondence between the training samples in input space.

Note: a function d : X × X → R+
0 , which assigns a real number d(xi, xj) to every pair

x(i), x(j) ∈ X is called a metric (also known as a distance function). Furthermore, the metric

*Aronowitz et al. 11 observed that cars are commonly involved in export fraud and tax evasion schemes.
†This does not necessarily have to be the case, but it makes sense to constrain d′ ≪ d, since what we want to

both retrieve similar samples and perform distance calculations quickly. However, increased dimensionality may
make it easier to fulfil the neighbourhood constraints 246, but this results in an increased training time due to the
additional network parameters.
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d together with the set X defines a metric space, if it satisfies the following four properties*

for any x(i), x(j), x(m) ∈ X :

• Triangle inequality: d(xi, xj) + d(xj , xm) ≥ d(xi, xm)
• Non-negativity: d(xi, xj) ≥ 0
• Symmetry: d(xi, xj) = d(xj , xi)
• Identity of indiscernibles: d(xi, xj) = 0 ⇐⇒ xi = xj

Therefore, given a training set of n labelled samples {(x(i), y(i))}n
i=1, where x(i) ∈ X and

y(i) ∈ Y = {1, . . . , C}, we want to find the value of θ that maps related samples nearby and

unrelated samples far apart. We define the parametrised metric dθ : X ′ × X ′ → R+
0 , as the

Euclidean distance between feature-representations output by fθ, i.e.

dθ(fθ(x(i)), fθ(x(j))) = ∥fθ(x(i)) − fθ(x(j)∥2. (4.1)

In terms of k-NN classification, if y(j) = y(i) then we would like fθ(x(j)) ∈ Nk(fθ(x(i)));

and, conversely, if y(m) ̸= y(i) then we would like fθ(x(m)) ̸∈ Nk(fθ(x(i))), such that

dθ(fθ(x(i)), fθ(x(j))) < dθ(fθ(x(i)), fθ(x(m))), (4.2)

where Nk(x) denotes the set of k nearest neighbours of x. Consequently, dθ estimates the

similarity between any two points.

In this work, we will assume that the input space similarities are based on fixed, pre-specified

label information. In addition, we assume that for each training sample x(i), the set Sx(i)

consists of training samples that share the same label.

Next we go on to describe how such a function can be learnt.

4.4.1 REPRESENTATION LEARNING

As we will be working with image data, we propose to use a ConvNet architecture for

learning fθ. The network will learn the parameters θ that best preserve the neighbourhood

relationships of the input samples.

*If only the first three properties are satisfied then it defines a pseudometric space.
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To learn this mapping, however, an appropriate loss function must be used, since unlike su-

pervised classification where a classification layer is used, we will instead use an embedding

layer. Below we review three popular loss functions that encourage similar samples to lie

close in the embedding space and dissimilar samples to lie far apart, by application of an

attractive force and a repulsive force, respectively. Recall that these loss functions were

touched upon in Section 2.5.

CONTRASTIVE LOSS. In the framework of contrastive learning, individual samples are

ordered pairs of the following form: {(x(j), x(k), yjk)(i)}P
i=1, where yjk = 1 for similar

pairs, i.e. x(k) ∈ Sx(j) , and yjk = 0 for dissimilar pairs, i.e. x(k) ̸∈ Sx(j) . The goal is to

minimise the distances between positive pairs and maximise the distances between negative

pairs. This objective can be formalised using the contrastive loss function53,100,288, where in

contrastive training the following loss is minimised:

L =
P∑

i=1
ℓθ((x(j), x(k), yjk)(i)) (4.3)

=
P∑

i=1
yjkℓS(d(i)

θ ) + (1 − yjk)ℓD(d(i)
θ ) (4.4)

=
P∑

i=1
yjk

1
2(d(i)

θ )2 + (1 − yjk)1
2[m − d

(i)
θ ]2+, (4.5)

where d
(i)
θ = dθ(fθ(xj), fθ(xk)), as defined in Equation (4.1), [·]+ = max(·, 0), and m > 0

is a margin parameter that defines a perimeter around fθ(x(j)). The purpose of the margin

is to penalise dissimilar pairs within a distance m of each other, whereas dissimilar pairs

outside of the perimeter do not contribute to the loss. The contrastive loss is therefore a

combination of two partial losses: ℓS penalises similar pairs that are distant, and ℓD penalises

dissimilar pairs that are close, i.e. d
(i)
θ < m. Minimisation of the loss with respect to the

parameter set θ improves the embeddings.

Note that jointly minimising the distance between similar pairs and maximising the distance

between dissimilar pairs is absolutely necessary, so as to avoid the trivial learning of a

constant function fθ. If we were to solely use positive/similar pair constraints, then a NN

could trivially achieve a loss of zero by making fθ constant. That is, if fθ(x(j)) = a ∈ X ′

(∀j), then d
(i)
θ = 0 (∀i). This is due to the identity of indiscernibles property of the Euclidean

metric space.
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The gradient of the loss per pair is:

∂ℓ

∂θ
= yjkd

(i)
θ

∂

∂θ
(d(i)

θ ) − (1 − yjk)
[
m − d

(i)
θ

]
+

∂

∂θ
(d(i)

θ ), (4.6)

where

∂

∂θ
(d(i)

θ ) = ∂

∂θ
∥fθ(x(j)) − fθ(x(k))∥2 (4.7)

= fθ(x(j)) − fθ(x(k))
∥fθ(x(j)) − fθ(x(k))∥2

. (4.8)

Evidently, with respect to dissimilar pairs, a gradient is only applied if they are within a

distance m of each other, such that the closer they are the stronger the repulse.

DOUBLE-MARGIN CONTRASTIVE LOSS. An issue identified with the use of contrastive loss

formulation above is the indefinite contraction of positive pairs161. That is, positive pairs

continue to contribute to the loss function, in an attempt to drive their embedding distances

to zero, even when contraction is no longer needed to differentiate them from dissimilar

samples.

The double-margin contrastive loss function44,161,236 is defined as follows:

L =
P∑

i=1
yjk

1
2[d(i)

θ − mP ]2+ + (1 − yjk)1
2[mN − d

(i)
θ )]2+ (4.9)

where mP > 0 is the margin applied to similar pairs, and mN > 0 is the margin applied to

dissimilar pairs, with mP ≤ mN . By introducing a second margin, in mP , the embedded

features of similar samples are contracted to be below a threshold rather than indefinitely to

zero.

The gradient of the loss function per pair is:

∂ℓ

∂θ
= yjk

[
d

(i)
θ − mP

]
+

∂

∂θ
(d(i)

θ ) − (1 − yjk)
[
mN − d

(i)
θ

]
+

∂

∂θ
(d(i)

θ ). (4.10)

TRIPLET LOSS. An alternative framework was proposed117,246,285 based on triplet con-

straints, as opposed to pairwise constraints. In this setting, training samples are instead of

the following form: {(x(i)
a , x

(i)
p , x

(i)
n )}N

i=1, with x
(i)
p ∈ S

x
(i)
a

and x
(i)
n ̸∈ S

x
(i)
a

. Succinctly, in
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triplet learning, the aim is to ensure:

dθ

(
fθ(x(i)

a ), fθ(x(i)
p )

)
+ m < dθ

(
fθ(x(i)

a ), fθ(x(i)
n )

)
, (4.11)

∀(x(i)
a , x

(i)
p , x

(i)
n ). Therefore, triplet examples represent relative rankings; or in other words,

they provide context, by stating that the embedded distance between an anchor x
(i)
a and a

positive sample x
(i)
p (plus a margin m) should be less than the distance between the anchor

x
(i)
a and the negative sample x

(i)
n .

The loss to be minimised is:

L =
P∑

i=1

[
(dia,ip

θ )2 − (dia,in
θ )2 + m

]
+

, (4.12)

where dia,ip
θ = ∥fθ(x(i)

a ) − fθ(x(i)
p )∥2 and dia,in

θ = ∥fθ(x(i)
a ) − fθ(x(i)

n )∥2.

The gradient of the loss is:

∂L
∂fθ(xa) =

P∑
i=1

2(fθ(xn
i ) − fθ(xp

i )), if (dia,ip
θ )2 − (dia,in

θ )2 + m ≥ 0

0, otherwise
(4.13)

∂L
∂fθ(xp) =

P∑
i=1

−2(fθ(xa
i ) − fθ(xp

i )), if (dia,ip
θ )2 − (dia,in

θ )2 + m ≥ 0

0, otherwise
(4.14)

∂L
∂fθ(xn) =

P∑
i=1

2(fθ(xa
i ) − fθ(xn

i )), if (dia,ip
θ )2 − (dia,in

θ )2 + m ≥ 0

0, otherwise
(4.15)

The use of relative rankings, in the form of triplet constraints, is believed to be better equipped

for the task of learning similarity and dissimilarity, as it allows samples with the same label

to live on a manifold246, rather than encouraging the projection of similar samples to a

single restrictive point. In addition, the enforcement of a universal margin, for all dissimilar

pairs, inhibits the arrangement of the output space. The same criticism can be aimed at the

double-margin contrastive loss.

Furthermore, in the work of Hoffer and Ailon 117 , the empirical results suggest that the learnt

feature-representations induced by contrastive pairwise training are inferior to those learnt

using triplets, specifically when transferred for supervised classification. Pertinently, the
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authors were unable to obtain any meaningful results when performing contrastive training

on the CIFAR-10, SVHN and STL10 datasets. This was conjectured to be due to the lack of

context inherent in the use of pairwise constraints, which is an attractive argument in that

distance can be seen as a relative concept. In contrastive training, we aim to minimise the

distance between positive pairs (xa, xp), whilst maximising the distance between negative

pairs (xa, xn), however this is done independently. In triplet training, we maximise the

difference between the distance of (xa, xp) and the distance of (xa, xn).

4.4.2 GENERATING PSEUDO LABELS

To perform DDML, without any pre-specified labels, we propose to generate label informa-

tion from the data itself. Consider a set of unlabelled training images {x(i)}n
i=1. We label

each image using its superscript, such that {x(i)}n
i=1 7→ {(x(i), y(i) = i)}n

i=1.

Rather than learning embeddings of the full images, we will instead work at patch-level.

That is, given a sample (x(i), y(i) = i), we propose to randomly sample image patches

x
(i)
k ∈ x(i), such that {(x(i)

k , y(i) = i)}ni
k=1 denotes the set of patches extracted from the

seed image x(i), with each patch labelled based on its seed image label y(i) = i. Using

a ConvNet fθ, we wish to learn the parameters θ, such that the embeddings fθ(x(i)
l ) and

fθ(x(i)
m ̸=l) ∈ X ′, ∀l, m = 1, . . . , ni, lie on the same manifold, and for any patch x

(j)
q ̸∈ x(i),

we wish to maximise the distance of its embedding fθ(x(j)
q ) from fθ(x(i)

l ).

For this, we will train a ConvNet to minimise the triplet loss in Equation (4.12), with

triplet constraints of the following form: (x(j)
a , x

(j)
p , x

(k ̸=j)
n ), where x

(j)
a , x

(j)
p ∈ x(j) and

x
(k)
n ∈ x(k). Thus, in this framework, we task a ConvNet with learning an embedding

function that maps two patches from the same image closer in feature space than a patch

from a different image. The premise of the idea is that patches from the same image are more

probable to contain visually similar content than patches randomly sampled from different

images.

4.4.3 FEATURE REPRESENTATION EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATION

The above learning procedure gives rise to a feature extractor fθ that we can use to transform

inputs x ∈ X into deep embeddings fθ(x) ∈ X ′.
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CLASSIFICATION

The nearest neighbours technique k-NN is a nonparametric, instance-based, lazy learning

method, popularised due to its simplicity. It is commonly used in classification, regression,

and density estimation. In lazy learning, generalisation is not extended beyond the training

data until a query point is presented to the system. In the case of k-NN, new queries

are compared to previously seen instances in the training set stored in memory. Unlike

alternative eager learning approaches, no model is constructed prior to test time, with

hypotheses formulated directly from the set of training samples. Come test time, lazy

learners calculate the closeness between a query and the training instances, so as to arrive at

a decision, where closeness is typically defined with respect to some similarity or distance

measure. Lazy learners are advantageous in that the target function is approximated locally,

from a subset of the training set, for each query point, with all the computation postponed

until test time. The subset is known as the k closest training samples to a query q.

Consider the transformed feature-embeddings fθ(x(i)) ∈ X ′ of the training samples, and

a transformed query fθ(q) ∈ X ′. Further, let Nk(fθ(q)) and dθ,k(fθ(q)) represent the set

of k nearest training samples of fθ(q) and the distance of the kth nearest training sample

to fθ(q), respectively. The decision function for fθ(q) can be defined as either the distance

between query fθ(q) and its kth nearest neighbour, or the average distance between query

fθ(q) and its k nearest neighbours, that is:

fNk
(fθ(q)) = 1

dθ,k(fθ(q)) , (4.16)

or

fNk
(fθ(q)) = k∑k

i=1 dθ,i(fθ(q))
, (4.17)

respectively.

The intuition behind these measures is that anomalies lie in less dense regions, and thus have

larger distances to their neighbours.
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EVALUATION METRIC

The AUROC (see Appendix B) is used as the evaluation metric, based on the anomaly scores

given by either of the k-NN decision functions described above—Equations (4.16) and (4.17),

which can be thought of as the probability of a query being normal relative to the transformed

training dataset.

4.5 DATASET

The dataset used consists of 1.2 × 105 SoC X-ray transmission images of intermodal freight

shipping containers, obtained from a Rapiscan Eagle R60 rail car scanner. The scanner

images individual rail cars moving at speeds of up to 60 kmh−1. Image dimensions depend

on the freight container size (typically 20 ft or 40 ft wide) and range from 1290 × 850 to

2570 × 850 pixels. Each image is stored as a 16-bit greyscale array with a resolution of

5.6 mm pixel−1 in the x-axis. Furthermore, all images vary due to small differences in

freight containers and their fixtures, while cargo images also differ in their contents.

Figure 4.1 displays a subset of the images used in our work. This should highlight the

difficulty in manually inspecting X-ray security imagery, in particular when the goal is, for

example, the detection of contraband or threats, since these objects are often minuscule

relative to the size of the imaged cargo container. Moreover, the diversity within and between

the X-ray images may be exacerbated by dense obstructive materials.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)

(k) (l)

Figure 4.1 Examples of SoC X-ray transmission images of intermodal freight shipping containers.
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4.6 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Generating pseudo tasks for unsupervised feature learning, using ConvNets, is a complicated

procedure, necessitating practical knowledge and an element of trial and error. In this section,

we will describe our experimental set-up and analyses.

Recall that we are motivated to find a distance metric over the input space, such that similar

data samples have short distances and dissimilar samples are remote. Therefore, our objective

is to ensure that a ConvNet is coerced into learning representations that are both representative

and discriminative, so as to more easily allow for the identification of anomalous samples

based on their distance to historical samples.

4.6.1 GENERATION OF NORMAL SAMPLES

A principal requirement when constructing a dataset for AD is that the training data are

prototypical, in that, they are representative of the intrinsic nature of normal behaviour(s).

We therefore randomly sampled a subset of 2 × 104 SoC X-ray transmission images of

intermodal freight shipping containers, and from these we extracted 1 × 105 image patches

of size 256 × 256 × 1 pixels. A subset of the extracted patches is shown in Figure 4.2. Note

that each individual patch is rescaled to the range [0, 1]. These patch-level images form

the basis of our training set of normal samples, which we can regard as windows into the

common contents and structures of the cargo containers.

An immediate approach would be to train a ConvNet (minimising a binary cross-entropy loss)

to determine whether two patches were sampled from the same image or not*. Alternatively,

we could minimise the contrastive or double-margin contrastive loss function, Equations (4.5)

and (4.9), respectively, such that two patches from the same image are close in a low-

dimensional output space and dissimilar (different seed images) patches are far apart. The

issue with these approaches is that the network is lacking contextual information. In a

very recent paper292, it was highlighted that in an image retrieval context the triplet loss is

preferable, which is a consequence of the end goal only caring about relative relationships

that exist within the data. We believe that our AD task is somewhat analogous to image

*In this way, we can view the problem probabilistically, i.e. given any two samples x(i), x(j) ∈ X ,
where y(i) = y(j), we want to optimise the parameters θ of the function fθ , such that for embeddings
fθ(x(i)), fθ(x(j)) ∈ X ′, we have P (fθ(x(j))|fθ(x(i)) > P (fθ(x(k))|fθ(x(i)), ∀y(k) ̸= y(i).
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Figure 4.2 100 examples of randomly sampled benign patches from the SoC dataset of X-ray transmission images of inter-
modal freight shipping containers.

retrieval, in that, at test time given a query we wish to determine its most similar samples

from the training set, based on the relative neighbourhood correspondences. Therefore it is

preferable to use a loss function that results in (if only slightly) more coherent clusters.

Furthermore, given this arbitrary set of labelled image patches, where the label of each

patch is the seed image it was extracted from, it is clear that certain patches originating

from distinct images may be more similar (visually) than patches from the same image.

This is due to the complex nature of the contents of the cargo containers, even in a single

image. Consequently, it is impossible to be certain that when randomly extracting anchor

and positive patches that we have drawn patches of visually similar objects and/or textures,

since the contents in one spatial region may be very different to another. An example of a
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(a) (b)

(c) Left: anchor sampled from the aqua bounding box in Figure 4.3a. Centre: positive sampled from the green
bounding box in Figure 4.3a. Right: negative sampled from the red bounding box in Figure 4.3b.

Figure 4.3 Example of a difficult triplet.

difficult triplet is shown in Figure 4.3, where the image content of the anchor appears to be

more similar to the negative than to the positive.

Significantly, we have observed first-hand that too many of these difficult examples can be

detrimental to the learning of meaningful embeddings. In addition, Zhang et al. 305 showed

that:

‘Deep [supervised classification] neural networks easily fit random labels.’

As a result, if one is not careful, then a network will arbitrarily minimise the training loss, by

any means, without having learnt anything useful other than a memorisation of the training

data. In the case of the triplet loss, we end up with a constant function fθ that projects each

input to a single point in output space, such that the loss for each triplet is equal to the margin,

since both dia,ip
θ = 0 and dia,in

θ = 0, ∀i.

Another worry with naive random sampling of triplet constraints is that we may learn to

pickup X-ray scanner- or image-specific artefacts, similar to source capture device identifica-

tion, which are based on learning low-level statistics that ignore image-based content.

In our previous work published on this problem5,8, we found it was sufficient to simply

sample anchors and positives such that they overlapped, which ensured a certain degree (a
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minimum of 90% overlap) of visual coherency between anchors and positives. Although this

simple approach works, a drawback is the selection of the amount of overlap necessary to

safeguard against visually disparate anchors and positives, whilst ensuring that the overall

task is not too easy which could hinder (or prevent) learning. Therefore, we instead propose

to perform unsupervised clustering on the extracted image patches, which we describe below.

UNSUPERVISED CLUSTERING

Huang et al. 119 use a modified iterative clustering methodology originally proposed by

Singh et al. 253 . The procedure alternates between clustering and training a ConvNet to

classify a set of clusters initialised using hand-engineered histogram of oriented gradients

(HOG) feature-representations. The method produces a set of semantically meaningful and

representative visual concept clusters that are more consistent than clustered images induced

by k-means using the initial representations.

In lieu of hand-engineering representations, we use a pretrained ConvNet as a generic feature

extractor, namely the state of the art Xception52 network. Xception was originally trained

on the ImageNet (ILSVRC-2014)233 dataset of photographic images, tasked with 1000-

way supervised classification of a diverse set of various visual concepts (e.g. typewriter

keyboard, bullfrog, lumbermill, sarong, carbonara, Arabian camel, bubble, assault rifle,

etc.). Importantly, ConvNet features have been shown to outperform hand-engineered

representations—recall Section 2.6.

Using Xception, we forward propagate the training set of 1 × 105 image patches and extract

features from the final global average pooling (GAP) layer—which correspond to the final

appearance features used for softmax classification. For each patch of size 256 × 256 × 1
(which we convert to RGB by stacking the image, such that it is of size 256 × 256 × 3), the

resulting feature vector is 2048-dimensional, which we then scale to unit length.

Given our transformed dataset of 2048-dimensional image patches, we perform k-means

clustering167. Here we follow the procedure of Singh et al. 253 and set the number of clusters

to k = S/4, where S denotes the number of patches. The number of clusters is set to an

excessive value to increase the likelihood of cluster purity, since we wish to avoid clusters of

a heterogeneous nature.
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Figure 4.4 displays image patches from a few of the resulting clusters, and it is clear that

in most cases the members of each cluster have similar appearances or objects. We do

not pursue an iterative refinement of the clusters, since the clusters were computed using

pretrained ConvNet feature-representations optimised for object recognition (opposed to

an initialisation using hand-crafted features). In general, though not shown in the figure,

we observe the existence of several clusters with similar visual characteristics, which is to

be expected since the number of clusters is large. Nevertheless, overall, the clusters are

satisfactory for the proof of concept.

Having performed k-means clustering, we then relabel each patch based on its unique cluster

membership. Note that certain clusters have a cardinality of one, and therefore can only

be used as negatives when sampling triplet constraints. Figure 4.5 shows examples of

clusters with only a single member. Some of the patches shown appear to have similar visual

characteristics either to each other or to clusters with a cardinality greater than one, which

could pose a problem to approaches that use pairwise constraints.

Note that one of the reasons that we prefer the triplet loss is because it is more tolerant to

the existence of outliers, adjusting the induced space to the varying levels of intra-cluster

variance292. This property is important, since our constraints are based on the results of

unsupervised k-means clustering, using pretrained feature extractors, and as such outliers

may exist within the clusters; therefore, we do not want the network to exert unnecessary

effort overfitting on such samples, i.e. by trying to contract all positive samples (which may

include outliers) to a single point.

4.6.2 GENERATION OF ANOMALY SAMPLES

For the purpose of evaluating our AD framework, small weapon patch images were synthe-

sised using a threat image projection framework proposed by Rogers et al. 226 . In precis,

the method capitalises on the estimated multiplicative characteristics of X-ray transmission

imagery, and can project 1-of-679 available X-rays of weapons into a different image. What

is more, Rogers et al. 225 show that there is no apparent visual disparity between an actual

threat and a synthetically generated threat. Examples of the weapon masks used for threat

image projection are shown in Figure 4.6. We can clearly identify the masks as types of

weapon, in particular categories of firearm.
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Figure 4.4 Example clusters from k-means clustering of the extracted image patches, in Xception-GAP feature space. Each
row corresponds to a different cluster, and we show 5 random images from each.

For assessment, 1 × 104 SoC image patches of size 256 × 256 × 1 were randomly sampled

and weapon instances were projected into half of them. A maximum of three weapon

instances were projected into each threat patch, using the following projection probabilities:

P (w1) = 1.0, P (w2) = 0.25 and P (w3) = 0.05, where wi represents a randomly drawn

weapon. Furthermore, we ensure that there is no overlap between the training set of normal

samples and the testing set of normal and anomaly samples, with respect to the SoC seed

image backgrounds.

Examples of threat patches with a single randomly projected weapon are shown in Figure 4.7,

where the green bounding box indicates the location of the weapon. The figure highlights

the difficulty of the task, in particular, due to the random projection of the threats, such that
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Figure 4.5 Examples of 50 single member clusters from k-means clustering of the extracted image patches, in Xception-GAP
feature space.

in certain instances the weapon is virtually imperceptible to the human eye. Moreover, the

threats often only constitute a small proportion of the patches.

We must emphasise that we used these synthesised threat patches as a test problem for AD,

and are in no way intimating that a fully supervised approach, with sufficient instances,

would not be better at detecting these contrived, though realistic, threats. However, we lack

real examples of threats—and anomalies in general—therefore at present this is our only

recourse for testing the capability of our system. Consequently performance in this task will

hopefully provide evidence of the potential performance of our method for the purposes of

detecting other kinds of threat and unusual items, or appearances never before seen in the

SoC training dataset of image patches.

4.6.3 CONVNET ARCHITECTURE AND PARAMETERS

In this subsection, we outline the ConvNet architecture employed, as well as its training

parameters and implementation details.
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Figure 4.6 40-of-679 weapon masks.

Figure 4.7 40 examples of threat patches with a single weapon projected. Green bounding boxes indicate the location of the
weapon.

ARCHITECTURE

The full network architecture used for the test problem is detailed in Table 4.1, which is

based on the network in network (NIN) structure developed by Lin et al. 162 . We use the

same model* suggested for ImageNet, which yields better accuracy than AlexNet146, and

is faster to train. Our chosen architecture, therefore, utilises 1 × 1 convolutions and a final

GAP layer, which are both synonymous with NIN—and form the basis of newer models,

such as Xception. Though, our chosen model is in no way state of the art, in particular, due

*See https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/wiki/Model-Zoo#network-in-network-model.
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Table 4.1 ConvNet NIN architecture for learning an embedding of SoC X-ray transmission image patches of intermodal
freight shipping container. conv denotes a convolutional layer; mpool a max pooling layer; drop a dropout layer (p% units
zeroed-out); apool an average pooling layer; and fc a FC layer. Each convolutional layer is followed by batch normalisation
and a ReLU nonlinearity, except conv43 which must retain full information.

Type Size-in Size-out Kernel Stride Pad Params.

conv11 256 × 256 × 1 64 × 64 × 96 11 × 11 × 96 4 × 4 2 × 2 12K
conv12 64 × 64 × 96 64 × 64 × 96 1 × 1 × 96 1 × 1 10K
conv13 64 × 64 × 96 64 × 64 × 96 1 × 1 × 96 1 × 1 10K
mpool1 64 × 64 × 96 32 × 32 × 96 3 × 3 × 1 2 × 2
drop (50%) – –
conv21 32 × 32 × 96 32 × 32 × 256 5 × 5 × 256 1 × 1 2 × 2 616K
conv22 32 × 32 × 256 32 × 32 × 256 1 × 1 × 256 1 × 1 67K
conv23 32 × 32 × 256 32 × 32 × 256 1 × 1 × 256 1 × 1 67K
mpool2 32 × 32 × 256 16 × 16 × 256 3 × 3 × 1 2 × 2
drop (50%) – –
conv31 16 × 16 × 256 16 × 16 × 384 3 × 3 × 384 1 × 1 1 × 1 887K
conv32 16 × 16 × 384 16 × 16 × 384 1 × 1 × 384 1 × 1 150K
conv33 16 × 16 × 384 16 × 16 × 384 1 × 1 × 384 1 × 1 150K
mpool3 16 × 16 × 384 8 × 8 × 384 3 × 3 × 1 2 × 2
drop (50%) – –
conv41 8 × 8 × 384 8 × 8 × 1024 3 × 3 × 1024 1 × 1 1 × 1 3544K
conv42 8 × 8 × 1024 8 × 8 × 1024 1 × 1 × 1024 1 × 1 1054K
conv43 8 × 8 × 1024 8 × 8 × 128 1 × 1 × 128 1 × 1 131K
apool 8 × 8 × 128 1 × 1 × 128 8 × 8 × 1 1 × 1
ℓ2-norm – –
loss – –

Total 6.7M

to its use of large filter sizes early on (i.e. greater than 3 × 3) and aggressive strides (similar

to AlexNet)—it is sufficient for the proof of concept.

Every convolutional layer in the network, except the final one—conv43—is followed by

a batch normalisation layer122 and a ReLU nonlinearity146. The architecture used in this

work gives rise to 128-dimensional ℓ2 normalised feature-embeddings. Figure 4.8 shows the

concept of the DDML ConvNet in schematic form.

TRAINING

The ConvNet was trained by minimising the triplet loss function, shown in Equation (4.12),

using the adaptive moment estimation optimiser Adam137, with default moment parameters:

β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999, using an initial learning rate of 1 × 10−3. For each training

iteration, a batch of triplet samples was randomly selected from the training set, using a batch

size of 30. Additionally, during training, the ConvNet was regularised by weight decay, with
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Figure 4.8 The concept of the DDML ConvNet in schematic form.

the ℓ2 penalty multiplier set to 1 × 10−4. Dropout with a rate of p = 0.5 was also used to

help prevent the network from overfitting. The network was trained for a total of 90 epochs

(15 × 104 iterations), with each training epoch consisting of 5 × 103 iterations. The data

was subject to mild on-the-fly augmentation, using horizontal flipping, with the probability

of mirroring set to 0.5.

The weights of each convolutional layer were initialised using the Glorot normal initialiser90,

whereas all biases were initialised to zero.

Prior to computing the loss, the embeddings are ℓ2 normalised using a normalisation layer,

which helps with network training. Recall that the triplet loss per example is:[
(dia,ip

θ )2 − (dia,in
θ )2 + m

]
+

. (4.18)

Therefore, (dθ)2 corresponds to the squared Euclidean distance between two embeddings,

say a, b ∈ X ′. Further, since ∥a∥2, ∥b∥2 = 1, we have

(dθ)2 = ∥a − b∥2
2 (4.19)

= a2 + b2 − 2ab (4.20)

= 2(1 − 2ab) (4.21)

= 2[1 − cos(a, b)], (4.22)
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where the cosine similarity cos(a, b) ∈ [−1, +1] =⇒ (dθ)2 ∈ [0, 4]. The benefit of

normalisation is that the squared Euclidean distance is bounded, which removes the burden

of searching for an appropriate margin19. Following common practices246, in this work, the

margin was set to m = 0.2.

Note that the margin can typically be chosen arbitrarily, however without restricting the

embeddings to live on a d-dimensional hypersphere, increasing the margin by some factor c

simply results in the network learning to scale the embeddings by a factor of
√

c. Furthermore,

when the margin is either too small or too big, network training can become unstable.

With respect to the dimensionality of the embedding space, we decided on 128 as it allows

us to perform fast similarity search for the purposes of AD. Furthermore, it is quite common,

within the DDML literature, in particular for problems with a large number of training

samples. Moreover, Schroff et al. 246 showed that the difference in face embeddings, using

embeddings of a larger dimensionality, was statistically insignificant.

Recall our concern, in Section 4.6.1, related to randomly sampling image patches:

‘Another worry with a naive random sampling of triplet constraints is that we

may learn to pickup X-ray scanner- or image-specific artefacts, similar to source

capture device identification which are based on learning low-level statistics

that ignore image-based content.’

Noroozi and Favaro 195 experimentally showed that ConvNets can use shortcuts to solve

pretext (pseudo) tasks. Their pretext task centres on learning the spatial arrangement of a set

of image patches derived from the same seed image. One such shortcut was the utilisation

of low-level mean and standard deviation statistics of the pixel values present in adjacent,

non-overlapping image patches, which allowed the model to find the correct layout, without

having learnt anything useful that could be transferred to the target task. As such, we also

found that it was necessary to perform global contrast normalisation (GCN) on each of the

patches, in order to learn a useful embedding. This process prevents the patches from having

different amounts of contrast by standardising them individually, such that every patch is

zero-centred and has standard deviation equal to one.
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IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

All experiments were carried out using the Keras framework by Chollet et al. 51—an open

source, high-level neural network library written in Python—that runs on top of Tensorflow1.

We augmented the library to perform DDML by implementing the necessary triplet loss

function and ℓ2 normalisation layer.

4.6.4 UNSUPERVISED ANOMALY DETECTION

With respect to types of image patch representations, we explored two options from our

trained ConvNet, namely conv43 and ℓ2-embedding, which we introduce below.

• conv43 denotes representations of patch appearance prior to downsampling and unit

length scaling. This corresponds to the output of the final convolutional layer of the

ConvNet detailed in Table 4.1. Representations derived from this layer are flattened to

8192-dimensional vectors.

• ℓ2-embedding denotes the embedding representations post downsampling and unit length

scaling. This corresponds to final output of the ConvNet, i.e. the output of the ℓ2 nor-

malisation layer, detailed in Table 4.1. Representations derived from this layer are 128-

dimensional vectors.

Note that both the conv43 and Xception-GAP feature-representations are scaled to unit length.

We will also compare these to the pretrained 2048-dimensional feature-representations

extracted using Xception, which we denote Xception-GAP. These features can be seen as

our prior on visual appearance, owing to the fact that the training set similarity matrix was

initialised using these feature-representations. Furthermore, we also evaluate the utility

of using the feature-representation conv43 and Xception-GAP in a joint scheme, since

Xception-GAP acts as a useful prior learnt on a dissimilar but vision-based task, and the

conv43 features act as specific feature-representations learnt directly on the data of interest

(implicitly optimised for learning a metric). Therefore, the combination of the two may

allow us to detect a greater number of anomalous images. We denote the joint representation

scheme as conv43 + Xception-GAP.

Following several layers of convolution, batch normalisation, nonlinearity and pooling, the

activations of the final convolutional layer in our trained ConvNet, i.e. conv43 in Table 4.1),
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convey the existence of certain image patch appearance features. Though, we did not directly

constrain the image patch representations in this feature space to cluster together based on

triplet constraints, we can reasonably expect that this was done indirectly. This is premised

on what one typically observes in supervised classification NNs, where the internal layers

arrange themselves concomitantly based on the target task, such that they can be transferred

as generic feature-representations for dissimilar tasks.

Recall that there are no nonlinearities or normalisation layers between conv43 and the ℓ2-

embedding, since we required it to retain full information. The ℓ2-embedding is simply a

downsampled and projected representation of the conv43 features. The (global) average

pooling operation is a linear function applied to its input, therefore the ℓ2-embeddings are

a projection of the linearly transformed conv43 features to a 128-dimensional hypersphere.

As a result, the conv43 features could be useful when one would like to generalise to new

images dissimilar from the training dataset distribution, even though we did not explicitly

learn a metric in that space.

Now we present our results using an unsupervised anomaly detector, namely the k-NN

classifier, detailed in Section 4.4.3. We assess its performance when using ℓ2-embeddings,

conv43 features, Xception-GAP, and conv43 + Xception-GAP representations. The training

sets for the k-NN classifiers consist entirely of normal samples, i.e. the 1 × 105 image patches

that were used for training the triplet ConvNet. The performance of the representations were

evaluated on the test set of 1 × 104 samples of threat and benign patches. The novelty score

of a test sample is the inverse of its distance to its k-th nearest neighbour, Equation (4.16),

or the inverse of its average distance to its k nearest neighbours, Equation (4.17), in the

training set. Therefore, lower scores (large distances) indicate incongruity with a query and

its nearest neighbour(s).

Figure 4.9 shows the AUROC performance as a function of the neighbourhood size of k-NN,

and Table 4.2 displays AUROC performance using the parameter k that yields the best results

for each of the tested representations. The figure indicates that using the average distance

of a query to its k nearest neighbours is more effective for AD, than using the k-th nearest

neighbour distance when k > 1 (when k = 1 Equations (4.16) and (4.17) are equivalent).

This is true for all feature-representations tested.

Comparing the ℓ2-embeddings and the Xception-GAP representations, in Figure 4.9, we

see that the Xception-GAP features have better performance for small values of k, however

performance decreases much quicker for larger values of k. This implies that as we increase
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the size of the neighbourhood, in Xception-GAP feature space, threat image novelty scores

become more normal and harder to differentiate from benign image scores. The best

standalone representation, however, is conv43, which is of a higher dimensionality than

that of the ℓ2-embedding and Xception-GAP representations. The reason for its improved

performance over the ℓ2-embedding representations may stem from the global average

pooling operation removing important discriminative information useful for detecting visual

anomalies.

As aforementioned, we also evaluated the joint feature-representation scheme, denoted

conv43 + Xception-GAP. We define this as the mean of the novelty scores output using

each representation separately. Figure 4.10 depicts the test samples that give rise to highest

and lowest novelty scores according to the joint score using these features. From this it

is apparent that the detection of threats projected into dark homogenous backgrounds are

the most difficult to detect, whilst projections onto brighter backgrounds are the easiest to

detect. The simple combination conv43 + Xception-GAP outperforms each of the standalone

representations, and was the best union of features that we found in this empirical study.

This highlights that each of the feature-representations are detecting slightly different things.

Recall our previous conjecture: ‘Xception-GAP acts as a useful prior learnt on a dissimilar

but vision-based task, and the conv43 features act as specific feature-representations learnt

directly on the data of interest (implicitly optimised for learning a metric)’. In all cases, the

feature-representations have a much lower dimensionality than the original inputs (256 ×
256 = 65536). Note that raw pixel intensities as feature-representations only give slightly

above chance performance5,8, as measured by AUROC.

Now, recall that the Xception network was trained to classify 1000 semantic concepts. A

subset of these categories correspond to weapons and threat-like objects, such as assault rifle,

canon, power drill, rifle, projectile, guillotine, revolver and missile to name a few. Therefore,

the network is attuned to classifying weapon-like appearance features of photographic images.

Though, patently the X-ray appearance of an object does not have a direct equivalence to its

photographic appearance. Nonetheless, when using the Xception-GAP features in the k-NN

classifier, we are implicitly utilising knowledge learnt on a subset of weapon categories.

Consequently, it would be interesting to see if categories of threat not represented in either

the SoC or ImageNet are detectable by our proposed system. We conjecture that our

performance on the task of detecting weapons gives evidence of our ability to detect other

types of novelty that a supervised system may miss, due to the categories being unrepresented
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Table 4.2 k-NN AUROC performance using the parameter k that yields the best results (in Figure 4.9) for each of the tested
representations. [Σ] denotes the use of the mean k nearest neighbour distance from a query. conv43 and ℓ2-embedding denote
appearance and embedding representations extracted from our trained DDML network (Table 4.1). Xception-GAP denotes
the pretrained features extracted from the Xception network, and conv43 + Xception-GAP denotes our joint scheme.

Representation Dimensionality k AUROC@k

ℓ2-embedding 128 4 0.6962
ℓ2-embedding [Σ] 128 5 0.6970
conv43 8192 1 0.7177
conv43 [Σ] 8192 1 0.7177
Xception-GAP 2048 1 0.7083
Xception-GAP [Σ] 2048 1 0.7083

conv43 + Xception-GAP 8192 + 2048 1 0.7312
conv43 + Xception-GAP [Σ] 8192 + 2048 1 0.7312

during supervised training. However, this is difficult to test owing to a lack of real threat

data.

As an interesting addendum, we used the Xception network as a classifier for the weapon

masks. The results of this should convey (to a certain degree) whether the projected threats

are similar in appearance to the weapon categories present in the classification layer of

Xception.

For each of the 679 weapon masks, we randomly projected each onto a white background of

size 299 × 299 × 3, which corresponds to the image dimensions accepted by the Xception

network when used as a classifier. We computed the top 10 predicted categories for each

mask over 100 trials. The top 10 most frequent categories were: syringe (6.1%), airship

(5.9%), screwdriver (4.3%), screw (3.9%), projectile (3.6%), warplane (3.3%), parachute

(3.3%), nail (3.0%), hammer (2.7%) and missile (2.6%). This represents a scenario where

the weapon is the only object present in an image, and there is no obfuscation, which is very

different to a real X-ray image setting.

We again perform the same study, but this time we resize the masks to 299 × 299 × 3, as

the projections may have been too small for the network to consider them weapon-like. The

top 10 most frequent categories were: can opener (5.5%), screw (4.2%), revolver (4.1%),

letter opener (3.9%), assault rifle (3.2%), hatchet (3.2%), nail (3.2%), projectile (2.9%) and

chain saw (2.7%). Clearly, when the weapon projections are of a sufficient size the top 10

most frequently predicted categories include revolver and assault rifle, though their rate of

occurrence is still relatively low.
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Figure 4.9 AUROC performance as a function of the neighbourhood size of k-NN, using the derived feature-representations.
Dashed lines indicate the use of the mean k nearest neighbour distance from a query; and, solid lines indicate the use of
the k nearest neighbour distance from a query. conv43 and ℓ2-embedding denote appearance and embedding representations
extracted from our trained DDML network (Table 4.1). Xception-GAP denotes the pretrained features extracted from the
Xception network, and conv43 + Xception-GAP denotes our joint scheme.

Figure 4.9 shows the AUROC performance as a function of the neighbourhood size of k-NN,

and Table 4.2 displays AUROC performance using the parameter k that yields the best results

for each of the tested representations. The figure indicates that using the average distance

of a query to its k nearest neighbours is more effective for AD, than using the k-th nearest

neighbour distance when k > 1 (when k = 1 Equations (4.16) and (4.17) are equivalent).

This is true for all feature-representations tested.

4.6.5 SUPERVISED THREAT DETECTION

Our aim here is to highlight an additional utility of pretraining a ConvNet using our unsuper-

vised scheme presented above. This experiment is inspired by the work of Hoffer et al. 116

who—at the time of our original work5,8—concurrently suggested an unsupervised spatial

contrasting criterion. Their criterion utilises triplet learning, as we do, with the anchor

and positive sampled from the same image and the negative from a different seed image.

Differently, they minimise a distance ratio criterion, based on a softmax loss, rather than the

triplet loss found in Equation (4.12). Their goal, however, is rather different, in that, they use

spatial contrasting as a precursor for supervised classification, by pretraining ConvNet on

unlabelled data, as opposed to directly utilising the learnt metric for classification (or in our

case AD).
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Consequently, in this subsection, we mimic the STL-1056* dataset scenario, which consists

of 1 × 105 unlabelled samples and 5 × 103 labelled samples. The STL-10 dataset is used

in computer vision for the purposes of investigating and developing unsupervised feature

learning algorithms, due to the dataset primarily consisting of unlabelled data, with each

class of interest only represented by a sparse number of labelled examples. Note that in

STL-10, the unlabelled data stems from a similar data distribution to that of the labelled

data, but they do not represent the same fine-grained categories of object. Therefore, the

overarching aim is to develop systems capable of utilising the unlabelled samples for the

purpose of constructing a competent prior.

To this end, we generated 5 × 103 new labelled training samples: half of which were threat

image patches, with a single weapon projected, and the other half were benign non-threat

images. We compared supervised classification results, with and without pretraining, on the

unlabelled dataset of 1 × 105 image patches.

Using the same architecture as detailed in Table 4.1, with the ℓ2 normalisation layer removed

and the triplet loss replaced with a binary cross-entropy loss, we trained a ConvNet from

scratch on the binary classification task of threat or benign, using the 5 × 103 labelled

examples. The results of the trained from scratch supervised ConvNet were compared to the

pretrained network, where the pretrained ConvNet weights learnt during triplet training were

used to initialise a supervised ConvNet for the binary classification task. For the pretrained

network, we retained the ℓ2 normalisation layer, and only exchanged the triplet loss for a

binary-cross entropy loss:

LH (y, ŷ) = − [y log (ŷ) + (1 − y) log (1 − ŷ)] . (4.23)

For both the trained from scratch and pretrained ConvNets, we used the same training settings

as detailed earlier in Section 4.6.3. However, we trained each network for 180 epochs, where

4 × 103 samples were used for training and 1 × 103 were used for validating the model. The

final models were chosen such that its parameters were those associated with the epoch that

yielded the highest validation accuracy.

Table 4.3 displays the results of the two supervised ConvNets assessed on the test dataset of

1 × 104 samples. The pretrained network results in a 2.58% increase in AUROC performance

from the trained from scratch network AUROC. Whilst, the difference in performance could

*http://cs.stanford.edu/~acoates/stl10.
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Table 4.3 ConvNet results trained for supervised binary classification on 5 × 103 labelled training samples.

Model AUROC

Trained from scratch 0.7983
Pretrained using triplet loss 0.8189

be considered modest, it at least adds to the evidence that unsupervised pretraining, using

only unlabelled data, can positively influence a network when very few labelled examples

are available. This corroborates the results of Hoffer et al. 116 who used unsupervised spatial

contrasting to pretrain ConvNets prior to supervised fine-tuning on STL-10, CIFAR-10 and

MNIST.

Figure 4.11 depicts the test samples that gave rise to highest and lowest binary scores from

the pretrained and trained from scratch models. From this, it is clear that the pretrained

network has utilised knowledge of the unlabelled patches learnt during triplet training. The

top 25 patches closely resemble those in the unsupervised regime found in Figure 4.10.

In particular the threat patches with the most abnormal novelty scores have very similar

backgrounds. What is more, in Figure 4.11 it is apparent that the benign patches that look

most like threats have dark vertical weapon-like objects present. This is in stark contrast with

the trained from scratch results, where there does not appear to be any kind of consistency

with respect to the backgrounds of the patches.
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(a) Top 25 benign test patches with the most normal novelty
scores.

(b) Top 25 threat test patches with the most normal novelty
scores.

(c) Top 25 benign test patches with the most abnormal nov-
elty scores.

(d) Top 25 threat test patches with the most abnormal novelty
scores.

Figure 4.10 Test samples that give rise to highest and lowest novelty scores according to the joint anomaly score using conv43
+ Xception-GAP feature-representations.
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(a) TFS: Top 25 benign test patches with the most normal
novelty scores.

(b) PT: Top 25 benign test patches with the most normal
novelty scores.

(c) TFS: Top 25 threat test patches with the most normal
novelty scores.

(d) PT: Top 25 threat test patches with the most normal nov-
elty scores.

Figure 4.11 Test samples that give rise to highest and lowest novelty scores, using either the trained from scratch (TFS)
ConvNet or the pretrained (PT) ConvNet model. (Figure continues below.)
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(e) TFS: Top 25 benign test patches with the most abnormal
novelty scores.

(f) PT: Top 25 benign test patches with the most abnormal
novelty scores.

(g) TFS: Top 25 threat test patches with the most abnormal
novelty scores.

(h) PT: Top 25 threat test patches with the most abnormal
novelty scores.

Figure 4.11 (Continued) Test samples that give rise to highest and lowest novelty scores, using either the trained from scratch
(TFS) ConvNet or the pretrained (PT) ConvNet model.
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4.7 CONCLUSION

Inspired by works in context prediction67,119,195,205, when the relationships between the

training samples are undefined, we proposed a novel way in which to learn a metric based on

a pseudo task that forces a ConvNet to map visually similar images nearby in output space.

Fundamentally, our key contribution was the utilisation of distillation110 to transfer knowl-

edge. Knowledge was initially transferred from a large-scale pretrained image-based model

that had learnt to perform a supervised classification pretext task. This knowledge was then

transferred to a smaller model presented with the pseudo task of learning a metric. Concretely,

our pseudo task was based on learning to embed image patches that have similar appearance

features—transferred from a pretrained general-purpose object recognition ConvNet—closer

in feature space, than patches that are visually dissimilar. By performing clustering in the

pretrained appearance feature space, we were able to freely generate pseudo labels, based on

the cluster assignment of a patch. Importantly, we utilised this information as a signal for

supervised DDML training.

Most notably, we showed that the standalone appearance feature-representations learnt

performing our DDML pseudo task are not only better suited to our data, but that they also

outperform the pretrained representations, with respect to the identification of anomalous

images. Moreover, we demonstrate that our learnt appearance features can be effectively

combined with the initial generic pretrained image representations, which further improves

our AD capabilities. In closing, and in the same vein as Hoffer et al. 116 , we also highlighted

the utility of our pseudo task, as a mechanism for unsupervised pretraining, when limited

labelled training data is available for supervised AD.
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CHAPTER 5

LEARNING BY TRANSFER

Transfer learning, as opposed to traditional ML, permits the domains, tasks and distributions

used for training and testing to be different200. It is based upon the idea that learning to

identify one type of object can assist in learning to identify another. This chapter focuses on

supervised inductive transfer learning:

Given a source domain, DS , target domain DT , source learning task TS and target learning

task TT , the aim is to boost the learning of the target predictive function, fT (·), in the target

domain, by leveraging the knowledge gained solving the source task.

Transfer RL approaches to inductive transfer learning work towards finding useful repre-

sentations that curtail the differences between the source and target domain, as well as the

predictive error on the target task. Supervision in the source domain assists in the construc-

tion of good feature-representations. The feature extractors learnt, whilst performing the

source task, can then be applied to the input data in the target domain, which obviates the

need for the expensive collection of labels in the target domain.

The previous chapters of this thesis focused on learning by reconstruction and learning by

comparison, where the goal was to learn the structure in the space of inputs and in the space

of constraints, respectively. This chapter, however, aims to learn the structure in the space of

semantic labels, and is based on work published as Andrews et al. 7 . In particular, we focus

on classification source tasks and propose to transfer the induced feature-representations for

detecting anomalies.
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5.1 OVERVIEW

Knowledge between domains or tasks can in some cases be shared, such that utilising

knowledge learnt in one domain or task may enhance performance in a related domain or

task. Having decided what type of cognisance one wishes to transfer, a learning algorithm

can be applied to facilitate knowledge transfer. Note that it is quite important that the source

domain and target domain are related*, so as to prevent negative transfer 227. Negative

transfer is where previously acquired knowledge interferes with learning on the target task.

In other words, rather than improving performance, transfer learning degrades or hinders

performance on the target task when the source and target domains are dissimilar. For

example, learning to classify the source capture device of an image is unlikely to assist in

the target task of object recognition, since in the former we are concerned with learning

low-level statistics that ignore image-based content.

Learning representations for AD is a difficult task, especially when we have no examples of

the anomaly class available for training. Even when we do possess some examples they are

typically few in number, such that any trained classification system is likely to overfit.

Motivated by the foregoing successes68,198,222,302 in transfer learning, this chapter is founded

upon the idea that the performance of an anomaly detector can be ameliorated when there

exists a structure to the normal data; that is, the dataset of normal samples represents a

superclass. For example, if we have a dataset that consists of images of dogs, then we can

use the species of each dog as a fine-grained label. Utilising these fine-grained labels that

partition the superclass of normal data into various sub-concepts should assist in the task of

learning representations. In other words, cognisance of the inherent structure of the dataset

should permit us to transfer knowledge to the task of AD. Our reasoning is as follows: if

we can learn feature-representations that highlight the differences between the sub-concepts,

then we are better placed to identify when a previously unseen sample is anomalous with

respect to the superclass. This can be seen as a consequence of having learnt the intrinsic

modes of the normal data, and is inspired by human dimensional attention208,251, whereby

‘previously learnt categories can reveal which dimensions are more diagnostic of category

membership’43.

Clearly when a dataset of normal samples represents a superclass, we will require the fine-

grained label of each sample. The fine-grained labels, however, are not always available,

*For example, it may be as simple as the source and target domain sharing the same input space.
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since this depends entirely on the problem domain. Therefore, when the fine-grained labels

are unknown, one way around this is manual annotation of the dataset by a domain expert.

Alternatively, one could employ an unsupervised feature learning framework. Dosovitskiy

et al. 70 proposed an exemplar ConvNet—described earlier in Section 2.2—that learns to

discriminate between a set of surrogate classes. The surrogate classes are obtained by

applying numerous transformations to randomly sampled seed patches from an unlabelled

set of training images. Therefore, the surrogate classes represent the sub-concepts, and we

instead work in patch space. Nonetheless, in what follows, we will assume that the normal

data is labelled and that the labels represent the sub-concepts that exist within the superclass.

We propose to learn feature-representations of a superclass using ConvNets tasked with

learning a mapping from inputs to fine-grained labels. The aim is to improve our AD

capability when we have knowledge of the structures that exist within a dataset of normal

samples. ConvNets nonlinearly transform their inputs, creating more abstract, task-specific

representations that are insensitive to large unimportant variations, yet highly-tuned to the

important particularities153. Furthermore, these representations are often generic enough

that they can be transferred to dissimilar vision tasks and still achieve highly competitive

results68,198,222,302 when compared to their hand-engineered counterparts, as evidenced in

Section 2.6.

In transfer RL—depending on the relatedness of the source and target tasks—representations

are typically extracted from an intermediate layer of a ConvNet. The higher the degree

of relatedness, the more likely it is that a deeper network layer will lead to improved

performance in the target task. We propose to transfer the final layer for the task of detecting

anomalies, capitalising on the fact that we have learnt representations based on the sub-

concepts of normality. That is, the linear layer of predictions representing the distribution of

unnormalised sub-concept class scores. These scores can be used as feature-representations,

since we expect samples that do not belong to the superclass to give rise to atypical activations.

The idea of detecting deviations from the expected distributions of class scores is similar in

spirit to the related problem of detecting out-of-distribution data109,160.

ML classification algorithms are well known for their collapse when the training and test

dataset distributions are in discord. The collapse relates to ML classifiers outputting high-

confidence, but incorrect predictions. However, we do not control the test set distribution

in most real-world applications. This holds true for AD applications in particular, which

poses a limiting factor in the use of ML classifiers for critical tasks. For example, if a NN
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consistently and confidently flags-up a novel (and previously unseen) type of firearm as a

hair dryer, in X-ray security scans, then this could lead to a lack of trust in the automated

systems and mechanisms that have been put in place by organisations and states to protect

citizens.

When using NNs the high-confidence predictions typically stem from the use of a softmax

regression classifier applied to the linear layer of predictions, termed logits. The exponential

in the softmax function magnifies the largest value and smothers those that are notably

smaller.

Recent research has shown that NNs are easily fooled, giving high-confidence predictions for

unrecognisable images193, out-of-distribution images160, random noise109, and adversarial

examples265. These high-confidence predictions are due to the softmax function approximat-

ing a one-hot encoding of the class label of an input, and as such, even for images that do

not belong to any of the classes, it will rarely output a uniform distribution. Therefore, the

largest softmax score, which corresponds to the belief of the network that a sample belongs

to a particular class has an unsatisfactory equivalence to confidence.

Nonetheless, Hendrycks and Gimpel 109 observed that the maximum softmax score output by

NNs is typically larger for samples that stem from one of the training classes (in-distribution),

than for out-of-distribution samples. Therefore, even though the maximum softmax score is

not an estimate of confidence, the prediction probability statistics can still be utilised as a

baseline for detecting incorrectly classified and abnormal out-of-distribution samples.

Liang et al. 160 built on this baseline method, utilising temperature scaling in the softmax

function and addition of tiny controlled perturbations to the inputs. These modifications

amplify the distance between in-distribution and out-of-distribution samples with respect

to their maximum softmax scores. These proposals individually and in combination were

shown to consistently outperform the method of Hendrycks and Gimpel 109 . The improved

performance is due to the lack of scale invariance of the softmax function, and as such

changes to the logits result in considerable changes to the softmax output.

In the AD scenario set-up here, we are not directly concerned with whether a sample is

in-distribution or out-of-distribution, but with whether a sample belongs to the superclass of

normal data. The in-distribution sub-concept classes are simply used as proxies to induce

representations that embody the concept of normality. The out-of-distribution detectors sum-

marised above are competent at differentiating between in-distribution and out-of-distribution
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samples, but we hypothesise that they are not capable of providing a useful ranking of nor-

mality with respect to the superclass. As an example, suppose we are given at test time

two samples that we can assume—for the sake of argument—are both out-of-distribution.

The prediction probability statistics, i.e. the maximum softmax score of each sample, will

not highlight which is more similar to the statistics of the superclass, since the score only

asserts whether a sample is likely to belong to a single sub-concept and is in-distribution, as

opposed to whether a sample belongs to the overarching superclass. This is significant, since

in the AD task proposed, we expect that there will be previously unseen normal data samples

whose sub-concept is not represented in the ConvNet classification layer. Consequently,

these samples would be considered out-of-distribution, in the same manner as anomalous

out-of-distribution samples would.

To address this deficiency, we propose to use a 1-class classification algorithm trained on

the distribution of logits, i.e. the feature-representations learnt in the source task. Similar to

the out-of-distribution detectors, this does not require any alterations to, or retraining of, a

ConvNet model. The distribution of logits captures the semantics of an input relative to the

sub-concepts of the normal data. We hypothesise that anomalous data give rise to unusual

logit activations, and by employing a 1-class classifier we can assess how unusual the logit

distribution of a sample is in relation to the distributions observed in the training data.

To summarise, inspired by human dimensional attention208,251, this chapter is based on the

premise that learning to distinguish between different fine-grained categories of normal data

may assist when learning to differentiate between the concepts of normality and abnormality.

Moreover, in cognitive neuroscience, the mechanism of familiarity (a type of recognition

memory), which allows one to more readily identify familiar objects than novel objects, is

thought to give rise to dissimilar perceptual processes for unfamiliar objects40. Therefore,

we expect that the perceptual process for an out-of-distribution normal sample to be more

aligned with the processes observed when perceiving in-distribution normal samples than

out-of-distribution abnormal samples.

The proposal of this work is to transfer learnt representations from the source domain to the

target domain. Therefore, we encode our knowledge into the logit feature-representations,

with the expectation that the encoded knowledge will improve performance on the target

task. Furthermore, since we assume that there exists labelled data in the source domain, that

is, fine-grained categorical labels of normal data, this allows us to use supervised learning
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techniques in the source domain, so as to induce feature-representations that can be used in

the target task of AD.

5.2 TRANSFER REPRESENTATION LEARNING FRAMEWORK

This work is concerned with supervised inductive transfer representation learning. Learning

is performed on a labelled dataset, with the learnt feature extractor then transferred.

Let DS = {(x(i), y(i))}nS
i=1 be the source domain , where x(i) ∈ XS is a data sample and

y(i) ∈ YS is its class label. The source task is defined as TS = {YS , fS(·)}, where YS is the

class label space and fS(·) is an unobserved function that can be inferred from the training

data, such that fS : XS → YS . In this setting, the predictive output of fS given an input x

can be rewritten probabilistically as P (y|x).

To learn a feature extractor that can be transferred from one domain to another we proceed

as follows:

1. Formulate a fine-grained classification task from the training set of images. That is, for

each x(i) ∈ XS associate it with a class label y(i) ∈ YS .

2. Learn a representation-mapping fS using a supervised NN learning algorithm, such that

fS : XS → YS .

Now, let DT = {(x(i), y(i))}nT
i=1 denote the target domain, where x(i) ∈ XT is a data sample

and y(i) ∈ YT is its class label. Note that since fS is a NN model it can be represented as a

chain of m functions, with the length of the chain contingent on the number of hidden layers,

such that

fS(·) = f
(m)
θm

(. . . f
(1)
θ1

(·) . . . ). (5.1)

Therefore, given the learnt representation-mapping fS , we can perform feature extraction in

the target domain DT , up to any point j ≤ m in the chain of functions, for use in the target

task TT = {YT , fT (·)}:
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1. Given x(i) ∈ XT , we can extract its feature-representation from the j-th layer of the

learnt model fS , i.e.

z(i) = fSj (x(i)) (5.2)

= f
(j)
θj

(. . . f
(1)
θ1

(x(i)) . . . ) ∈ ZT . (5.3)

The target domain using the transformed inputs then becomes DT = {(z(i), y(i))}nT
i=1.

2. Learn a predictive function fT , in the target domain, using a 1-class classification algo-

rithm, such that fT : ZT → YT .

Next, each component in this framework will be described more thoroughly.

5.2.1 REPRESENTATION LEARNING

As stated in Section 5.2, the first step is the formation of a fine-grained classification task

from the training set of normal samples. The labels obey some kind of structure inherent to

the dataset, e.g. visual semantics, such that samples given the same label represent the same

sub-concept. Recall that in this work it is assumed that for each sample, in the source domain,

a corresponding label is already provided, which is sufficient for the proof of concept.

Further, in what follows, we will assume that XS = XT , i.e. the input space is shared, and

so XS and XT are related. In fact, nS = nT , with the data samples in both domains being

identical, except that in the target domain we will apply the feature extractor fSj to the

inputs. The labels however differ, in that YS ̸= YT , since TS ̸= TT , where YS = {1, . . . , C}
and YT = {−1, +1}. That is, the source task relates to fine-grained C-way classification

of the training dataset and the target task relates to AD, where the entire training dataset is

relabelled as positive, such that YS 7→ +1.

SUPERVISED INDUCTIVE TRANSFER LEARNING

Next, a supervised NN learning algorithm is used to learn feature-representations from

the labelled data in the source domain. Specifically, a ConvNet is employed for this pur-

pose, since we will be working with image data. The network learns a function fS(·) =
f

(m)
θm

(. . . f
(1)
θ1

(·) . . . ) that maps inputs x ∈ XS to outputs y ∈ YS .
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To learn this mapping, we consider the problem of C-way classification, since YS =
{1, . . . , C}. For this, it is most common to use a softmax regression classifier.

Given some input x, we want the function fS to yield a vector ŷ of probabilities, such that

each component ŷj = P (y = j|x) estimates the probability of the input belonging to class

j, for each of the possible class labels j = 1, . . . , C. Each component ŷj should, therefore,

represent a probability and ŷ should be a valid probability distribution. This is done by

enforcing the following constraints: ŷj ∈ [0, 1] and
∑N

j=1 ŷj = 1.

The softmax function outputs a probability distribution over the C possible values, repre-

senting the categorical distribution. The function takes the predictions of a linear layer

z = W ⊤h + b as input, which it interprets as unnormalised log probabilities (logits), i.e.

zj = log P̃ (y = j|x). The softmax function is defined as:

σ(z)j = ezj∑
k ezk

, (5.4)

which exponentiates and normalises z, such that it has the properties of a valid probability

distribution, i.e. ŷ = σ(z). Therefore, we take the position of the maximum softmax score

as the predicted class, i.e. p̂ = arg maxj σ(z)j ∈ YS .

Note that we can conveniently represent the desired class label j of a sample as a C-

dimensional one-hot vector y, where yj = 1 and yi ̸=j = 0. Consequently, y can be

viewed as a vector of probabilities, with all the mass placed at the correct label position

j. Given a one-hot vector y and the prediction ŷ of a sample x, we minimise the negative

log-likelihood*:

ℓ(ŷ, y) = −
C∑

i=1
yi log ŷi. (5.5)

The gradient of the loss function per sample is:

∂ℓ

∂zj
= −

∑
i

yi
∂ log ŷi

∂zj
(5.6)

= −
∑

i

yi
1
ŷi

∂ŷi

∂zj
, (5.7)

*This is just the cross-entropy between the true distribution y and the predicted distribution ŷ.
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where

∂ŷi

∂zj
= ∂

∂zj

[
ezi∑
k ezk

]
. (5.8)

Applying the quotient rule with g(z) = ezi and h(z) =
∑

k ezk , we get:

∂

∂zj
[ezi ] =

ezj , if i = j

0, otherwise
(5.9)

and

∂

∂zj

[∑
k

ezk

]
= ezj , ∀j. (5.10)

Therefore, when i = j Equation (5.8) becomes:

∂ŷi

∂zj
= ezi

∑
k ezk − eziezj

[
∑

k ezk ]2
(5.11)

= ezi∑
k ezk

∑
k ezk − ezj∑

k ezk
(5.12)

= ŷi(1 − ŷj), (5.13)

and when i ̸= j Equation (5.8) becomes:

∂ŷi

∂zj
= −eziezj

[
∑

k ezk ]2
(5.14)

= −ŷiŷj . (5.15)

Using the Kronecker delta function δij , which is equal to 1 when i = j and 0 otherwise, we

can condense Equations (5.13) and (5.15):

∂ŷi

∂zj
= ŷi(δij − ŷj). (5.16)
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Substituting Equation (5.16) into Equation (5.7), the gradient is:

∂ℓ

∂zj
= −

∑
i

yi
1
ŷi

ŷi(δij − ŷj) (5.17)

= ŷj

∑
i

yi −
∑

i

yiδij (5.18)

= ŷj − yj . (5.19)

5.2.2 FEATURE REPRESENTATION EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATION

The learning procedure above gives rise to a feature extractor fSj that we will use to transform

inputs x ∈ XT , such that

z = fSj (x) ∈ ZT . (5.20)

Recall that fSj corresponds to the network layers upto and including the j-th hidden layer.

CLASSIFICATION

Given the extracted feature-representations z(i) ∈ ZT , we apply a 1-class classification

algorithm. Note that each feature-representation is normalised to unit length. In the experi-

ments that follow an isolation forest is used as the 1-class classifier. See Section 3.4.2 for

algorithmic details.

EVALUATION METRIC

To measure the performance of the 1-class classifier we compute the AUROC—see Ap-

pendix B.

5.3 DATASETS

As mentioned in Section 1.4, the datasets used in Chapters 3 to 5 differ. A principal reason for

this was a lack of labelled data available for evaluating the AD systems proposed, since the
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work was funded partly by Rapiscan Systems Limited the original aim was the detection of

anomalies in X-ray images of cargo containers. However, the data, with respect to anomalies

and/or manifests that detail the contents of normal cargo containers, was not forthcoming.

In particular, our proposed approach within this chapter (Chapter 5) could not be applied

to the X-ray AD problem, without this information. Therefore, we proceeded to use other

benchmarking datasets employed in computer vision research, restructuring them for the

purposes of AD. Moreover, by the time we acquired images of threats in the X-ray domain,

we had already completed the works presented in Chapters 3 and 5.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we will use two un-

constrained face recognition datasets, namely CASIA*-WebFace (CWF)300 and Labelled

Faces in the Wild (LFW)120. The datasets are annotated collections of human face images,

originally proposed for assisting research in the unconstrained setting, where the face images

are unconstrained in the sense that they exhibit real world variation. This variation is in terms

of pose, lighting, age, gender, camera quality, background, race, ethnicity, clothing, hair

styles, focus, colour saturation, and so on. Note that the identities in CWF and LFW are

mutually exclusive.

We propose to use gender as a superclass label for each subject in the datasets.

5.3.1 CASIA-WEBFACE

CWF was introduced by Yi et al. 300 as a large-scale public face recognition dataset. The

dataset is based on images and identity information of celebrities—born between the years

of 1940 and 2014—procured from the internet movie database IMDb121. Each celebrity’s

IMDb web page has their name, a main photo and a photo gallery. Yi et al. 300 disregard all

celebrities without a main photo†, and process the images using a multi-view face detector

and clustering procedure—for details, please refer to the original paper. Note that the

resultant images are greyscale and size normalised to fit in a 100 × 100 × 1 pixel bounding

box based on two facial landmarks; however, as acknowledged by Yi et al. 300 , incorrectly

aligned faces and miss detections may still be present.

*Institute of Automation Chinese Academy of Sciences (CASIA).
†The main photo typically has only one face present, i.e. the celebrity. However, photo gallery images can

have any number of faces—some of which are annotated with name tags of other celebrities—with one face the
celebrity whose web page it is.
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Figure 5.1 50 random face images from the CWF dataset.

The final dataset consists of 10 575 subjects and 494 414 face images. Moreover, the subject

names can be used as fine-grained labels.

SUPERCLASS ANNOTATION

To annotate an identity as either male or female, we wrote an automated script to read the

IMDb web page of each subject present in the CWF dataset, scanning for a job title tag

within the HTML. Certain job titles are gender neutral, such as director, producer and writer,

therefore we searched only for the titles actor and actress. Any subject that did not have one

of these titles was discarded. We were then left with 8481 subjects and 424 820 face images.

A random sample taken from the dataset is shown in Figure 5.1. Finally, due to the apparent

symmetry in facial structures, the dataset was augmented by horizontal mirroring, which

doubled the number of face images to 849 640.

With respect to gender, the dataset consists of 4687 male subjects totalling 440 202 face

images, and 3794 female subjects totalling 409 438 face images. Figure 5.2 displays the

mean face images of the male and female images, as well as the squared Euclidean distance

between them. This clearly shows that on average the faces within the images are roughly

frontally aligned. Moreover, one can see that there are subtle structural differences between
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Figure 5.2 Mean face images from CWF. Left: mean male face images. Centre: mean female face images. Right: squared
Euclidean distance between the mean male face image and the mean female face image (brighter regions correspond to larger
errors).

(a) Male face images (µ = 93.92) (b) Female face images (µ = 107.92)

Figure 5.3 Histogram of face images per identity in CWF. Left: histogram of male face images per identity in CWF. Right:
histogram of female face images per identity in CWF. Dashed vertical green lines correspond to the mean (µ). Note: frequency
is log scale.

the mean face of males and females. Figure 5.3 show the distribution of face images per

identity for males and females.

5.3.2 LABELLED FACES IN THE WILD

The LFW database was introduced by Huang et al. 120 , representing a smaller scale public face

recognition dataset, which is typically used to test trained facial recognition and identification

systems.

For details on how the dataset was constructed please refer to the original paper120. Note

that at present face detectors report the overall performance on a disjoint test set, however

variations such as pose, expression, skin type, and ethnicity can affect the results299. Huang

et al. 120 use the Viola-Jones face detector284, which does not report the extent to which

these variations influence the detection results. This implies that the detector may be biased

towards the variations present within the original training set of the algorithm, and in fact it

was found that LFW is heavily biased toward White (85%) face images101.
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Figure 5.4 50 random face images from the LFW dataset.

The resultant dataset is a mixture of greyscale and RGB images sized 250 × 250 × C pixels,

where C ∈ {1, 3}. Just as in the case of CWF, the authors120 acknowledge that outliers may

exist, despite their best efforts. In particular: (i) some duplicates may remain; and, (ii) it is

possible that incorrect annotations may have occurred due to incorrect captioning.

The final dataset consists of 5749 subjects and 13 233 face images. For this work, we

converted all LFW images to greyscale and downsampled them to size 100 × 100 × 1, such

that they are commensurate with the CWF dataset of images.

SUPERCLASS ANNOTATION

With respect to gender label information, the gender of each subject is freely available on the

LFW website*, as provided by Afifi and Abdelhamed 2 . After removing subjects without

a gender label, we are left with 4374 subjects. A random sample taken from the dataset is

shown in Figure 5.4. Again, due to the apparent symmetry in facial structures, the dataset

was augmented by horizontal mirroring, which gives a total of 20 358 face images.

There are 15 656 male face images and 4702 female face images in LFW. Figure 5.5 displays

the mean face images of the male and female images, as well as the squared Euclidean

*http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/.
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Figure 5.5 Mean face images from LFW. Left: mean male face images. Centre: mean female face images. Right: squared
Euclidean distance between the mean male face image and the mean female face image (brighter regions correspond to larger
errors).

distance between them. Again, similar to the CWF face images: on average the faces within

the images are roughly frontally aligned; in addition, there are apparent, though subtle,

structural differences between the mean face of males and females.

5.3.3 TEST PROBLEMS

For training, we will use CWF to induce ConvNet feature extractors, and to assess the

performance of our proposed method, we will use the LFW dataset, where each sample is

accompanied by its superclass label. Furthermore, since the LFW identities of both males

and females are unused in training, i.e. out-of-distribution, they will provide a meaningful

assessment of performance. Below we give a short account with respect to the source and

target domains that we will use for experimentation.

SOURCE DOMAINS

With regard to the source domains, we split the CWF dataset into two disjoint source domains,

i.e. D(1)
S and D(2)

S , which are defined as follows:

• D(1)
S corresponds to male face images only, from CWF, accompanied by their fine-grained

identity labels.

• D(2)
S corresponds to female face images only, from CWF, accompanied by their fine-grained

identity labels.
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TARGET DOMAINS

Next, with respect to the target domains, we define D(1)
T and D(2)

T as our two target domains,

which we associate with the source domains D(1)
S and D(2)

S , respectively. The target domains

are defined as follows:

• D(1)
T corresponds to the entire LFW dataset of face images, irrespective of gender, where

each face image is accompanied by its superclass labels, i.e. male or female. Furthermore,

since the target domain D(1)
T is associated with the source domain D(1)

S , we define the

superclass label of female as anomalous.

• D(1)
T corresponds to the entire LFW dataset of face images, irrespective of gender, and are

accompanied by their superclass labels, i.e. male or female. In this case, since the target

domain D(2)
T is associated with the source domain D(2)

S , we define the superclass label of

male as anomalous.

To clarify, if a source domain derived from CWF consists solely of male face images and

identities, then female face images are considered anomalous in the LFW test set, and vice

versa.

5.4 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we detail our experiments and present our findings using the previously defined

source and target domains. In particular, we wish to test the validity of our hypothesis, in that,

does learning to differentiate between sub-concepts of a normal superclass assist with the

identification of samples that are out-of-concept, as opposed to simply out-of-distribution.

5.4.1 CONVNET ARCHITECTURES AND PARAMETERS

Next, we outline the ConvNet architectures employed, as well as their training parameters

and implementation details.
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Figure 5.6 The concept of the ConvNet in schematic form for face images.

ARCHITECTURES

The full network architectures used for the test problems are detailed in Table 5.3. In each

network, every convolutional layer is followed by a batch normalisation layer122 and a

ReLU nonlinearity146. Both networks utilised in this work differ only in the size of their

fully-connected (FC) layers, which is equal to the number of fine-grained classes in their

respective source domains. The FC layer is followed by a softmax activation function,

such that it performs C-way classification. Figure 5.6 shows the concept of the ConvNet in

schematic form.

We denote the ConvNets trained on male face images (D(1)
S ) and female face images (D(2)

S )

as mNet and fNet, respectively.

With respect to the ConvNet architectures used in this work, we were inspired by the proposal

of Yi et al. 300 for learning face representations from scratch on the CWF dataset. However,
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Table 5.1 ConvNet learning rate schedule.

Epoch Learning rate

1–150 1 × 10−1

151–225 1 × 10−2

226–600 1 × 10−3

601–1000 1 × 10−4

there are two main differences between the architectures used in this work and the architecture

of Yi et al. 300 . Firstly, the size of their FC layer is larger, since they optimise their network

to perform C-way classification on the entire dataset, whereas we only use a subset of the

identities for each test problem, i.e. male or female identities. In addition, we omit the use of

dropout regularisation between the average pooling layer and the FC layer, since in our case

the FC layer has between 55% and 64% fewer parameters, so dropout regularisation was not

deemed necessary. Finally, Yi et al. 300 used an objective function that combined a softmax

loss (identification) and a contrastive loss (verification), such that the average pooling layer

was fed to the contrastive loss and the output of FC layer was fed to the softmax loss.

TRAINING

The ConvNets were trained by minimising the negative log-likelihood, using mini-batch

gradient descent with momentum. For each training iteration, a batch of samples was

gathered from the training set, using a batch size of 2 × 102. Momentum was kept constant

at 9 × 10−1. Additionally, during training, the ConvNets were regularised by weight decay,

with the ℓ2 penalty multiplier set to 5 × 10−4. No other regularisation was applied. The

learning rate was initially set to 1 × 10−1 before being decreased several times during

training according to the learning rate schedule in Table 5.1. The networks were trained for a

total of 1 × 103 epochs (1 × 105 iterations), with each training epoch consisting of 1 × 102

iterations. Note: the weights of each convolutional layer were initialised using the Glorot

normal initialiser90, whereas all biases were initialised to zero.

With respect to validation data, we select two samples per identity for monitoring the loss

and accuracy of the ConvNet models.

In this work, two different approaches to batch sampling were used, which we describe

below, as well as our reasoning.
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Table 5.2 Training and validation classification accuracy rates. mNetr and fNetr denotes the ConvNets trained with random
batch sampling; and, mNetw and fNetw denotes the ConvNets trained with weighted batch sampling.

Network Train Validation

mNetw 0.9776 0.7858
mNetr 0.9566 0.7857
fNetw 0.9915 0.7955
fNetr 0.9687 0.8022

UNIFORM RANDOM SAMPLING. For each batch, we randomly sampled without replace-

ment b identities and then randomly selected one image per identity. In this scheme, each

identity is equally likely to be chosen, regardless of the number of face images each identity

possesses.

WEIGHTED RANDOM SAMPLING. For each batch, we used weighted random sampling

without replacement, such that the probability of sampling identity k is

pk = nk∑N
j=1 nj

, (5.21)

where nj is the number of training images for identity j. Once b identities have been selected,

we then randomly choose a single image per identity. Note that in this scheme, identities

with more face images are more likely to be chosen. The reasoning is as follows: we want

to prevent the ConvNets overfitting on identities with fewer examples, since these can be

construed as rarer events in an AD scenario.

Let mNetr and fNetr denote the ConvNets trained with random batch sampling, and mNetw
and fNetw denote the ConvNets trained with weighted batch sampling. Table 5.2 displays

the training and validation classification accuracy rates of the various ConvNet trained.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

All experiments were carried out using the publicly available MatConvNet framework by

Vedaldi and Lenc 281—a MATLAB based toolbox for implementing NNs.
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5.4.2 REPRESENTATIONS

With respect to types of image representations, there are two options: representations of

image appearance (faces) and representations of semantic content (identities).

APPEARANCE. Following several layers of convolution, batch normalisation, nonlinearity,

and pooling; the activations of the final pooling layer—apool5 in Table 5.3—convey the ex-

istence of certain facial appearance features. However, without constraining face appearance

features in this low-dimensional space to cluster together based on identity, we do not expect

that the representations will fully distil discriminative information from the training set of

face images, i.e. faces of the same identity may not necessarily group tightly in appearance

space.

SEMANTIC. The FC layer—fc in Table 5.3—is a linear transformation of the pooling layer

activations and expresses the logit evidence for the semantic categories, i.e. the face identities,

prior to applying a softmax function that squashes the activations to form a valid probability

distribution.

In Section 5.1, we hypothesised that the linear layer of predictions representing the distri-

bution of unnormalised sub-concept class scores, i.e. the FC layer, would be an effective

feature-representation for detecting anomalous samples. Nonetheless, we will also test

appearance representations, though we do not expect that these will be as discriminative

when used for unsupervised AD. This is because the activations correspond to particular

shapes, e.g. faces. That is, we hypothesise that anomalous faces, with respect to the overall

superclass concept of normality, may have familiar shapes and therefore would be considered

normal. For this reason, we believe the logit representations to be more appropriate for our

purposes, since they represent a higher level of abstraction—i.e. semantic content. This

hypothesis is founded on the observations of Girshick et al. 88 : the FC layer models a large set

of the features learnt in the preceding layer, with the preceding layer typically representing a

combination of salient class-specific attributes.

5.4.3 SUPERVISED ANOMALY DETECTION

Prior to presenting our results for unsupervised AD, we first assess how well the feature-

representations proposed promote supervised AD. This will roughly determine an upper
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Table 5.3 ConvNet architectures: conv denotes a convolutional layer; mpool a max pooling layer; apool an average pooling
layer; fc a FC layer; and, softmax a softmax function. Recall that each convolutional layer is followed by batch normalisation
and a ReLU nonlinearity.

Type Size-in Size-out Kernel Stride Pad Params.

conv11 100 × 100 × 1 100 × 100 × 32 3 × 3 × 32 1 × 1 1 × 1 0.4K
conv12 100 × 100 × 32 100 × 100 × 64 3 × 3 × 64 1 × 1 1 × 1 19K
mpool1 100 × 100 × 64 50 × 50 × 64 2 × 2 × 1 2 × 2 0 × 0 0
conv21 50 × 50 × 64 50 × 50 × 64 3 × 3 × 64 1 × 1 1 × 1 37K
conv22 50 × 50 × 64 50 × 50 × 128 3 × 3 × 128 1 × 1 1 × 1 74K
mpool2 50 × 50 × 128 25 × 25 × 128 2 × 2 × 1 2 × 2 0 × 0 0
conv31 25 × 25 × 128 25 × 25 × 96 3 × 3 × 96 1 × 1 1 × 1 111K
conv32 25 × 25 × 96 25 × 25 × 192 3 × 3 × 192 1 × 1 1 × 1 167K
mpool3 25 × 25 × 192 13 × 13 × 192 2 × 2 × 1 2 × 2 1 × 1 0
conv41 13 × 13 × 192 13 × 13 × 128 3 × 3 × 128 1 × 1 1 × 1 222K
conv42 13 × 13 × 128 13 × 13 × 256 3 × 3 × 256 1 × 1 1 × 1 296K
mpool4 13 × 13 × 256 7 × 7 × 256 2 × 2 × 1 2 × 2 1 × 1 0
conv51 7 × 7 × 256 7 × 7 × 160 3 × 3 × 160 1 × 1 1 × 1 369K
conv52 7 × 7 × 160 7 × 7 × 320 3 × 3 × 320 1 × 1 1 × 1 462K
apool5 7 × 7 × 320 1 × 1 × 320 7 × 7 × 1 2 × 2 0 × 0 0

Male network (mNet) classification layer

fc 1 × 1 × 320 1 × 1 × 4687 1.5M
softmax

Total 3.3M

Female network (fNet) classification layer

fc 1 × 1 × 320 1 × 1 × 3794 1.2M
softmax

Total 3M

bound for AD performance. In other words, it will tell us whether the feature-representations

induced by the ConvNets—trained on the sub-concepts of the normal superclass—are

sufficiently discriminative for the task of differentiating between examples of normal and

anomaly samples.

For supervised AD, we trained a standard ℓ2 C-SVM classifier with a linear kernel. The

soft-margin regularisation parameter was coarsely set to log10(C) ∈ {−5, −4, . . . , 4, 5}. We

used an equal number of samples from the normal superclass and its corresponding anomaly

superclass for training. That is, given a network, e.g. mNetw trained on male face images—

we extracted feature-representations for the male face images, as well as representations for

female face images from the CWF dataset. The classifier was then evaluated on the LFW

dataset.
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Table 5.4 Supervised AD results using a binary C-SVM. Mean ± standard deviation AUROC performance using a balanced
set of 4096 training samples.

Network

Representation mNetw mNetr fNetw fNetr

Appearance 0.9921 ± 0.0003 0.9922 ± 0.0003 0.9871 ± 0.0006 0.9823 ± 0.0006
Semantic 0.9914 ± 0.0004 0.9922 ± 0.0003 0.9860 ± 0.0007 0.9818 ± 0.0007

We report the mean and standard deviation AUROC performance on the fixed test set of

LFW images, over ten trials, using randomly sampled training sets. Figure 5.7 shows the

performance as a function of the number of training samples. The figure indicates that both

appearance and semantic feature-representations are effective at discriminating between the

normal superclass and the anomaly superclass of images. Whilst the semantic features are

linear transformations of appearance features, for smaller training set sizes, they tend to

perform worse. The difference in early performance is to be expected since the disparity

in number of dimensions is large, comparative to the training set size. Nonetheless, as we

increase the number of training samples to 4096, the mean performance of both appearance

and semantic features become roughly commensurate, as highlighted in Table 5.4, and begin

to plateau.

Figure 5.8 shows a two-dimensional t-SNE279 plot of the feature spaces induced by each of

the ConvNets. We can see that in both appearance (apoo5l) and semantic (fc) feature spaces

there is a good separation of between the two genders.

Therefore, when the classifier is presented with features and labels of both superclasses,

and a sufficient number of examples, it is able to produce a decision boundary, using either

appearance or semantic features, that results in near perfect separation. Consequently, the

features clearly capture the characteristics of male and female faces, even though the features

were only optimised for one of the superclasses. This is more impressive when we consider

that the LFW test set consists of mutually exclusive identities, and so the performance is not

a result of merely identifying subjects present in the training data.

5.4.4 OUT-OF-DISTRIBUTION DETECTION

In this subsection, we assess the prediction probability statistics, i.e. the maximum softmax

score of individual samples, which can be used as a novelty score for out-of-distribution

detection.
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(a) mNetw (b) mNetr

(c) fNetw (d) fNetr

Figure 5.7 Supervised binary C-SVM AUROC performance as a function of the number of training samples, using balanced
training sets. The shaded regions correspond to the standard deviation, over ten repeated trials, using different training
samples.

To highlight the ability of the maximum softmax probability in distinguishing between

correctly and incorrectly classified samples, for each sample in the validation set used when

monitoring a ConvNet, we compute its maximum softmax class probability and separate the

samples into correctly and incorrectly classified subsets. Firstly, correctly classified samples

have a much higher mean maximum softmax score when compared to incorrectly classified

samples, as shown in Figure 5.9. Secondly, the distribution of these scores is in accordance

with the observations made by Hendrycks and Gimpel 109 , i.e. the ConvNets consistently

output high-confidence predictions, even for incorrectly classified samples. Ideally, if a

network is unsure about the class of an image, then it would output a uniform distribution,

such that ŷj = 1/C, ∀j, and although the mean is much lower for incorrectly classified

images, it is still far from uniform.

Next we go on to describe the out-of-distribution detectors, previously mentioned in Sec-

tion 5.1, that utilise prediction probability statistics.
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(a) mNetw (b) mNetr (c) fNetw (d) fNetr

(e) mNetw (f) mNetr (g) fNetw (h) fNetr

Figure 5.8 Two-dimensional t-SNE plots of the LFW test data. Top row: Figures 5.8a to 5.8d correspond to appearance space
features. Bottom row: Figures 5.8e to 5.8h correspond to semantic space features. Orange points represent images from the
normal superclass and navy points represent images from the anomaly superclass.

MAXIMUM SOFTMAX PROBABILITY. Having trained a ConvNet model fS , a baseline out-

of-distribution detector109 works by forward propagating each test sample and retrieving its

maximum predicted class probability from the softmax distribution, i.e.

p̂(x) = max
j

efS(x)j∑
k efS(x)k

. (5.22)

Equation (5.22) can be used as the novelty score of a sample x, where lower values indicate

a higher degree of abnormality.

TEMPERATURE SCALING. Temperature scaling—proposed for distilling knowledge110 and

calibrating prediction confidence98 in NNs—can be used to increase the separation between

maximum softmax scores of in-distribution and out-of-distribution samples160 post network

training. Scaling is performed as follows:

p̂(x; τ) = max
j

e(fS(x)j/τ)∑
k e(fS(x)k/τ) , (5.23)

where τ ∈ R+ is the temperature parameter. Despite the predicted class remaining unchanged

when applying temperature scaling, the outputs of the softmax function do, since the softmax
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(a) mNetw: µ1 = 0.7896 and µ2 = 0.3062 (b) mNetr : µ1 = 0.8174 and µ2 = 0.2812

(c) fNetw: µ1 = 0.8176 and µ2 = 0.3409 (d) fNetr : µ1 = 0.8366 and µ2 = 0.3162

Figure 5.9 Maximum softmax probability histograms of the CWF validation set. The dashed vertical black lines indicate the
mean value of correctly classified samples (µ1); and, the dotted vertical black lines indicate the mean value of incorrectly
classified samples (µ2). Note: frequency is log scale.

function is not scale invariant. Equation (5.23) is then used as a novelty score given a sample

x.

INPUT PREPROCESSING. Small perturbations added to the input image—proposed for gen-

erating adversarial examples, such that the softmax score is decreased for the true label93*—

can be used to further enlarge the margin between in-distribution and out-of-distribution

maximum softmax scores. Rather than decreasing the score, Liang et al. 160 propose to

push an input closer to its predicted class. Their central finding was that the norm of the

gradient tends to be larger for in-distribution samples than out-of-distribution samples. Input

preprocessing can therefore be used to complement temperature scaling. The preprocessed

image is:

x̃ = x − ϵ · sgn(∇xℓ(y, ŷ)), (5.24)

*This is known as the fast gradient sign method (FGSM).
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where y = arg maxj
e(fS(x)j /τ)∑
k

e(fS(x)k/τ) and ϵ ≥ 0 is the magnitude of the perturbation. Plugging

Equation (5.24) into Equation (5.23) gives the novelty score for a sample, i.e. p̂(x̃; τ) given

an unperturbed input x.

Note: when τ = 1 and ϵ = 0 that p̂(x̃; τ) = p̂(x); and, when τ > 1 and ϵ = 0 that

p̂(x̃; τ) = p̂(x; τ).

To test the discriminative ability of these out-of-distribution detectors, specifically the novelty

scores p̂(x) and p̂(x̃; τ), we first evaluate how well they differentiate between in-distribution

CWF identities and out-of-distribution LFW identities. For each trained network, we use

its validation data from CWF and all samples from LFW. If a network was trained on male

CWF face images, then we only use the male validation images. Thus, the validation images

of previously seen identities are in-distribution and the LFW samples of previously unseen

identities (all genders are included) are out-of-distribution.

With respect to the parameter values, we set the temperature τ ∈ [1, 1000] and the perturba-

tion magnitude ϵ ∈ [0, 0.004], as suggested by Liang et al. 160 . The parameters were chosen

such that they maximised the AUROC performance measure on a set of 2000 randomly

selected images (1000 validation and 1000 LFW). This is similar to the procedure used

by Liang et al. 160 . Therefore, the parameter values are near optimal for the full in/out-

of-distribution test set, since the randomly selected images are subsampled from the test

set.

The results using p̂(x) and p̂(x̃; τ) are summarised in Table 5.5. It is interesting to first

note that for three of the four networks the temperature was set to τ = 1, thus temperature

scaling did not have the desired effect of increasing separability between the in-distribution

and out-of-distribution data. The perturbation magnitude, however, was chosen as the

maximum value in the range tested, i.e. ϵ = 0.0004, though this only had a marginal effect

on AUROC performance. Nonetheless, there is a clear demarcation between in-distribution

and out-of-distribution maximum softmax scores.

Now we move on to testing the competence of the out-of-distribution detectors in distin-

guishing between previously unseen images from the normal superclass and images from the

anomalous superclass. This represents the AD scenario that this work is concerned with, since

we originally hypothesised that out-of-distribution detectors are unable to provide a useful

ranking of normality when presented with a set of images that are all out-of-distribution.
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Table 5.5 Out-of-distribution detectors’ AUROC performance, using the prediction probability statistics (maximum softmax
scores) of the test data comprised of seen identities (CWF validation data) and unseen identities (LFW). The bottom row lists
the out-of-distribution detector parameter values used, i.e. τ and ϵ.

Network

Score mNetw mNetr fNetw fNetr

p̂(x) 0.8862 0.8749 0.8850 0.8775
p̂(x̃; τ) 0.8870 0.8750 0.8851 0.8775

{τ, ϵ} {2, 0.004} {1, 0.004} {1, 0.004} {1, 0.004}

Table 5.6 Out-of-distribution detectors’ AUROC performance, using the prediction probability statistics (maximum softmax
scores) of the test data (LFW) comprised of unseen identities from both the normal superclass and anomaly superclass. The
bottom row lists the out-of-distribution detector parameter values used, i.e. τ and ϵ.

Network

Score mNetw mNetr fNetw fNetr

p̂(x) 0.5397 0.5400 0.4966 0.4948
p̂(x̃; τ) 0.5615 0.6025 0.4805 0.4948

{τ, ϵ} {10, 0.0038} {1000, 0.0026} {200, 0} {1, 0}

Again we set the temperature τ ∈ [1, 1000] and the perturbation magnitude ϵ ∈ [0, 0.004],
such that they maximised the AUROC performance measure on a set of 2000 randomly

selected LFW images (1000 male and 1000 female face images). This should elucidate that

even in the best case scenario, where the parameters are selected with partial knowledge

of the test data, the proposed detectors cannot reliably discern the differences between the

normal and anomaly superclasses.

Table 5.6 summarises the results. This confirms that the prediction probability statistics,

whilst above chance with regard to their AUROC performance when male face images are

the normal class, are ineffectual for the task of separating samples from the normal and

anomaly superclasses. The performance of the detectors relies on the out-of-distribution

normal superclass images giving rise to higher softmax scores than the anomaly superclass

images. However, as Figure 5.10 shows, the distribution of maximum softmax scores overlap

significantly, such that they are almost indistinguishable. In the case where female face

images represent the normal superclass, the out-of-distribution LFW maximum softmax

scores of both male and female images have near identical mean values; consequently,

the combination of temperature scaling and input preprocessing has either no impact or a

negative impact on performance.

Therefore we can conclude that the prediction probability statistics, i.e. the maximum softmax

score of a sample, do not effectively or reliably highlight the similarity of a sample to the
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(a) mNetw: µ1 = 0.2257 and µ2 = 0.2054 (b) mNetr : µ1 = 0.2381 and µ2 = 0.2219

(c) fNetw: µ1 = 0.2536 and µ2 = 0.2536 (d) fNetr : µ1 = 0.2691 and µ2 = 0.2646

Figure 5.10 Maximum softmax probability histograms of the LFW test set. The dashed vertical black lines indicate the mean
value of male face images (µ1); and, the dotted vertical black lines indicate the mean value of female face images (µ2). Note:
frequency is log scale.

statistics of the superclass. The maximum softmax score can be seen as positing whether a

sample belongs to a single sub-concept, rather than the universal concept. However, this is

not enough to distinguish between the concept of normality and sub-concepts generated by a

different mechanism, i.e. out-of-concept samples.

5.4.5 UNSUPERVISED ANOMALY DETECTION

Moving forward, we present our results using an unsupervised anomaly detector, namely an

isolation forest. We assess its performance when trained on either appearance or semantic

feature-representations of the normal superclass. For this, we trained an isolation forest using

20 000 trees, where each tree was trained using samples solely from the normal superclass.

We then evaluate the unsupervised classifier on the LFW dataset, where the novelty score of

a sample is its average path length across the trees. Shorter path lengths indicate incongruity

with the distribution of features observed in the training samples.
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(a) mNetw (b) mNetr

(c) fNetw (d) fNetr

Figure 5.11 Unsupervised isolation forest AUROC performance as a function of the number of training samples, using training
sets that consist entirely of normal data samples. The shaded regions correspond to the standard deviation, over ten repeated
trials, using different training samples.

As before, we report the mean and standard deviation AUROC performance on the fixed

test set of LFW images, over ten trials, using randomly sampled training sets. Figure 5.11

shows the performance as a function of the number of training samples. The figure indicates

that the unit length normalised semantic feature-representations (logits) are effective for the

task of detecting anomalous images that do not belong to the normal superclass. Even at

small training set sizes, the performance of the isolation forests trained on semantic features

offer an improvement over the out-of-distribution detectors studied in Section 5.4.4. This is

because an isolation forest uses the full feature vector of logits, rather than focusing on the

single maximal dimension as in the out-of-distribution detectors. Consequently, it is apparent

that the full vector is required to detect deviant data samples that are out-of-concept, whereas

the maximal softmax score can only demarcate samples that are out-of-distribution.

Moreover, as conjectured the logit feature-representations outperform the appearance-based

features. However, this was not the case when operating in a supervised mode of detection,
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i.e. using a binary SVM. A supervised learner has the advantage of being able to optimise

the contributions of each feature dimension and/or training sample when constructing its

decision boundary. In contrast, when only given unlabelled data each feature and sample is

typically treated equally, as with the isolation forest. The locations of the anomalous faces in

appearance space are scattered amongst dense regions of normal samples, and are therefore

mostly indistinguishable from the normal face appearance representations.

The inability of the isolation forest to isolate anomalous face images in appearance space is

due to the appearance activations corresponding to particular shapes, e.g. faces. However,

we did not explicitly constrain the representations in the final average pooling layer, such that

faces of the same identity must cluster in feature space. Consequently, it is not surprising

that the anomalous faces are more difficult to identify in this space, since the facial shapes

are not directly equivalent to identity. Rather it is the linear transformation from appearance

to semantic feature-representation that represents identity, i.e. the normal sub-concepts.

Therefore it is easier to isolate anomalies using the logit representations, as anomalous faces

are more likely to activate in an atypical manner across the distribution of sub-concepts.

Figure 5.12 shows a two-dimensional t-SNE279 plot of the feature spaces induced by each of

the ConvNets. In the appearance (apool5) feature spaces the isolation forest scores appear to

be quite fragmented, whereas in the semantic (fc) feature spaces there tends to be a better

grouping with respect to the novelty scores.

As a final point, it is interesting to note that the networks that utilised weighted batch sampling

yielded markedly better (statistically significant according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test)

appearance and semantic feature-representations when used unsupervised—see Table 5.7. By

utilising our weighted batch sampling scheme we were able to concurrently avoid overfitting

on identities, with fewer images, and increase our accuracy on the training set. As shown in

Figure 5.9, this had a direct consequence on the distribution of maximum softmax scores.

In the weighted scheme, the difference between the maximum softmax score for correctly

and incorrectly classified samples is smaller than in the random scheme. In addition, the

standard deviation of logit activations are higher in the weighted scheme. We speculate that

the increased dispersion has aided the 1-class classifier, allowing it to more easily isolate

anomalous samples that deviate beyond what is normal.
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(a) mNetw (b) mNetr (c) fNetw (d) fNetr

(e) mNetw (f) mNetr (g) fNetw (h) fNetr

Figure 5.12 Two-dimensional t-SNE plots of the LFW test data, using a Jet colour map (red to blue): red represents more
normal and blue represents more anomalous according to isolation forest depth score. Top row: Figures 5.12a to 5.12d
correspond to appearance space features. Bottom row: Figures 5.12e to 5.12h correspond to semantic space features.

Table 5.7 Unsupervised AD results using an isolation forest. Mean ± standard deviation AUROC performance using a set of
4096 training samples from the normal superclass.

Network

Representation mNetw mNetr fNetw fNetr

Appearance 0.6355 ± 0.0189 0.5202 ± 0.0271 0.6399 ± 0.0508 0.5411 ± 0.0322
Semantic 0.9195 ± 0.0106 0.8836 ± 0.0118 0.8403 ± 0.0180 0.7411 ± 0.0137

5.5 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, premised on the notion that learning to recognise one kind of object assists

with identifying another, we explored supervised inductive transfer learning for AD.

Motivated by the foregoing successes68,198,222,302 in transfer learning, we proposed to induce

representations by learning to discriminate between different sub-concepts of the normal data,

using fine-grained semantic labels. The idea for this work was inspired by human dimensional

attention208,251, whereby ‘previously learnt categories can reveal which dimensions are more

diagnostic of category membership’43.

Our main contributions were as follows: first in our proposal to learn representations based

on the sub-concepts of normality; and, second in our transference of the linear layer of
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predictions representing the distribution of logits (unnormalised log probabilities), since

the distribution of logits capture the semantics of an input relative to the sub-concepts of

the normal data. Importantly, we showed that anomalous data give rise to unusual logit

activations, and as such, we were able to detect previously unseen out-of-concept samples,

in light of the distributions historically observed within the training set.

The idea of detecting deviations from the expected distributions of class scores is similar in

spirit to the related problem of detecting out-of-distribution data. Nevertheless, we showed

that current state of the art out-of-distribution detectors109,160 that utilise the maximum

softmax probability, as an anomaly score, are incapable of illuminating the similarity of

a novel sample to a universal concept of normality. Therefore, where out-of-distribution

detectors fail, our method succeeds, which is a direct consequence of the maximum softmax

score only asserting whether a sample belongs to a single sub-concept and by proxy whether

it is in-distribution, ignoring the overall concept. However, if all test samples are out-of-

distribution, then these detectors do not give a useful ranking of abnormality. By employing

the full feature vector of logits, rather than focusing on the single maximal dimension, we

were able to effectively identify out-of-concept samples. Experimental results highlight the

efficacy of this approach on the challenging unconstrained face recognition datasets CWF

and LFW.

Moreover, we proposed a weighted batch sampling scheme that improved the AUROC

performance (statistically significant) of an unsupervised 1-class classifier. This had a direct

impact on the distribution of maximum softmax scores, such that in the weighted scheme the

mean maximum softmax score for correctly classified validation images was lower than in

the random batch scheme, and for incorrectly classified samples the scores were higher. In

addition, the dispersion of logit activation values was higher in the weighted scheme, and we

speculate that this aided the 1-class isolation forest to more easily isolate anomalous samples.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

RESEARCH

To conclude, we summarise the main contributions of this thesis, highlighting apparent

strengths and weaknesses, as well as potential directions for future research, in light of

developments within the field of study. Though, one should note that we have tried to keep

Chapter 2 up-to-date—even after publication of our contributions—with respect to research

developments in unsupervised representation learning.

6.1 LEARNING BY RECONSTRUCTION

The first core chapter (Chapter 3) of thesis focused on the application and utility of deep

convolutional sparse AEs for AD, in particular a WTA variant170, inspired by the suc-

cesses of AE NNs138,169,170,192,219,223,282,283, as unsupervised feature learners. Moreover,

prior research in this area strongly supports the utility of AEs as an approach to AD prob-

lems131,171,259,263,264,291, where anomaly assessments are based on the RE. Nevertheless,

the RE of an AE may be low in regions where the implicit density is not high3. Moreover,

RE-based approaches typically ignore the HRs, despite pictorial evidence suggesting that

anomalous samples may activate somewhat differently to normal samples in certain sub-

spaces derived from the space of HRs237. Therefore, we proposed to construct models of

normality in either the full residual or latent vector space.
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From our empirical study, conducted on a range of synthetic AD test problems, we concluded

that solely using only the RE is underutilises AEs for the task of AD, in particular when

images are aligned and the the objects of interest are centred, i.e. there is an inherent

structure to the images, which was the case for the tiny image datasets employed. We

found, as hypothesised, that a full vector of residuals can give improved performance in such

scenarios. In addition, we showed that representations derived from hidden layers of AEs

offer effective neutral features for AD, thus supporting the pictorial analysis by Sakurada

and Yairi 237 . This is particularly important, since this demonstrated that some anomalies

may have abnormal HRs, but normal REs.

The competence of the HR was shown through it having the highest average AUROC

amongst the stand-alone feature vectors. However, its robustness was highly dependent on

its dimensionality, as well as where it was extracted from within the encoder subnetwork,

whereas when we possess supervised labels these choices were not as important. Nevertheless,

these choices cannot be made a priori without knowledge of the negative anomaly class.

Moreover, whilst it provides on average the best feature-representation, it does not always

outperform the RPI representation on these simple test problems.

The utility of the HRs is best illustrated in situations where an AE does not struggle to

reconstruct anomalous images, and so gives rise to low residuals. In these situations it is

because the AE has learnt the necessary dictionary atoms from the normal data that are also

useful when reconstructing certain anomalies, despite never having been trained on them.

However, the units of the HR are activated in an abnormal fashion, and as such we are able to

identify a greater number of anomalous images, as opposed to using the RE or residual-based

vectors for detection.

Most significantly, we found that the performance of the HR when used as input to a

supervised classifier was not indicative of its performance when using a 1-class classifier.

A degradation in performance was of course to be expected. Nonetheless, we found that

on occasion the learnt representations fared worse than the RPI features when combined

with an unsupervised 1-class classifier. Moreover, the robustness (for AD) of the hidden

representations was highly dependent on their dimensionality, as well as where they were

extracted from within the encoder subnetwork, whereas when we possess supervised labels

these choices are not so important. Nevertheless, these choices cannot be made a priori

without knowledge of the negative anomaly class. These issues highlight major disadvantages

to the use of AEs for AD, and are rarely, if ever, discussed within the literature.
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Learning to reconstruct images is simply a pseudo task for the purposes of transferring

what was learnt performing the source task to the target task of AD. Furthermore, recall

that in 1-class AD scenarios, we wish to perform discrimination by recognition. However,

the task of reconstruction is ‘non-compliant with the idea of discriminative objective’116.

Consequently, this is precisely why research into unsupervised RL is important; we must find

better ways to induce unsupervised representations that distil discriminative and transferable

information. For example, a more recent work212 to ours, used an adversarial training

strategy. A discriminator network was trained to distinguish between the true training

samples and reconstructions produced by an AE. The results showed a statistically significant

performance increase when using the RE as a measure of novelty, as compared to the errors

produced by conventional AE training. That is to say, by incorporating a discriminative loss

for training, the performance of the RL pipeline was improved. Nevertheless, this example

still utilises the RE, and therefore inherits its fundamental flaws.

Another example, recently proposed by Schlegl et al. 240 , also utilised GANs for learning

the manifold of normal data samples. A novel scoring scheme based on mapping from the

input space to the hidden representation space was effectively used to identify anomalous

optical coherence tomography images of the retina. To give another example, we refer to

the work of Gidaris et al. 86 , who proposed representations induced by learning to recognise

(via classification) two-dimensional rotations applied to input images. The work showed that

despite the simplicity of the task, it provides a strong supervisory signal for semantic RL.

6.2 LEARNING BY COMPARISON

Due to the inherent deficiencies with autoencoding, we explored a DDML approach to

unsupervised representation learning (Chapter 4). Patently the use of DDML is contingent on

access to a similarity matrix or class labels that represent the neighbourhood correspondences

between the training samples. However, these labels may be unknown a priori, which would

render DDML unworkable. Therefore, inspired by works in context prediction67,119,195,205—

Section 2.3—when the relationships between the training samples are undefined, we proposed

a novel way in which to learn a metric based on a pseudo task that forces a ConvNet to map

visually similar images nearby in output space.

Fundamentally, our key contribution was the utilisation of distillation110 to transfer knowl-

edge. Knowledge was initially transferred from a large-scale pretrained image-based model
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that had learnt to perform a supervised classification pretext task. This knowledge was then

transferred to a smaller model presented with the pseudo task of learning a metric. Concretely,

our pseudo task was based on learning to embed image patches that have similar appearance

features—transferred from a pretrained general-purpose object recognition ConvNet—closer

in feature space, than patches that are visually dissimilar. By performing clustering in the

pretrained appearance feature space, we were able to freely generate pseudo labels, based on

the cluster assignment of a patch. Importantly, we utilised this information as a signal for

supervised DDML training.

Most notably, we showed that the standalone appearance feature-representations learnt

performing our DDML pseudo task are not only better suited to our data, but that they also

outperform the pretrained representations, with respect to the identification of anomalous

images. Moreover, we demonstrate that our learnt appearance features can be effectively

combined with the initial generic pretrained image representations, which further improves

our AD capabilities. In closing, and in the same vein as Hoffer et al. 116 , we also highlighted

the utility of our pseudo task, as a mechanism for unsupervised pretraining, when limited

labelled training data is available for supervised AD.

A criticism of our use of pretrained networks is that a subset of the learnt categories corre-

spond to similar threat objects in the test dataset. Thus, the network is attuned to classifying

weapon-like appearance features of photographic images. Though, patently the X-ray ap-

pearance of an object does not have a direct equivalence to its photographic appearance.

Nonetheless, when using the pretrained features, we are implicitly utilising knowledge learnt

on subset of weapon categories. Therefore, it would be interesting to see if categories of

threat not represented in either the SoC or ImageNet are detectable by our proposed system.

We conjecture that our performance on the task of detecting weapons gives evidence of our

system’s ability to detect other types of novelty that a supervised system may miss, due to

the categories being unrepresented during a supervised classifier’s training. However, this is

difficult to test owing to a lack of real threat data.

With respect to future work, in a recent paper by Wu et al. 292 , sampling was found to be

more important than the choice of loss function for DDML. The authors proposed a distance

weighted sampling, whereby samples are selected uniformly based on their relative distance

to each other. Therefore, an improved sampling procedure could provide a boost to our

current performance.
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6.3 LEARNING BY TRANSFER

Our work on supervised inductive transfer learning for AD—Chapter 5—was premised on

the notion that learning to recognise one kind of object assists with identifying another, we

explored supervised inductive transfer learning for AD.

Encouraged by the foregoing successes68,198,222,302 in transfer learning, we proposed to

induce representations by learning to discriminate between different sub-concepts of the

normal data, using fine-grained semantic labels. The idea for this work was inspired by

human dimensional attention208,251, whereby ‘previously learnt categories can reveal which

dimensions are more diagnostic of category membership’43.

Our main contributions were as follows: first in our proposal to learn representations based

on the sub-concepts of normality; and, second in our transference of the linear layer of

predictions representing the distribution of logits (unnormalised log probabilities), since

the distribution of logits capture the semantics of an input relative to the sub-concepts of

the normal data. Importantly, we showed that anomalous data give rise to unusual logit

activations, and as such, we were able to detect previously unseen out-of-concept samples,

in light of the distributions historically observed within the training set.

The idea of detecting deviations from the expected distributions of class scores is similar in

spirit to the related problem of detecting out-of-distribution data. Nevertheless, we showed

that current state of the art out-of-distribution detectors109,160 that utilise the maximum

softmax probability, as an anomaly score, are incapable of illuminating the similarity of

a novel sample to a universal concept of normality. Therefore, where out-of-distribution

detectors fail, our method succeeds, which is a direct consequence of the maximum softmax

score only asserting whether a sample belongs to a single sub-concept and by proxy whether

it is in-distribution, ignoring the overall concept. However, if all test samples are out-of-

distribution, then these detectors do not give a useful ranking of abnormality. By employing

the full feature vector of logits, rather than focusing on the single maximal dimension, we

were able to effectively identify out-of-concept samples. Experimental results highlight the

efficacy of this approach on the challenging unconstrained face recognition datasets CWF

and LFW.

Moreover, we proposed a weighted batch sampling scheme that improved the AUROC

performance (statistically significant) of an unsupervised 1-class classifier. This had a direct
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impact on the distribution of maximum softmax scores, such that in the weighted scheme the

mean maximum softmax score for correctly classified validation images was lower than in

the random batch scheme, and for incorrectly classified samples the scores were higher. In

addition, the dispersion of logit activation values was higher in the weighted scheme, and we

speculate that this aided the 1-class isolation forest to more easily isolate anomalous samples.

Clearly when a dataset of normal samples represents a superclass, we require the fine-grained

label of each training sample. The fine-grained labels, however, are not always available,

since this depends entirely on the problem domain. Therefore, when the fine-grained labels

are unknown, one way around this is manual annotation of the dataset by a domain expert.

Alternatively, one could employ an unsupervised feature learning framework. Dosovitskiy

et al. 70 proposed an exemplar ConvNet—described earlier in Section 2.2—that learns to

discriminate between a set of surrogate classes. The surrogate classes are obtained by

applying numerous transformations to randomly sampled seed patches from an unlabelled

set of training images. Therefore, the surrogate classes represent the sub-concepts, and we

instead work in patch space. Future research could, therefore, investigate the combination of

pseudo labelled data for inductive supervised transfer learning.

6.4 SUMMARY

In summary, this thesis is a collection of three engineering-based research contributions, aim-

ing to detect anomalous images, without a priori knowledge of the anomaly class. However,

devising discriminative data representations in such settings is patently problematic. Obviat-

ing the need for explicit prior domain knowledge, this work rooted itself in representation

learning, using deep convolutional neural networks, charged with solving pseudo tasks. Each

piece of work differs in its approach, nonetheless, each attempts to tackle the overarching

problem of identifying anomalous images, with increasing levels of structure in the normal

data.

Evidently, there is much work to be done in order to close the gap between completely

supervised and unsupervised systems. Unsupervised learning for AD will undoubtedly aid

in the quest for truly intelligent systems that are capable of leveraging and transferring

knowledge learnt in different tasks. Contrastingly, the generalisation ability of a supervised

learning algorithm beyond its training can be impressive but is limited —it can learn to

detect signs present in its training, on samples different from its training; but it will not be
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able to detect signs different from its training. Hence, since adversarial methods are rapidly

evolving79, a supervised system will have a limited lifetime of effectiveness.
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APPENDIX A

UNSUPERVISED ANOMALY

DETECTION

Several review papers can be found on the general subject of anomaly detection, which is

also commonly referred to as novelty detection, outlier detection, concept-learning, one-class

classification, etc. Nonetheless, irrespective of designation, the terms have mostly been

used interchangeably and frequently share indistinguishable strategies and solutions. The

various review papers organise the taxonomy of methodologies and detectors used in anomaly

detection differently, of which we will give a brief overview.

In his thesis on concept learning, in one-class classification settings, Tax 270 defines three

broad categories of technique: density-based, reconstruction-based, and boundary-based.

Markou and Singh 173,174 survey novelty detection methods that are either statistical in nature

or based on neural networks. Hodge and Austin 115 thoroughly assess outlier detection

methodologies founded on statistics, neural networks, or machine learning. Patcha and

Park 204 analyse network intrusion detection methods established in the fields of statistics,

data mining, and machine learning. Chandola et al. 45 offer an extensive survey on anomaly

detection and with respect to image-based data they divide the techniques into the follow-

ing four categories: classification-based, nearest neighbour-based, clustering-based, and

statistical-based. Ding et al. 66 present an experimental evaluation of novelty detection meth-

ods, roughly partitioning them into: boundary-based, nearest neighbour-based, density-based,

and clustering-based. Most recently, Pimentel et al. 209 review novelty detection techniques,

which comprehensively includes anomaly detection and outlier detection methods, and define
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them as being either: statistical-based, distance-based, reconstruction-based, support vector

methods, or information theoretic methods.

Whilst there is some disparity in the taxonomies, across the review papers, they tend to

overlap. For instance, certain neural networks may be viewed as reconstruction-based or

clustering-based methods, clustering-based methods may take into account local nearest

neighbourhoods, and so on. Furthermore, generally the methods presented in the review

papers span supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised training procedures, which may

be formally defined as follows:

SUPERVISED anomaly detection learners work under the assumption that a labelled training

set of normal and anomaly samples is available. The training set is then used to build a

predictive model that can generalise to previously unobserved samples. Favoured methods

for this binary classification task include Bayesian networks84, support vector machines57,242,

and multilayer perceptrons149.

SEMI-SUPERVISED anomaly detection learning is a subset of supervised learning. The

learners are usually presented with a set of labelled normal samples for training, in some

cases utilising a large corpora of unlabelled samples. The unlabelled data is expected to

enhance the generalisation ability of the learner and better capture the underlying distribution

of normal. One such approach is positive and unlabelled learning, which iteratively builds a

binary-classifier by first identifying a set of reliable negative (anomaly) samples from the

unlabelled set163.

UNSUPERVISED anomaly detection learners do not necessitate an explicitly labelled training

set, therefore leaving the learner to deduce a function that describes the latent structure of

the data. The implicit assumption being that normal samples occur far more frequently

than anomaly samples, such that anomalies appear isolated from the main body of the

data. In essence, this task reduces to either clustering or density estimation. Popular

learning algorithms such as self-organising maps141, k-means104, local outlier factor38,

auto-associative encoders143, one-class support vector machines245, k-nearest neighbours82,

and density estimation trees216 are frequently employed.

Occasionally, if anomaly samples are unavailable, then some authors262 artificially generate

them, with the aim of constructing an anomaly detector using supervised or semi-supervised

learning. However, the focus here will be on the literature that exclusively utilise unsuper-

vised learning, since the quality of supervised and semi-supervised anomaly detectors hinge
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on the availability of a sufficient number of anomaly samples, which may be unreliable and

unrepresentative, either in the training set, the unlabelled set, or both.

Below we present several methods that have been proposed for unsupervised anomaly

detection and categorise them using the following taxonomy: support vector-based, nearest

neighbour-based, clustering-based, statistical-based, and neural network-based.

SUPPORT VECTOR-BASED

Supervised SVMs57 are a commonly used type of large-margin discriminative learning model,

in binary classification. An SVM projects the samples from input space to a potentially

higher dimensional feature space. The algorithm finds a maximum-margin separating

hyperplane, with the nearest sample of either class equidistant to the hyperplane. The

separating hyperplane is determined by a subset of the training samples that lie closest to

it, specifically the support vectors, which are the only samples assigned a non-zero weight.

Hence, the support vectors are the sole regulators of the optimal hyperplane.

Concretely, the samples are projected using an appropriate kernel function, by taking advan-

tage of the kernel trick, allowing one to perform calculations in a higher-dimensional feature

space whilst remaining in the original input space of the samples. Kernels quantify the

distance between any two given samples, therefore we can compute the similarity between

an unseen test sample and the support vectors. The value of the decision function at a sample

determines which side of the separating hyperplane it falls on.

Two popular adaptations of the standard SVM algorithm to the problem of estimating the

support of the high-dimensional distribution of a single class: the 1-class SVM245, and the

SVDD268. Both methods attempt characterise a single class by estimating a function of the

training set that captures its underlying distribution, with that added requirement that the

function be positive in input space regions where typical samples live and negative in regions

where atypical samples live147.

ONE-CLASS SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES

The 1-class SVM algorithm constructs a maximum-margin separating hyperplane between

the majority of the normal samples and the origin in feature space. The working assumption
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being that the origin represents a sample from the unknown negative class. The approach

requires a priori specification of an upper-bounded fraction of expected outliers within the

training set, which also acts as a lower-bound on the number of support vectors used. The

decision function given by a 1-class SVM outputs a positive value in a high density regions

and negative in low density regions.

Li 158 present a method for training 1-class SVM, using a reduced set of samples, by means

of local geometry and the k-nearest neighbours algorithm. The samples chosen are those that

are most extreme with respect to the training data distribution, so as to preserve the necessary

information required for training the 1-class SVM. This results in a faster training time, since

the number of support vectors selected is proportional to the size of the training set.

Lian 159 deviate from the standard use of PCA for dimensionality reduction. Generally, when

PCA is applied, the eigenvectors that are associated with the largest eigenvalues are kept, that

is, the components that explain the most variation within the data. However, Lian 159 instead

extracts the eigenvectors associated with the smallest eigenvalues for projecting the data.

The argument for doing so lies in the hypothesis that the variation between samples in the

normal training set is immaterial, since the ultimate goal is not to discriminate between the

normal samples, but to discriminate between the normal class and some unknown anomaly

class. Therefore, they do not want to separate them when they are projected into a reduced

space, so instead they use what they describe as the common features of the training set for

training a 1-class SVM, that is, the eigenvectors associated with the least variation. However,

this method will potentially fail if the training set is polluted by anomaly samples, since they

will have disposed of the directions that may be associated with the variability between the

normal and anomaly samples.

Roth 228 proposed a one-class kernel Fisher discriminant classifier, connecting the concepts

of kernelised one-class classification and Gaussian density estimation in the induced feature

space. The method removes the need for the prior specification of the expected fraction

of outliers in the training set. Furthermore, it inherits the simple complexity regulation

mechanism of the support vector classification framework by way of regularisation, and the

Gaussian density model allows one to quantify the novelty of a sample through hypothesis

testing. The model parameters are selected by noting the cross-validation likelihood.
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SUPPORT VECTOR DATA DESCRIPTIONS

The SVDD instead constructs a closed hypersphere, characterised by centre a and radius R,

with a minimised volume, R2, that surrounds most or all of the training samples in feature

space. The boundary is described by the support vectors, with the centre a linear combination

of the support vectors. The distance of a sample to the centre quantifies its relative novelty.

The user pre-specifies a parameter that controls the trade-off between the volume of the

sphere and the number of acceptable training errors.

Tax and Juszczak 269 propose a pre-processing step called kernel whitening, which attempts

to map the data to a spherically symmetric cluster, such that the data can be better described

by the SVDD and alleviates over-fitting. This is meant to deal with the problem of slack

decision boundaries that are sometimes generated by non-linear Gaussian kernel functions,

due to the data being irregularly distributed in subspaces. However, this pre-processing

step has been found to be computationally expensive due to its utilisation of kernel PCA243.

Guo et al. 99 instead suggest a faster post-processing method that constructs a new boundary

around the support vectors derived by the SVDD algorithm and modifies it such that the new

boundary better fits the contour of the training data.

Noumir et al. 196 investigate the effects of decoupling the estimation problem of the centre

and the radius of the closed hypersphere. The detached estimation problem offers a decrease

in computation time, but this comes at the expense of a suboptimal solution.

Peng and Xu 206 propose an efficient SVDD, which first applies the kernel fuzzy c-means294

algorithm to find an optimal number of clusters and their respective centres, in the training

set. They then use images of the preimages of the cluster centres to re-express the centre of

the hyphersphere. Thus, resulting in a much sparser decision boundary, which facilitates a

shorter run-time

NEAREST NEIGHBOUR-BASED

Nearest neighbour-based approaches are typically founded on the assumption that normal

samples live in dense neighbourhoods, while anomaly samples lie far from their nearest

neighbours. These non-parametric methods require a distance or similarity measure in order

to compute the proximity of two samples. Euclidean and Mahalanobis distances are popular
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choices, however the similarity measure need not be a metric space. The only requirement is

that the space is symmetric and positive-definite45.

Nearest neighbour-based approaches can be divided into local density-based methods306

and distance-based methods106. In the former, local neighbourhood density estimates are

computed for each instance, with instances that lie in low density regions declared abnormal.

In the latter, anomaly scores are based on the distance of an instance to its k-th nearest

neighbour. Thus, nearest neighbour approaches rely heavily on both the chosen similarity

measure and the feature space, as the algorithms are sensitive to the local structure of the

data.

Juszczak et al. 133 propose a non-parametric method based on a minimum spanning tree94

graph representation of the normal training data. It aims to capture the underlying data

structure by not only considering the local neighbourhood of samples, but also the global

relationships. New samples are then classified based on their distance to the closest neigh-

bouring edge of the tree.

Cabral et al. 41 combine the nearest neighbour data description algorithm and the principle

of structural risk minimisation134 for one-class classification. Structural risk minimisation

is used effectively to produce a more compact representation of the training set by reduc-

ing the number of stored samples, therefore striking a balance between complexity and

generalisation.

Breunig et al. 38 introduced the local outlier factor algorithm, which measures the remoteness

of a sample with respect to its local neighbourhood. The outlyingness of a sample is

determined by comparing its density with the densities of its k-nearest neighbours. Therefore,

samples with significantly lower densities than their neighbours may be considered outliers.

Papadimitriou et al. 201 proposed a method called the local correlation integral to assess the

outlyingness of a sample by constraining each sample to have the same neighbourhood radius.

They introduce the multi-granularity deviation factor, which is the comparative deviation of

a sample’s local neighbourhood density from the mean local neighbourhood density. This

method is similar in nature to the local outlier factor, but rather than choosing the number of

neighbours, the user must now select an appropriate local neighbourhood radius.
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CLUSTERING-BASED

Clustering-based methods are used to form clusters of samples, where samples in one cluster

are more similar to each other than a sample from another cluster. The similarity of a sample

is determined by the clustering algorithm, since different algorithms will have a different

concept of what constitutes a cluster. Generally, these types of methods are based on one of

following three assumptions45:

A. normal samples belong to a cluster;

B. normal samples lie close to their nearest cluster centroid; or

C. normal samples belong to a large, densely populated clusters.

A distance measure is then employed to assess the relative novelty of a sample with respect

to its assigned or closest cluster.

Ram and Gray 216 propose an unsupervised, non-parametric, piecewise constant estimator in

the form of a decision tree83, for the task of density estimation. The integrated squared error

loss function is minimised during training, as it gives a notion of overall distance between

the estimated density and the true density. The tree learning follows the procedure found in

Breiman et al. 37 , with a revision of the splitting, pruning, and cross-validation procedures,

so as to take into account the new loss function. Criminisi et al. 59 present a novel ensemble

method based on randomised clustering trees for density estimation, called density forests.

Each tree contains a simple predictor such as a Gaussian. Thus, the ensemble can be seen as

a generalisation of a Gaussian mixture model. However, there are two distinct differences

between the methods:

1. The expectation-maximisation algorithm used to determine the parameters in a Gaussian

mixture model generate a single soft cluster, whereas the density forest generates multiple

hard clusters, for each tree in the ensemble; and

2. Gaussian mixture models are a linear combination of Gaussians, whereas in a forest of

trees the posterior probability is a combination of the individual tree posteriors.

The parameters of the density forest are learnt using a hierarchical information gain maximi-

sation criterion and each tree is trained separately with random node optimisation.

Yong et al. 301 perform novel scene detection using semantic context modelling, using a

method they coin multiple one-class classification with distance thresholding. They utilise
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co-occurrence matrices, which are typically used for measuring textural information found

in images, to generate a matrix of object labels that represent the high-level semantic context

of the image scene. The rows of the matrix are concatenated to form a feature vector, which

is then reduced by way of PCA. It is assumed that, in the new feature space, for each kind

of scene, a dense cluster corresponding to normal images exists, whilst novel images are

sparsely populated around those clusters. The distance of each sample to its scene type

centroid is calculated, and the mean and standard deviation of the distances, per cluster, are

used to decide upon a rejection threshold. A new sample is declared novel if it is rejected by

each and every cluster.

Filippone et al. 81 use positive-semidefinite kernels to map input samples into a high-

dimensional space. The projected data is then modelled using the possibilistic c-means144

clustering algorithm, which results in descriptions of class memberships.

STATISTICAL-BASED

Statistical methods are based on the assumption that normal samples occur in high density

regions of a stochastic model, while anomaly samples occur in low density regions. As such,

these methods attempt to estimate the underlying generating probability density function of

the observed data, with the idea that an anomaly is the suspected resultant of a dissimilar

generating distribution, and as such will be rejected by the model. Statistical approaches

come in two forms: parametric and non-parametric. Parametric approaches assume that

the normal training data is generated from a known distribution and estimate the necessary

statistical parameters from the data74. However, the assumption is often false, in particular

when one is dealing with real high-dimensional samples. Non-parametric methods offer an

alternative in that they do not make any a priori assumptions with regard to the generating

distribution of the data62, therefore the structure of the model is entirely data-driven.

Using the theory of statistical testing, Filippone and Sanguinetti 80 propose an anomaly

detector based on estimating the distribution of the information content of a new sample

given a training set of n samples. Concretely, the KL divergence divergence between the

training set with and without a test sample is computed. And, since the KL divergence is

a measure of how much two probability distributions differ, it is equal to zero if and only

if the two distributions are identical. Ergo, a test sample is declared an anomaly when the

two distributions do not coincide. Empirically, the method was shown to work well with
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parametric Gaussian distributions: univariate, multivariate, and mixtures, however, it is still

an open question as to whether it can be successfully applied to non-parametric cases.

Clifton et al. 55 present models of normality using parametric Gaussian mixture distributions,

in unison with extreme value theory to define a novelty score. Extreme value theory is a

branch of statistics concerned with extreme departures from the median of the probability

distributions, i.e. the tails of the distributions. A sample is asserted to be an anomaly if it is

seen to be more extreme than any sample previously observed.

Bengio et al. 24 present a non-local, non-parametric, manifold parzen windows density

estimator. The method is able to extend beyond the regions where the training samples

concentrate, by learning a non-local function, with global parameters, that better captures

the local shape of the density. Concretely, the method builds upon previously suggested

Gaussian mixture models with regularised covariance matrices and non-local manifold

tangent learning22, where a regularised Gaussian is associated with each training sample.

The regularised covariance matrices consider the local shape of the manifold, which in turn

enables generalisation to low density regions.

NEURAL NETWORK-BASED

There are several neural network variants that have been proposed for one-class and multi-

class anomaly detection, for example: multilayer perceptrons12, neural trees181, autoassocia-

tive networks131, self-organising maps217, radial basis function networks30,128, etc.

Marsland et al. 179 propose a self-organising network map with the ability to grow extra

nodes when required, thus allowing it to more precisely approximate the input space when

compared with the original self-organising map140,142 algorithm that has a fixed size and

structure. During training, a new node is added to the map whenever a new sample and the

node that best matches it is not a good representation, with respect to the Euclidean distance

between their respective weight vectors. Once the network has been trained, a sample is

labelled as novel if the node that activates has not activated before, or very infrequently

during training.

Unsupervised bottleneck autoencoder, or autoassociative, neural networks112, trained via

backpropagation232, have been used in compression-decompression schemes131,171. The

methods typically utilise a three-layered network composed of input and output layers of
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equal cardinality, and a hidden layer of smaller size. Thus, the hidden layer acts as a kind

of subspace, which prevents the network from simply learning the identity function. The

network must learn to compress the input in the reduced hidden layer subspace and then

decompress it, such that the output resembles the initial input presented to the network. The

idea being that the network will struggle to reconstruct samples that are generated by a

dissimilar distribution. After training has completed, new samples are presented, and the

quality of their reconstructions are measured by computing the error between input and

output, with large errors typically associated with novelties.
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APPENDIX B

EVALUATION METRIC

RECEIVER OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)78,256

prevalence in ML stemmed from the recognition that the use of classification accuracy tended

to be a unsatisfactory measure of classifier performance213. Given a classification algorithm

that produces a continuous output (degree of class membership) given a single sample, there

are four possible outcomes: (i) the sample is positive and correctly classified as positive (true

positive), (ii) the sample is positive and incorrectly classified as negative (false negative),

(iii) the sample is negative and correctly classified as negative (true negative), or (iv) the

sample is negative and incorrectly classified as positive (false positive). For classifiers with

continuous output, we can apply different thresholds to predict class membership, unlike

with classification accuracy, which is the application of a single, specific threshold.

FALSE POSITIVE RATE. A false positive (FP) error, or false alarm, is an outcome that

demonstrates a given condition exists, when in actuality it does not. The false positive rate

(FPR) is equal to the proportion of all negatives that give rise to a positive test outcome:

FPR = negatives incorrectly classified
total negatives

= FP
FP + TN . (B.1)

FALSE NEGATIVE RATE. A false negative (FN) error, is an outcome that demonstrates that

a condition does not hold, when in actuality it does. The false negative rate (FNR) is equal to
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the proportion of all positives that give rise to a negative test outcome:

FNR = positives incorrectly classified
total positives

= FN
FN + TP . (B.2)

ROC curves are two-dimensional graph representations, in which the true positive rate (hit

rate/recall) is plotted against the false positive rate (false alarm rate), on the x- and y-axes

respectively. Thus, characterising the relative compromise between TPs (benefits) and FPs

(costs)78. Therefore, a classifier operating at chance, i.e. randomly guesses class membership,

can be represented as the diagonal line y = x. Such that any classification algorithm that

appears below the diagonal is worse than random guessing. In supervised learning, the

classification algorithm can be negated such that it lies above the line. However, this cannot

be done in AD, unless we have data from both classes to validate the model.

The beauty of ROC curves lies in their capacity to display the ability of a classifier to rank

positive data relative to the negative data. Furthermore, irrespective of the class distribution

in the data to be ranked, ROC curves do not change. That is, they are insensitive to the

distributions. This is very useful property in AD, since skewed distributions often plague the

domain.

As mentioned, skewed distributions occur frequently in AD tasks, where the positive data

is far more frequent. Ergo, when judging classification algorithms we should use measures

that are insensitive to the distributions. Moreover, if the distributions fluctuate inordinately,

without shifting the traits of the classes, then we want a measure that is invariant to this. For

this reason, the use of Precision-Recall (PR)210 curves—common in information retrieval—

are not used, since PR curves can change depending on the current distribution.

Some researchers suggest that PR curves are better than ROC curves when evaluating binary

classifiers on imbalanced datasets. But, in our AD work, we prefer ROC curves, because the

testing dataset distributions are not representative of what may be encountered in the wild.

Furthermore, we can transform a two-dimensional ROC curve into a one-dimensional scalar

value, namely the area under the curve102 (AUROC). The AUROC ∈ [0, 1] is the portion

of the area of the unit square, which is equal to the probability that a classifier will give a

randomly selected positive sample a higher probability than a randomly selected negative
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sample. Hanley and McNeil 102 show that the AUC is equivalent to the Mann-Whitney U

statistic172*.

*Equivalent to the Wilcoxon rank sum test 290 (not the same as the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which is applied
to paired or dependent samples.)
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